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MINUTES of a meeting of the CABINET held in the Abbey Room, Stenson House, London Road, 
Coalville, LE67 3FN on TUESDAY, 9 JANUARY 2024  
 
Present:  Councillor R Blunt (Chair) 
 
Councillors M B Wyatt, T Gillard, K Merrie MBE, N J Rushton, A C Saffell and A C Woodman  
 
In Attendance: Councillors A Barker, T Eynon, J Legrys and S Sheahan  
 
Officers:  Mrs A Thomas, Mr J Arnold, Mr A Barton, Miss E Warhurst, Mr P Stone and 
Mr T Devonshire 
 

63. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
There were no apologies received. 
 

64. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
 
There were no interests declared. 
 

65. PUBLIC QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 
 
There were no questions received. 
 

66. MINUTES 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 12 December 2023 were considered. 
 
It was moved by Councillor T Gillard, seconded by Councillor K Merrie and 
 
RESOLVED THAT: 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 12 December 2023 be approved as an accurate 
record of proceedings. 
 

67. COUNCIL TAX BASE 2024/25 
 
The Corporate Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
 
It was moved by Councillor N Rushton, seconded by Councillor T Gillard and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 

1) The calculation of the Council Tax base for each Parish and Special Expense Area 
for the Financial Year 2024/25, as detailed in appendix 2, be approved and 
recommended to Council for adoption at its meeting on 22 February 2024. 

2) It be noted that, in accordance with the Local Authorities (Calculation of Council 
Tax Base) (England) Regulations 2012, the amount calculated by North West 
Leicestershire District Council for the Financial Year 2024/25 shall be 37, 079. 

3) Authority be delegated to the S151 Officer to submit the calculations on Non-
Domestic Rating Income and other amounts required by Government by 31 
January 2024 for the forthcoming financial year. 

 
Reason for decision: Statutory requirement to facilitate the setting of Council Tax for the 
forthcoming year. 
 

68. DRAFT ROBUSTNESS OF BUDGET ESTIMATES AND ADEQUACY OF RESERVES 
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The Corporate Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
 
It was moved by Councillor N Rushton, seconded by Councillor K Merrie and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 
The advice of the S151 Officer, as set out in section 7, be noted and carefully considered 
as part of proposing the Draft Budget for consultation. 
 

Reason for decision: To ensure the Council meets its statutory requirements when 
considering its budget.  
 

69. DRAFT CAPITAL STRATEGY, TREASURY STRATEGY AND PRUDENTIAL 
INDICATORS 
 
The Corporate Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
 
It was moved by Councillor N Rushton, seconded by Councillor A Woodman and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 
The draft 2024/25 Capital Strategy, Treasury Management Strategy Statement, Minimum 
Revenue Provision (MRP) Strategy and non-Investment Strategy, as set out in 
Appendices 1-4, be approved for statutory consultation. 
 
Reason for decision: required as part of the 2024/25 budget setting process. 
 

70. DRAFT GENERAL FUND BUDGET 2024/25 
 
The Corporate Portfolio Holder presented the report. He noted that this was currently a 
draft budget, and he thus encouraged the people of North West Leicestershire to write in 
to register any issues or suggestions that they might have.  
 
The Chair echoed the Portfolio Holder’s receptiveness to ideas from outside parties. The 
Portfolio Holder advised that he was meeting the opposition in in the coming days to 
discuss the draft budget and see whether there were points of agreement.  
 
It was moved by Councillor N Rushton, seconded by Councillor R Blunt and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 

1) The Draft General Fund Revenue, Capital and Special Expenses Budget, the 
Medium-Term Financial Plan (MTFP) for 2024/25 to 2028/29 and the budget 
proposals contained within the report and the proposed fees and charges for 
2024/25 be proposed for statutory consultation.  

2) The key risks to the Council’s budget be noted. 
3) Responsibility be delegated to the Chief Executive in consultation with the 

Strategic Director of Resources (S151 Officer) and the relevant Portfolio Holder to 
spend £500k from the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) Reserve on the 
Transformation Programme. 

 
Reason for decision: required as part of the 2024/25 budget setting process. 
 

71. DRAFT HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA) BUDGET AND RENTS 2024/25 
 
The Housing, Property and Customer Services Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
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The Chair emphasised that getting the Housing Portfolio in order was a key Alliance 
priority.  
 
It was moved by Councillor N Rushton, seconded by Councillor A Woodman and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 
The following be proposed for consultation: 
 

 The Draft 2024/25 Housing Revenue Account Budget 

 The rent increase 

 The Draft MTFP for 2024/25 to 2028/29 

 The Draft 2024/25 Budget Proposals 

 The Draft 2024/25 Fees and Charges 
 
As contained within the report. 
 
Reason for decision: To allow Cabinet to consider the Housing Revenue Account 
Budget 2024/25. 
 

72. INVESTMENT PROPERTY LEASEHOLD DISPOSALS 
 
The Housing, Property and Customer Services Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
 
It was moved by Councillor A Woodman, seconded by Councillor K Merrie and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 
The grant of the lease detailed in Table 2.1 be approved. 
 
Reason for decision: To enable the letting of a Council owned commercial property to 
proceed and rental income to be generated. 
 

73. KEGWORTH PROJECT 
 
The Business and Regeneration Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
 
The Chair reviewed the history of the project, why it had presented some challenges, and 
noted the value the project would bring. He commended those who had worked on the 
project for resolving the issues and bringing the project to a conclusion. 
 
It was moved by Councillor T Gillard, seconded by Councillor R Blunt and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 

1) The progress on the Kegworth Project along with the proposed implementation 
method and anticipated costs be noted. 

2) Authority be delegated, to the Head of Property and Economic Regeneration, to 
spend the allocated budget on the Kegworth Project and to negotiate and enter 
into any necessary agreements with Leicestershire County Council (as the delivery 
body) to complete the works. 

3) The comments of the Community Scrutiny Committee (7 December 2023) 
particularly those relating to parking enforcement, be noted. 
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Reason for decision: To enter into an agreement with Leicestershire County Council for 
delivery of the Market Place public realm works and London Road accessibility 
improvements, to enable completion of the Kegworth Project. 
 

74. EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 
 
It was moved by Councillor R Blunt, seconded by Councillor T Gillard and  
 
RESOLVED THAT: 

 
In pursuance of Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and public 
be excluded from the remainder of the meeting on the grounds that the business to be 
transacted involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in Paragraph 3 
of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Act and that the public interest in maintaining this 
exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information. 

 
Reason for decision: To enable the consideration of exempt information. 
 

75. CONTRACT PROCEDURE RULES/FINANCIAL PROCEDURE RULES - EXEMPTION 
REQUEST - URBAN DESIGN POST 
 
The Planning Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
 
A brief discussion was had. 
 
It was moved by Councillor T Saffell, seconded by Councillor K Merrie and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 
The recommendations within the report be approved. 
 
Reason for decision: To note the exemption as required by the Constitution. 
 

76. APPOINTMENT OF HOUSING CONTRACTORS 
 
The Housing, Property and Customer Services Portfolio Holder presented the report. 
 
A brief discussion was had.  
 
It was moved by Councillor A Woodman, seconded by Councillor K Merrie and  
 
RESOLVED THAT:  
 
The recommendations within the report be approved. 
 
Reason for decision: to comply with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules. 
 

The meeting commenced at 5.00 pm 
 
The Chairman closed the meeting at 5.20 pm 
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – WEDNESDAY, 31 JANUARY 2024 
 
 
 

Title of Report 
 

ROBUSTNESS OF BUDGET ESTIMATES AND 
ADEQUACY OF RESERVES 
 

Presented by Councillor Nicholas Rushton 
Corporate Portfolio Holder 
 
     PH Briefed Yes 
 

Background Papers Final Capital Strategy, 
Treasury Management 
Strategy and Prudential 
Indicators 2024/25 Report 
(Cabinet 31 January 2024) 
 
Final General Fund Budget 
and Council Tax 2024/25 
Report (Cabinet 31 
January 2024) 
 
Final Housing Revenue 
Account Budget and Rents 
2024/25 Report (Cabinet 
31 January 2024) 

Public Report: Yes 
 

Key Decision: Yes 
 

Financial Implications In accordance with statutory requirements the report provides 
the Section 151 Officer’s advice on the robustness of budget 
estimates and the adequacy of reserves in the draft budget. 

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications The Council’s Section 151 Officer is required to prepare this 
report under Section 25(1) Local Government Act 2003.  
 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

None. 
 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 
 
 

Purpose of Report To advise Cabinet on the robustness of the estimates in the 
budget and the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves. 
 

Reason for Decision To ensure the Council meets its statutory requirements when 
considering its budget. 
 

Recommendations THAT CABINET NOTES THE S151 OFFICER’S ADVICE 
SET OUT IN SECTION 7 OF THE APPENDIX, AND 
CAREFULLY CONSIDERS THE CONTENT OF THIS 
REPORT AS PART OF PROPOSING TO COUNCIL THE 
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GENERAL FUND BUDGET REPORT 2024/25, HOUSING 
REVENUE ACCOUNT BUDGET 2024/25 REPORT AND 
THE CAPITAL STRATEGY AND TREASURY 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2024/25  

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 Section 25(1) of the Local Government Act 2003 (the “2003 Act”) requires that the 

Chief Financial Officer (Section 151 Officer under the Local Government Act 1972) 
reports to the Council when setting its Council Tax on: 

 

 the robustness of the estimates in the budget. 

 the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves.  
 
1.2 Section 25(2) of the 2003 Act requires the Council to have regard to this report in 

approving the budget and Council Tax. 
 
1.3 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Financial 

Management Code reinforces this requirement stating that the statement in relation to 
the proposed financial reserves should consider whether the level of general reserves 
is appropriate for the risks (both internal and external) to which the Council is exposed 
and give reassurance that the authority’s financial management processes and 
procedures are able to manage those risks. 

 
1.4 While the statutory local authority budget setting process continues to be on an annual 

basis, a longer-term perspective is essential if local authorities are to demonstrate their 
financial sustainability. 

 
1.5 The Report from the Director of Resources (Section 151 Officer) to Council is set out in 

Appendix A.   
 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

The report encompasses the Council’s budget, 
therefore, is relevant to all Council Priorities: 

- Planning and regeneration 
- Clean, green and Zero Carbon 
- Communities and Housing 
- A well-run council 

 

Policy Considerations: 
 

None. 

Safeguarding: 
 

None. 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

There has been equality impact assessments 
conducted by services on relevant proposals 
during the budget setting period. 

Customer Impact: 
 

Customers are likely to be impacted by the 
changes to fees and charges, Council Tax increase 
and special expenses precepts set out in this 
report. Equalities Impact Assessments will be 
undertaken where necessary. 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

The General Fund capital programme allocates 
£7.9 million to investing in Coalville Regeneration 
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Projects over five years. 
 
£3.7 million is being invested in Council owned 
land to support regeneration and bring employment 
to the district. The Council has been awarded £1.3 
million in government grants to undertake 
regeneration projects in the district. This includes 
refurbishment of Moira furnace and provision of 
office spaces. 

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 
 

The budget sees investment of £1.5m in the 
replacement of council vehicles and reducing our 
carbon emissions. There’s £0.8m investment in 
bins and recycling containers to increase recycling 
from households. The Council also has a 
permanent Climate Change Programme Manager 
post. 

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 
 

The draft budget was considered by Corporate 
Scrutiny and has been the subject of consultation 
with the public. In addition, the Housing Revenue 
Account draft budget has been subject to 
engagement with the Tenants Forum. 

Risks: 
 

This report provides the Section 151 Officers view 
on the robustness of budget estimates and 
adequacy of reserves. The report identifies the key 
risks, provides an assessment of these and 
proposed mitigating actions to manage those risks. 

Officer Contact 
 

Paul Stone 
Director of Resources  
Paul.stone@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
COUNCIL – THURSDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2024 
 
 
 

Title of Report 
 

ROBUSTNESS OF BUDGET ESTIMATES AND 
ADEQUACY OF RESERVES 
 

Presented by Councillor Nicholas Rushton 
Corporate Portfolio Holder 
 
     PH Briefed Yes 
 

Background Papers Final Capital Strategy, 
Treasury Management 
Strategy and Prudential 
Indicators 2024/25 Report 
(Cabinet 31 January 2024) 
 
Final General Fund Budget 
and Council Tax 2024/25 
Report (Cabinet 31 
January 2024) 
 
Final Housing Revenue 
Account Budget and Rents 
2024/25 Report (Cabinet 
31 January 2024) 

Public Report: Yes 
 

Key Decision: Yes 
 

Financial Implications In accordance with statutory requirements the report provides 
the Section 151 Officer’s advice on the robustness of budget 
estimates and the adequacy of reserves in the draft budget. 

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications The Council’s Section 151 Officer is required to prepare this 
report under Section 25(1) Local Government Act 2003.  
 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

None. 
 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 
 
 

Purpose of Report To advise Cabinet on the robustness of the estimates in the 
budget and the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves. 
 

Reason for Decision To ensure the Council meets its statutory requirements when 
considering its budget. 
 

Recommendations THAT COUNCIL NOTES THE S151 OFFICER’S ADVICE 
SET OUT IN SECTION 7 AND CAREFULLY CONSIDERS 
THE CONTENT OF THIS REPORT AS PART OF 
APPROVING THE GENERAL FUND BUDGET REPORT 
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2024/25, THE HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT BUDGET 
2024/25 REPORT AND THE CAPITAL STRATEGY AND 
TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2024/25. 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 Section 25(1) of the Local Government Act 2003 (the “2003 Act”) requires that the 

Chief Financial Officer (Section 151 Officer under the Local Government Act 1972) 
reports to the Council when setting its Council Tax on: 

 

 the robustness of the estimates in the budget. 

 the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves.  
 
1.2 Section 25(2) of the 2003 Act requires the Council to have regard to this report in 

approving the budget and Council Tax. 
 
1.3 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Financial 

Management Code reinforces this requirement stating that the statement in relation to 
the proposed financial reserves should consider whether the level of general reserves 
is appropriate for the risks (both internal and external) to which the Council is exposed 
and give reassurance that the authority’s financial management processes and 
procedures are able to manage those risks. 

 
1.4 While the statutory local authority budget setting process continues to be on an annual 

basis, a longer-term perspective is essential if local authorities are to demonstrate their 
financial sustainability. 

 
2.0 CONTEXT 
 
2.1 The Council is setting its budget at a time when it continues to face a range of issues 

to contend with. In broad terms these can be split into three categories: economic, 
local government and locally in North West Leicestershire. Each of these is explored 
below: 

 
Economic  

 
2.2 The recent report by the Office of Budget Responsibility (OBR) in respect of the 

Economic and Fiscal Outlook describes how the economy has proved to be more 
resilient to the shocks of the Covid pandemic and energy crisis than anticipated.  GDP 
stood nearly 2% above its pre-pandemic level and around 3% above the OBR March 
forecast but is now expected the economy will grow more slowly over the medium term.   

 
2.3 Inflation was expected to fall below 5% the end of the calendar year, which was 

achieved with Consumer Price Index (CPI) being confirmed at 4.0% in December 
2023. However, it is not forecast to return to its 2% target until the first half of 2025. 

 
 Local Government  
 
2.4 High inflation, energy prices and pay awards have put substantial financial pressure on 

councils.  The Local Government Association has estimated that councils face a 
funding gap of £2.4bn in 2023/24 and £1.6bn in 2024/25.  These gaps relate to funding 
needed to maintain services at their current level.   
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2.5 The Autumn Statement 2023 announced in November 2023 was silent on wider issues 
in respect of local government funding for 2024/25 and beyond, including council tax 
referendum principles, grant funding and total increase in spending power.  However, 
there were announcements welcomed by district councils including: 

 

 Increasing the Local Housing Allowance (LHA) rate to the 30th percentile of 
local market rents from April 2024.  The LHA is designed to ensure that people 
receive enough housing benefit to cover the cost of renting a typical home in 
their area that is large enough for their needs.  

 £120m funding for local authorities in England and the devolved 
administrations to invest in homelessness prevention, including to support 
Ukrainian households who can no longer remain in sponsorship arrangements 

 Extending ‘thank you’ payments for Homes for Ukraine sponsors into a third 
year 

 Creating the flexibility for Local Planning Authorities to charge a locally-set 
premium fee for major planning applications, allowing them to recover the full 
cost 

 £110m Local Nutrient Mitigation Fund for councils to mitigate the impact of 
nutrient pollution in waterways and deliver thousands of homes that have been 
on hold.  The Council would use monies secured from the Local Mitigation Fund 
to appoint specialist consultants to develop a detailed mitigation strategy and to 
identify short, medium and long term potential mitigation measures that could 
enable phosphate nutrient neutrality to be achieved for anticipated new housing 
and economic development in the River Mease Special Area of Conservation 
catchment. 

 
2.6  Ahead of the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement, the Government 

released a Policy Statement 2024 to 2025 on 5 December 2023.  It set out the 
Government's intentions for the Local Government Finance Settlement 2024/25.  It 
confirmed the Council Tax referendum principles for 2024/25, this being a principle of 
up to 3% or £5, whichever is higher, for shire district councils.   

 
2.8 In addition, the Statement confirmed that all local authorities will see at least a 3% 

increase in their Core Spending Power before any decision they make about 
organisational efficiencies, use of reserves and Council Tax levels through a funding 
guarantee.  Core Spending Power includes revenue from Council Tax, business rates, 
grants and other sources.  

 
2.9 The Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement was announced on the 18 

December and has been incorporated into the budget position for 2024/25.  There are 
no details of funding streams for 2025/26 onwards.   

 
 
 Local – North West Leicestershire 
 

2.10 North West Leicestershire District Council continues to face increased costs from high 
inflation and pay awards.   

 
2.11 In recent years the Council has seen growth in its business rate income as new 

companies have moved into the area due to its location and excellent communication 
links. This has led to the Council being the largest beneficiary in England from the 
business rates growth retention scheme. The business rates growth has enabled the 
Council to fund services without increasing council tax. 
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2.12 This continues to present the Council’s highest financial risk as government has 
indicated that it is looking to reset the business rates growth baseline and redistribute 
resources to councils across the country with a fair funding review which is expected to 
be implemented in 2026. 

 
2.13 Recognising the wider context within which the budget is being set, the Council made 

improvements to financial management in the last 12 months and has continued to use 
processes to develop its draft budget plans for 2024/25 and over the medium term. 
This recognises the greater focus within the organisation on its finances. The process, 
coupled with that used in previous years, has involved: 

 Services completing budget proposals to justify the need for any changes to 
the budget. 

 Budget STAR Chamber sessions between Directors and Heads of Service. 

 Regular reporting to the Corporate Leadership Team on the Council’s overall 
budget position. 

 Engagement with councillors through Portfolio Holder briefings, Strategy Group 
and an all-councillor budget briefing.  

 Engagement through scrutiny, consultation with the public and the Housing 
Revenue Account (HRA) tenants’ forum. 

  
 

3.0 DRAFT FINANCIAL STRATEGIES AND POLICIES 
 

3.1 To ensure the Council has clarity on its financial management objectives it is 
imperative to have a clear financial strategy in place for the short, medium, and long 
term. As part of setting the Budget for 2024/25 and beyond the following guiding 
principles have been developed for the budget setting approach: 

 

 Financial Stability and Sustainability 

 Resources Focussed on Priorities 

 Maximising Sources of Income 

 Managing Risk 
 

 Capital Strategy 
 
3.2 The Capital Strategy has been significantly enhanced to make it fit for the future. To 

provide greater accountability, governance, and due diligence of the capital 
programme the Capital Strategy was updated in 2022 to improve the way the Council 
manages its capital schemes through their life cycle by splitting the programme into an 
Approved Programme for ‘in flight’ schemes and a Development Pool for schemes at 
business case stage. A Capital Strategy and Investment Group, Chaired by the 
Director of Resources has been in operation for over 12 months and oversees this 
process and proposes schemes through the Council’s governance for formal approval 
by Cabinet or Council in line with the Council’s Constitution.   

 
Treasury Management Strategy 

 
3.3 The Treasury Management Strategy has been refreshed and improved in line with 

required national guidance to ensure the Council is appropriately managing risk in both 
its borrowing and investment portfolios. The introduction of the liability benchmark 
indicator which measures the Council’s future borrowing liabilities to fund its capital 
investment against how these will be financed either through external borrowing or by 
using our surplus cash resources (internal borrowing). 
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 Corporate Charging Policy 

 
3.4 The Corporate Charging Policy, which contains the Council’s fees and charges, 

reflects the Council’s financial strategy and provides greater clarity for service users on 
the rationale for future changes in levels of fees and charges. The draft budget 
includes a range of proposed amendments to fees and charges, where it is appropriate 
to do so, in line with the Policy, which includes an inflationary increase in line with the 
Consumer Price Index. 

 
 
4.0 DRAFT GENERAL FUND BUDGET 2024/25 
 
4.1 High levels of inflation, recruitment and retention, high interest rates present a 

challenging and uncertain economic environment.   
 
4.2 There will be a one-year funding settlement for 2024/25 with a core referendum 

principle of 2.99%.  Despite the financial pressures experienced by local authorities 
because of high inflation and rising demand for services, the local government sector 
is not expecting these costs to be funded.   

 
4.3 The forecast outturn position for the general fund revenue budget 2023/24 is an 

operating deficit of £252k.  This is largely due to the pay award for 2023/24, agreed in 
November 2023, being higher than originally estimated.  There are overspends in 
other service areas such as property, planning and leisure services, however, these 
are offset by additional investment income.   

 
4.4 In setting the budget for 2023/24, key strategies were applied to budget development 

and these have continued for the budget process for 2024/25.  These include: 
 

Guiding Principles Key Strategies for Developing Budget 2024/25 
and MTFP 2024-29 

Financial Stability and 
Sustainability 

 Plan ahead for potential Government funding 
changes (including Business Rates Reset) 

 Do not become overly reliant on Business 
Rates funding for on-going service provision 

 Use future surpluses in Business Rates 
funding for future one off investment to 
reduce ongoing revenue costs or generate 
income 

Resources Focussed on Priorities  Align resources to Council Delivery Plan 
objectives 

 

Maximising Our Sources of 
Income 

 Fees and Charges maximised in accordance 
with the Corporate Charging Policy 
(increased by inflation) 

Managing our Risks  Acceptable level of risk tolerance 

 Review of reserves strategy and position 

 
 
4.5 The forecast medium term position is set out in the table below.  
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 2024/25 
£m 

2025/26 
£m 

2026/27 
£m 

2027/28 
£m 

2028/29 
£m 

Net Revenue Expenditure 18.156 17.673 17.792 17.988 18.128 

Funding 18.156 17.293 17.193 16.719 16.243 

Surplus/(Deficit) 0.000 (0.380) (0.599) (1.268) (1.885) 

 
 
4.6 The position shows a balanced budget for 2024/25 and a forecast funding gap of 

£0.380m in 2025/26 rising to £1.885m per annum, equivalent to 10.4% of net budget 
by 2028/29.  This is an improved position over the medium term compared to last years 
forecast, largely as a result of the work completed during the Autumn, to identify a 
range of budget options to close the funding gap.    

 
4.7 The primary reasons for the forecast funding gap are pay, inflationary, and service 

demand pressures on the Council’s cost base and anticipated changes to its funding 
streams arising from promised Government funding changes to local authorities as a 
result from a reset of growth from the business rates retention scheme, fair funding 
review and New Homes Bonus.  The Government has promised a review of the 
funding mechanism for local authorities; however, no timeframes have been set for 
this.  

 
4.8 There still remains a significant risk facing the Council on its revenue budget which is 

the potential Government funding changes, particularly in relation to a reset in growth 
from the business rates retention scheme.  This is due to the fact that North West 
Leicestershire has seen the biggest growth above its business rates baseline in all 
local authorities in England.  

 
4.9 The latest indication is that the earliest a business rates reset could happen is 2026/27.  

The Government has been delaying implementation for several years now, so there is 
no certainty as to when it is likely to happen.  When this funding change is 
implemented, there is likely to be an element of transitional protection to assist those 
councils like North West Leicestershire, to manage reduced funding over a period of 
time.  This transitional protection is included in the medium-term forecasts show in 
paragraph 4.5 above.   

 
4.10  The Council will continue to use the guiding principles set out in paragraph 4.4 above 

to plan for any potential Government funding changes and ensure that the funding gap 
this could create in its revenue budget is appropriately managed.     

 
4.11 The Draft Revenue Budget for 2024/25 is balanced.  
  
4.12 At the time of publishing the final budget for 2024/25, the Final Local Government 

Finance Settlement has not been announced. The figures included for the funding are 
estimates based on the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement and latest 
intelligence.  

 
4.13 The Capital Programme has been developed in line with the guiding principles and a 

substantially improved Capital Strategy: 

 The existing capital programme has been split into Approved schemes and 
Development Pool schemes as per 2023/24.  
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 No new borrowing, over and above that approved in the 2023/24 budget, is 
proposed to fund the capital programme.  This is to ensure the Council does not 
create additional revenue pressures in the future arising from interest and 
capital repayment costs. 

 The funding source for schemes over the medium term is capital receipts 
(£48k), government grants (£6,374k), business rates reserve (£11,105), 
revenue contributions (£34k) and borrowing (£4,348k). 

 Schemes in the Development Pool will be worked up in more depth through the 
governance arrangements set out in the Capital Strategy and Constitution. 

 
4.14 The draft budget is based on the Council having the following levels of reserves. 
 

 Estimated 
Balance 1/4/24 

£’000 

Change during 
2024/25 
£’000 

Estimated 
Balance 31/3/25 

£’000 

General Fund - Minimum 
Level of Reserves 

1,544 0 1,544 

Earmarked Reserves 2,639 (680) 1,960 

MTFP Reserve 7,937 (793) 7,144 

Business Rates Reserve 3,081 (34) 3,046 

Total 15,201 (1,507) 13,694 

 
4.15 As part of preparing the reserves for the draft budget the following should be noted: 

 

 The minimum level of reserves has been risk assessed and is considered to be 
set at an appropriate level.   

 Earmarked reserves have been reviewed to assess if the risks/commitments 
continue to exist and if the amounts are still appropriate.  

 The MTFP Reserve will be used for managing risks over the medium term, 
investing in projects to make the Council more efficient, reduce its revenue 
costs, generate income and fund the capacity for the Council to deliver its 
financial plans 

 The Business Rates Reserve includes the additional business rates revenues 
from growth in the district (including contributions from Business Rates Pool 
and Freeport) in excess of that included in the revenue budget to fund on-going 
services. This additional growth will be prioritised to fund the capital 
programme and projects.  

 
5.0 DRAFT HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT BUDGET 2024/25 

 
5.1 The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) is a ringfenced account for the operation of the 

Council’s housing stock. The Council has 4,181 homes. The budget for the HRA is 
also experiencing the inflationary pressures seen in other areas of the Council’s 
budget, particularly on its staffing, maintenance, and capital budgets.  

 
5.2 In 2012, the Council took on the debt associated with its housing stock under the 

nationally HRA Self Financing initiative. As part of this a 30-year business plan was 
developed. A core component of the business plan is for the HRA to repay the self-
financing borrowing by 2042. The Council should continue to make provision in its 
HRA to repay this outstanding borrowing.   

 
5.3  The forecast outturn position for the HRA budget 2023/24 is an operating deficit of 

£436k due to the pay award and an adverse variance for rent income.   If no action is 
taken reserves will be less than anticipated when the budget was set. The service will 
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seek to recover the budget position through vacancy management and use of 
reserves. 

 
5.4 The position shows a balanced budget for 2024/25.  The table below provides a 

summary of the changes.    
 
  

  

2023/24 2024/25 Movement 

£’000 £’000 £’000 

Income -20,139 -21,613 -1,474 

Operating Expenditure 17,077 20,226 3,149 

Operating 
(surplus)/deficit 

-3,062 -1,387 1,675 

Appropriations 7,541 4,005 -3,536 

Net (surplus)/deficit 4,479 2,618 -1,861 

 
  

5.5  The draft HRA budget for 2024/25 shows an operating surplus of £1,387k. This is a 
£1,675k reduction from 2023/24.  

 
5.6 To deliver the HRA Capital Programme in 2024/25 and ensure sufficient monies are 

set aside for future debt repayment an overall deficit £2,618k is being budgeted for.  
This will be paid from accumulated surpluses of £3,618k which have been built up in 
reserves.  This leaves a minimum operating balance of approximately £1 million for 
unexpected events. This minimum balance is considered adequate for the size of HRA 
and risks faced. 

 
5.7 The HRA Capital Programme is planned to spend £15,925k in 2024/25.  Based on 

previous years’ experience this is an ambitious level of estimated spend. The area of 
the capital programme at greatest risk of delay is the Housing Improvement 
Programme. 

 
5.8 To mitigate the risks of the capital programme not delivering to budget the draft Capital 

Strategy proposes a number of improvements to manage schemes through their 
project lifecycle. 

 
6.0 ROBUSTNESS OF BUDGET ESTIMATES AND ADEQUACY OF RESERVES 

 
6.1 The table below provides an assessment of the key risk areas to determine the 

robustness of the estimates and adequacy of reserves included in the General Fund 
and Housing Revenue Account budgets:  

 

Area Y/N Comments 

Is performance against the current  
year’s budget on track and where  
variances are evident, ongoing and  
unavoidable, are they appropriately  
reflected in the plans? 

Y  The 2023/24 financial monitoring is showing 
a projected overspend of £252k on the 
General Fund and £436k on the HRA.  
Work is currently on-going within services to 
mitigate these pressures and minimise any 
drawdown from reserves. 
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Area Y/N Comments 

The on-going and unavailable pressures, 
alongside potential reductions in reserve 
levels, have been factored into budget plans 
for 2024/25 and the medium term.  

Are arrangements for monitoring 
and reporting performance against 
the savings plans robust? 

Y & N In recent years the Council has not been 
required to make significant savings to 
maintain its financial position.  Therefore, 
clear savings plans and delivery has not 
been required. With such a significant 
funding gap estimated for 2024/25, there are 
a range of budget options proposed for the 
General Fund Budget 2024/25.  Where it is 
appropriate, delivery of savings/efficiencies 
will be monitored throughout the financial 
year and reported to stakeholders alongside 
the financial monitoring reports on a 
quarterly basis.   
As part of the Council’s Transformation 
Programme, project management principles 
will be adopted with a suite of guidance and 
templates to support good practice, which, in 
turn will help the Council manage and 
monitor largescale transformation 
programmes.     

The reasonableness of the 
underlying budget assumptions 

Y All budget proposals have been justified by 
service managers, reviewed by finance and 
subject to budget challenge sessions in the 
new process. 
External review has also been undertaken 
by the treasury advisers, Arlingclose, on the 
Treasury Management Strategy.  

The alignment of resources with the 
Council’s service and organisational 
priorities 

Y Resources are aligned to the current 
priorities of the Council. 
A new Council Delivery Plan (CDP) has 
been developed and was approved by 
Council on 14 November 2023.  The CDP is 
aligned to the resources available, and risks 
faced by the Council. 
The Council’s ambition to be carbon neutral 
by 2030 is likely to require additional 
investment, however, the Council will look to 
maximise grant funding made available to it 
to support this priority.  An exercise to 
identify the costs of getting to net zero will be 
completed in 2024/25. 

A review of the major risks 
associated with the budget 

Y The major risks within the budget have been 
assessed and are set out in the budget 
report, including mitigations and strategies 
about how these are being managed. 

The availability of un-earmarked 
reserves to meet unforeseen cost 
pressures 

Y The Council has a minimum level of 
reserves for both its General Fund (£1.5m) 
and HRA (£1m).  In the Audit Commission’s 
‘Striking a Balance’ report published in 2012, 
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Area Y/N Comments 

the majority of Chief Finance Officers at the 
national level regarded an amount of 
between three and five per cent of council’s 
net spending as a prudent level for risk-
based reserves.  Over the medium term the 
Council’s forecast figure is 8%. 
 
The General Fund position has been risk 
assessed to take account of potential 
unforeseen pressures.  

Have realistic income targets been 
set and ‘at risk’ external funding 
been identified? 

Y An assessment of income targets has been 
undertaken as part of the development of the 
draft budget. 
The income areas which have the greatest 
risk (including business rates, council tax, 
planning and leisure) have had greater focus 
for this work and focus on the budget 
challenge sessions. 
 
Fees and charges have been increased, 
where it is appropriate to do so, in 
accordance with the Council’s Corporate 
Charging Policy.  

Has a reasonable estimate of 
demand cost pressures been made? 

Y The enhanced budget process used in the 
development of the draft budget has 
improved the reasonableness of estimates.  

Has a reasonable estimate of future 
income been made? 

Y The budget proposals presented by services 
were reviewed by finance and subject to 
budget challenge sessions. 

Have one-off cost pressures been 
identified? 

Y All pressures have been reviewed to assess 
if they are one-off or ongoing in nature. One-
off proposals are to be funded from 
reserves. Services will need to ensure exit 
plans exist for one off expenditure. 

Are arrangements for monitoring 
and reporting performance against 
the budget plans robust? 

Y For 2023/24, quarterly financial reporting to 
Cabinet and Scrutiny Committee has been 
introduced.   
 
The new finance system is intended to bring 
enhanced financial reporting for budget 
holders to support robust and regular 
monitoring of budgets.  
 
The Council will also need to enhance its 
development, monitoring and delivery of its 
plans to deliver balanced budgets over the 
medium term. 

Is there a reasonable contingency 
available to cover the financial risks 
faced by the Council? 

Y The Council has incorporated estimates for 
pay award, inflation and demand pressures 
into its budget. It has also made provisions 
for key income streams not materialising for 
business rates and council tax.  

Is there a reasonable level of Y The Council has a range of earmarked, 
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Area Y/N Comments 

reserves, which could be used to 
mitigate any issues arising and are 
they reducing as the risks 
decrease? 

MTFP and minimum levels of reserves to 
ensure its financial stability. 

The strength of the financial 
management function and reporting 
arrangements? 

Y & N The Council implemented a new financial 
system in April 2023 to improve its reporting.  
Further enhancements to the system are 
required in the short-term to deliver this.  
 
A review of the Financial Procedures Rules 
is planned.   

Have the previous years Accounts 
been signed off by external audit to 
verify balances? 

N The Council’s Accounts for 2021/22 are 
currently being audited. The audit for the 
2022/23 accounts will commence in Summer 
2024.   
Budget estimates and reserves balances for 
2024/25 and beyond are based on the latest 
information incorporated into the 2021/22 
and 2022/23 accounts.   

Has there been a degree and quality 
of engagement with colleagues and 
councillors in the process to develop 
and construct the budget? 

Y There has been a continuation of the 
improvements introduced to the budget 
setting process last year.   
This has included a series of budget 
challenge sessions between the Directors 
and Heads of Service, as well as 
engagement with Corporate Leadership 
Team, Portfolio Holders, Strategy Group and 
an all councillor briefing. 

 
6.2 There are a number of specific actions arising from the table above that the Council 

needs to undertake, alongside the delivery of its draft budget, to ensure risks and issues 
associated with the budget are mitigated. These actions are:  

 
Financial Strategy 

 The financial strategy set out at paragraph 4.4 above is followed. This 
underpins the draft budget 2024/25 and provides a stable platform from which 
to build over the medium term. 

 A robust corporate and financial plan is required to bridge the funding gap and 
ensure the Council can balance its budget over the medium term. This plan is 
reliant on the delivery of a transformation programme which will focus on being 
more efficient with the aim of having the same service outcomes at a lower 
cost. However, it needs to be flexible enough to adapt to potential national 
changes to local government funding which may require reductions in service 
levels in the future. 

 To ensure this plan is developed and delivered the Council will need to invest in 
the transformation programme to ensure a structured approach to achieving the 
desired outcomes.   

 Special expense budgets must be in a balanced position for 2024/25. 
 
Financial Reporting 

 Continue to present a quarterly financial report to Cabinet and Scrutiny to 
promote transparency and accountability of the financial position. 

 Ensure the 2021/22 and 2022/23 Accounts are signed off. 
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Financial Management and Control 

 Implement enhancements to the new financial system to support enhanced 
reporting for budget holders and improve financial systems and processes  

 Services need to develop exit plans for government grant funding and one-off 
proposals funded by reserves. 

 Continue to review and improve the Council’s governance arrangements. 
 

7.0 CONCLUSION 
 
7.1  Based on the assumptions made in its Final Budget 2024/25 and MTFP 2024-29 for 

income and expenditure, the Council can set a balanced draft budget for 2024/25. 
 

7.2 However, there are a number of risks. The most significant of these for the Council is 
the timing of a potential reset in business rates and associated changes to the local 
government finance system with no indication from the Government as to when these 
will happen.  

 
7.3 Whilst the Council’s financial position is currently stable and sustainable there are 

several uncertainties. As such the Council will need to ensure it makes the right 
decisions in the short term to ensure it is financially stable and sustainable over the 
medium to long term. This includes maximising all income streams, being more 
efficient, growing its financial management capability, influencing the risks faced to 
optimise the Council’s future financial viability and delivering on the actions set out at 
paragraph 6.2.  

 
7.4 The single most important action is for the Council to recognise the future risks ahead 

and start to develop, implement and, most importantly, deliver a medium-term financial 
plan. 

 
75 Provided the Council carefully considers and acts upon the analysis in this report, and 

officers robustly manage the implementation of the Revenue and Capital Budgets, a 
positive opinion can be given under Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 on 
the robustness of budget estimates and the level of reserves. 

 
 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

The report encompasses the Council’s budget, 
therefore, is relevant to all Council Priorities: 

- Planning and regeneration 
- Clean, green and Zero Carbon 
- Communities and Housing 
- A well-run council 

 

Policy Considerations: 
 

None. 

Safeguarding: 
 

None. 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

There have been equality impact assessments 
conducted by services on relevant proposals 
during this period.  

Customer Impact: 
 

Customers are likely to be impacted by the 
changes to fees and charges, Council Tax increase 
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and special expenses precepts set out in this 
report.   

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

The General Fund capital programme allocates 
£7.9 million to investing in Coalville Regeneration 
Projects over five years. 
 
£3.7 million is being invested in Council owned 
land to support regeneration and bring employment 
to the district. The Council has been awarded £1.3 
million in government grants to undertake 
regeneration projects in the district. This includes 
refurbishment of Moira furnace and provision of 
office spaces. 

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 
 

The budget sees investment of £1.5m in the 
replacement of council vehicles and reducing our 
carbon emissions. There’s £0.8m investment in 
bins and recycling containers to increase recycling 
from households. The Council also has a 
permanent Climate Change Programme Manager 
post 

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 
 

The draft budget was considered by Corporate 
Scrutiny and has been subject to consultation with 
the public. In addition, the Housing Revenue 
Account draft budget was subject to engagement 
with the Tenants Forum. 

Risks: 
 

This report provides the Section 151 Officers view 
on the robustness of budget estimates and 
adequacy of reserves. The report identifies the key 
risks, provides an assessment of these and 
proposed mitigating actions to manage those risks. 

Officer Contact 
 

Paul Stone 
Director of Resources  
Paul.stone@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – WEDNESDAY, 31 JANUARY 2024 
 
 
 

Title of Report 
 

CAPITAL STRATEGY, TREASURY MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY AND PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS 2024/25 
 

Presented by Councillor Nick Rushton 
Corporate Portfolio Holder 
     PH Briefed  
 

Background Papers Capital Strategy, Treasury 
Management Strategy and 
Prudential Indicators – 
Council 23 February 2023 
 
Draft Capital Strategy, 
Treasury Strategy and 
Prudential Indicators – 
Cabinet 9 January 2024 
 
Draft Minutes of the 
Corporate Scrutiny 
Committee – 4 January 
2024 
 

Public Report: Yes 

Key Decision: Yes 
 

Financial Implications The report sets out the annual update of the core strategies 
which underpin the council’s approach to managing its capital 
investment.  

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 
 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

For Cabinet to approve the draft 2024/25 Capital Strategy, 
Treasury Management Strategy and Prudential Indicators for 
statutory consultation. 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 

Purpose of Report For Cabinet to review the 2024/25 Capital Strategy, Treasury 
Management Strategy and Prudential Indicators and 
recommend to Council for approval. 

Reason for Decision To meet the requirements of the Chartered Institute of Public 
Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Prudential Code for 
Capital Finance in Local Government. 

Recommendations THAT CABINET: 
 
1. ENDORSES THE ATTACHED COUNCIL REPORT 

(APPENDIX A) AND RECOMMENDS IT TO COUNCIL 
FOR APPROVAL AT ITS MEETING ON 22 FEBRUARY 
2024. 

Yes 
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2. DELEGATES AUTHORITY TO THE SECTION 151 

OFFICER, IN CONSULTATION WITH THE 
CORPORATE PORTFOLIO HOLDER TO MAKE 
AMENDMENTS TO THE COUNCIL REPORT PRIOR TO 
CONSIDERATION AT COUNCIL ON 22 FEBRARY 
2024. 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1  The 2024/25 Capital Strategy, Treasury Management Strategy and Prudential 

Indicators are due to be approved by Council on the 22 February 2024. 
 
1.2 Cabinet is requested to review the Council Report Capital Strategy, Treasury 

Management Strategy and Prudential Indicators (Appendix A) and recommend it to 
Council for approval. 

 
1.3 Delegation is also sought to enable the Section 151 Officer, in conjunction with the 

Corporate Portfolio Holder, to make amendments to the Council report prior to 
consideration at Council on 22 February 2024.  

 
 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

The Capital Strategy and Treasury Management 
Strategy Statement help the Council achieve all its 
priorities:  

Policy Considerations: 
 

None 

Safeguarding: 
 

Not applicable 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

Not applicable 

Customer Impact: 
 

Not applicable 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

Not applicable 

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 
 

The Council aims to be a responsible investor and 
will consider environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) issues when investing. Where practical, 
when making investment decisions ESG will be 
considered and counterparties with integrated ESG 
policies and commitments to carbon. 

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 
 

Draft Budget: 
Corporate Scrutiny Committee – 04/01/24 
Cabinet – 09/01/24 
Public consultation between 10 January and 23 
January 2024 
Parish and town councils, trade unions and the 
Federation of small business between 10 January 
and 23 January 2024 

Risks: 
 

Borrowing and investment both carry an element of 
risk. This risk is moderated through the adoption of 
Treasury and Investment Strategies, compliance 
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with the CIPFA Code of Treasury Management and 
the retention of Treasury Management advisors 
(Arlingclose) to offer expert advice 

Officer Contact 
 

Anna Crouch 
Head of Finance 
anna.crouch@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 

COUNCIL – THURSDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2024 

Title of Report CAPITAL STRATEGY, TREASURY MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY AND PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS 

Presented by Councillor Nick Rushton 
Corporate Portfolio Holder 

Background Papers Capital Strategy, Treasury 
Management Strategy and 
Prudential Indicators – 
Council 23 February 2023 

Draft Capital Strategy, 
Treasury Strategy and 
Prudential Indicators – 
Cabinet 9 January 2024 

Draft Minutes of the 
Corporate Scrutiny 
Committee – 4 January 
2024 

Public Report: Yes 

Financial Implications The report sets out the annual update of the core strategies 
which underpin the council’s approach to managing its capital 
investment.  
Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 

Legal Implications There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 
Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 

There are no staffing and corporate implications arising from this 
report. 
Signed off by the Head of Paid Service: Yes 

Purpose of Report To approve the 2024/25 Capital Strategies, the Treasury 
Management Strategies and the Prudential Indicators. 

Recommendations COUNCIL IS REQUESTED TO: 

1. NOTE THE FINANCIAL INDICATORS REQUIRED
UNDER THE PRUDENTIAL CODE DETAILED IN
SECTION 3 AND APPROVE THE FOLLOWING LIMITS:

A) THE AUTHORISED LIMIT AND OPERATIONAL
BOUNDARY FOR EXTERNAL DEBT AS DETAILED
IN TABLE B OF THE TREASURY MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY 2024-25 (APPENDIX 2).

B) THE MATURITY STRUCTURE OF BORROWING AS
DETAILED IN PARAGRAPH 6.6 OF THE
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TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2024-25 
(APPENDIX 2). 

2. APPROVE THE:

A) CAPITAL STRATEGY 2024-25 (APPENDIX 1)

B) TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2024-25
(APPENDIX 2)

C) MINIMUM REVENUE PROVISION (MRP)
STATEMENT 2024-25 (APPENDIX 3)

D) NON-TREASURY INVESTMENT STRATEGY 2024-
25 (APPENDIX 4).

3. DELEGATE AUTHORITY TO CABINET TO MOVE A
CAPITAL SCHEME FROM THE DEVELOPMENT POOL
TO THE ACTIVE PROGRAMME AS LONG AS THE
SCHEME IS WITHIN THE APPROVED BUDGET.

4. DELEGATE AUTHORITY TO THE S151 OFFICER TO
MAKE ANY NECESSARY CHANGES TO APPENDICES
1-4 IF ANY AMENDMENTS ARE AGREED TO THE
GENERAL FUND AND HOUSING REVENUE BUDGETS
AT THIS MEETING.

1.0 BACKGROUND 

1.1  The Local Government Act 2002 and supporting regulations require the Council to ‘have 
regard to’ the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Prudential 
Code and the Treasury Management Code of Practice and to prepare, set and publish 
prudential indicators and treasury indicators that ensure the Council’s capital expenditure 
plans are affordable, prudent and sustainable in the long- term. 

1.2 The prudential indicators consider the affordability and impact of capital expenditure plans 
and set out the Council’s overall capital framework. The prudential indicators summarise 
expected treasury activity, introduce limits upon that activity and reflect the underlying 
capital programme. Therefore, a Treasury Management Strategy is prepared which 
considers the effective funding of the capital expenditure decisions and complements the 
prudential indicators. 

1.3 The Council is required to operate a balanced budget, which broadly means that cash 
raised during the year will meet cash expenditure. Part of the treasury management 
operation is to ensure that this cash flow is adequately planned, with cash being available 
when it is needed. Surplus monies are invested in low-risk counterparties commensurate 
with the Council’s low risk appetite, providing adequate liquidity initially before considering 
investment return. The Council is required to calculate its budget requirement for each 
financial year to include the revenue costs that flow from capital financing decisions. This, 
therefore, means that increases in capital expenditure must be limited to a level whereby 
charges to revenue remain affordable within the projected income of the Council for the 
foreseeable future. These increased charges may arise from:  

• increases in interest charges and debt repayment caused by increased borrowing to
finance additional capital expenditure; and

• any increases in operational running costs from new capital projects.
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1.4 Treasury Management is, therefore, an important part of the overall financial management 

of the Council’s affairs and is defined as: “The management of the local authority’s 
investments and cash flows, its banking, money market and capital market transactions; the 
effective control of the risk associated with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum 
performance consistent with those risks.”  

 
1.5  Specific treasury indicators are prepared and included in the Treasury Management 

Strategy which requires Member approval. These are detailed in Section 2.  
 
1.6  The Council’s treasury activities are strictly regulated by statutory requirements and 

guidance, including: 
• CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Government 
• CIPFA Treasury Management Code of Practice 
• Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC) Investment 

Guidance 
• DLUHC Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) Guidance. 

  
1.7  The Council’s Constitution (via the Financial Procedure Rules) requires full Council to 

approve the Treasury Management Policy statement for the forthcoming year at or before 
the start of the financial year. The statement is proposed to the full Council by the Cabinet. 
The Council’s Section 151 Officer has delegated responsibility for implementing and 
monitoring the statement. The Section 151 Officer is responsible for reporting annually to 
the Cabinet on the activities of the treasury management operation and on the exercise of 
his or her delegated treasury management powers. Reports on treasury management are 
also required to be adequately scrutinised and this role is undertaken by the Audit and 
Governance Committee. 

 
2.0 CAPITAL AND TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
 
2.1 The following strategies are attached as appendices for Council to approve: 

• Appendix 1 - Capital Strategy 2024/25; 
• Appendix 2 - Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2024/25;  
• Appendix 3 - Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) Statement 2024/25; and  
• Appendix 4 - Non-Treasury Investment Strategy 2024/25. 

 
2.2 There are no major changes compared to the 2023/24 version of the strategies, other than 

the updating of the financial values and economic forecasts. 
 
3.0 PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS 

 
3.1 The CIPFA codes require a prescribed set of prudential indicators to be produced annually 

and monitored throughout the year and the Council also has the option to add locally set 
indicators, these are detailed shown below with further explanation to their meanings:  

 
 1(a). External Debt - Operational Boundary (Treasury Strategy – Appendix 2)  
 The most likely, prudent view of the level of gross external indebtedness. External debt 

includes both borrowing and long-term liabilities (e.g. finance leases). It encompasses all 
borrowing, whether for capital or revenue purposes. This indicator will be subject to the 
level and timing of borrowing decisions and so the actual level of borrowing can, therefore, 
be below or above this initial estimate. However, what cannot be breached without a further 
report to Council is the authorised borrowing limit.  

 
 1(b). External Debt - The Authorised Limit (Treasury Strategy – Appendix 2)  
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 The upper limit on the level of gross external indebtedness, which must not be breached 
without Council approval. It is the worst-case scenario. It reflects the level of borrowing 
which, while not desired, could be afforded but may not be sustainable. Any breach must be 
reported to the Audit and Governance Committee executive decision-making body, 
indicating the reason for the breach and the corrective action undertaken or required to be 
taken. This limit is a statutory limit required to be set by the Council under Section 3(1) of 
the Local Government Act 2003.  

 
 1(c). External Debt - Actual External Debt (Treasury Strategy – Appendix 2)  

The indicator for actual external debt will not be directly comparable to the operational 
boundary and authorised limit since the actual external debt will reflect the actual position at 
one point in time.  
 
2. Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) (Treasury Strategy – Appendix 2)  
The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) replaced the ‘Credit Ceiling’ measure of the 
Local Government and Housing Act 1989. It measures an authority’s underlying need to 
borrow or use other long-term liabilities, to pay for capital expenditure.  
 
3. Capital Expenditure (Capital Strategy – Appendix 1)  
The level of capital expenditure incurred and likely to be incurred in future years. This is to 
be based on an accruals basis and on the definition of capital expenditure.  
 
4. Gross External Borrowing and the Capital Financing Requirement (Treasury 
Strategy – Appendix 2)  
The level of external borrowing is required to be compared to the Capital Financing 
Requirement which represents the underlying need to borrow. Requires that borrowing in 
the medium term can only be for capital purposes.  
 
5. Maturity Structure of Borrowing (Treasury Strategy – Appendix 2)  
Local Authority debt portfolios consist of a number of loans with differing maturities. Setting 
limits assists in ensuring any new borrowing in particular when combined with existing 
borrowing does not result in large concentrations of borrowing maturing in a short period of 
time.  
 
6. Principal sums invested for greater than one year (Treasury Strategy – Appendix 2)  
This indicator measures the exposure of a local authority to investing for periods of greater 
than one year.  
 
7. Ratio of Financing Costs to Net Revenue Stream (Capital Strategy – Appendix 1)  
This indicator is a measure of affordability of historic and future capital investment plans. It 
identifies the trend in the cost of capital financing which include:  

• interest payable on borrowing 
• penalties or any benefits receivable on early repayment of debt 
• prudent revenue budget provision for repayment of capital expenditure paid for by 

borrowing. 
This is calculated for the General Fund and Housing Revenue Account (HRA). For the 
General Fund, the net revenue stream is the amount to be met from non-specific 
Government grants and Council Tax, whilst for the HRA it is the amount to be met from rent 
payers. An increasing ratio indicates that a greater proportion of the Council’s budget is 
required for capital financing costs over the planned Capital Programme period.  

 
It should be noted that these figures include a number of assumptions such as:  

• no new approvals of additional borrowing apart from that currently proposed over 
the period of the programme  

• estimated interest rates 
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• the level of internal borrowing and timing of external borrowing decisions and capital 
expenditure. 

 
    

 
Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 
Council Priorities: 
 

The Capital Strategy and Treasury Management 
Strategy Statement help the Council achieve all its 
priorities:  

Policy Considerations: 
 

None 

Safeguarding: 
 

Not applicable 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

Not applicable 

Customer Impact: 
 

Not applicable 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

Not applicable 

Environment, Climate Change and zero 
carbon: 
 

The Council aims to be a responsible investor and will 
consider environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) issues when investing. Where practical, when 
making investment decisions ESG will be considered 
and counterparties with integrated ESG policies and 
commitments to carbon. 

Consultation/Community Engagement: 
 

Draft Budget: 
Corporate Scrutiny Committee – 04/01/24 
Cabinet – 09/01/24 
Public consultation between 10 January and 23 
January 2024 
Parish and town councils, trade unions and the 
Federation of small business between 10 January 
and 23 January 2024 
Final Budget: 
Cabinet – 31/01/24 
 

Risks: 
 

Borrowing and investment both carry an element of 
risk. This risk is moderated through the adoption of 
Treasury and Investment Strategies, compliance with 
the CIPFA Code of Treasury Management and the 
retention of Treasury Management advisors 
(Arlingclose) to offer expert advice 

Officer Contact 
 

Anna Crouch 
Head of Finance 
anna.crouch@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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Appendix 1 
Capital Strategy 2024/25 

 
1. Background and Scope 
 
1.1 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Prudential Code 

requires local authorities to produce a Capital Strategy to demonstrate how capital 
expenditure, capital financing and treasury management activity contribute to the 
provision of desired outcomes and take account of stewardship, value for money, 
prudence, sustainability, and affordability.  The Prudential Code has been significantly 
updated to incorporate changes which restrict councils using borrowing to finance 
commercial property solely for generating yield.  The Capital Strategy reflects the new 
requirements and compliance to them. 

 
1.2 The Capital Strategy forms part of the framework for financial planning and is integral 

to both the Medium-Term Financial Plan (MTFP) and the Treasury Management 
Strategy Statement (TMSS). It sets out how capital investment will play its part in 
delivering the long-term strategic objectives of the Council, how associated risk is 
managed and the implications for future financial sustainability. 

 
1.3 The Capital Strategy maintains a strong and current link to the Council’s Priorities and 

to other key strategy documents as shown below: 
• Corporate Plan 
• HRA Business Plan 
• Asset Management Strategy 

 
1.4 All capital expenditure and capital investments decisions are covered by this strategy. 

Decisions made this year on capital and treasury management will have financial 
consequences for the Council for many years into the future. It is refreshed annually 
in line with the MTFP and TMSS to ensure it remains fit for purpose and enables the 
Council to make investments necessary to deliver its strategic aims and objectives. 

 
1.5 The Capital Strategy is considered by the Council as one of the foundations of good 

financial management and reflects the requirements under the CIPFA Financial 
Management Code. 

 
2. Economic  
 
2.1 The national economic position has been influenced by a number of factors in recent 

years including the Covid-19 pandemic, Brexit, Russian invasion of Ukraine and the 
cost-of-living crisis. The government has provided unprecedented support through 
these events. The key economic challenges faced by the Council are inflation, lower 
economic growth and a potential recession.  

  
3. Capital Expenditure 
 
3.1 In contrast to revenue expenditure which is spending on the day to day running costs 

of the services such as employee costs and services, capital expenditure seeks to 
provide long-term solutions to Council priorities and operational requirements. Capital 
expenditure is technically described as: expenditure on the acquisition, creation, or 
enhancement of ‘non-current assets’ i.e., items of land, property and plant which has 
a useful life of more than one year.  Expenditure for capital purposes therefore gives 
rise to new assets, increases the value or useful life of existing assets or generates 
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economic and social value and an income stream to the Council via non-treasury 
investments. 

 
3.2 The five aims of the Capital Strategy are: 

i. To take a long-term perspective of capital investment and to ensure this 
contributes to the achievement of the Council’s Delivery Plan, emerging Local 
Plan and key strategies such as the Corporate Strategy. 

ii. To ensure investment is prudent, affordable, and sustainable over the 
medium term and adheres to the prudential code, Treasury Management Code 
and other regulatory conditions. 

iii. To maintain the arrangements and governance for investment decision-
making through established governance boards. 

iv. To make the most effective and appropriate use of the funds available in 
long term planning and using the most optimal annual financing solutions. 

v. To establish a clear methodology to prioritise capital proposals. 
 
3.3 The MTFP sets out the key principles and this strategy will support the achievement of 

the right blend of investment in key priority areas to enable the following: 
• Financial Stability and Sustainability 
• Resources Focused on Priorities 
• Maximising Income Streams 
• Risk Management. 

 
3.4 In 2024/25, the Council is planning capital expenditure of £27.8 million as summarised 

in the table below and future years are shown in Appendix A. 
 
 Table 1: Prudential Indicator: Estimates of Capital Expenditure in £ millions 

 2022/23 
actual 

2023/24 
forecast* 

2024/25 
budget 

General Fund services 5.8 9.4 11.9 

Council housing (HRA) 6.7 10.2 15.9 

TOTAL 12.5 19.6 27.8 
 * 2023/24 forecast is based on the draft outturn position and may be subject to 

change 
 
4. Principles for Capital Planning 
 
4.1 Like most public sector bodies the Council has experienced delays on the physical 

progress of projects against the approved profile and cost over runs.  This can be 
directly linked to the size of the programme, capacity to deliver and over optimism on 
the project in terms of cost, time and external factors outside the project sponsor’s 
control.   

 
4.2 When capital schemes are approved their inclusion into the capital programme is 

based on best estimates and slippage is measured against the approved profile at the 
end of the financial year. The Council will need to significantly improve its performance 
to ensure that all projects being proposed for inclusion can be delivered within the 
timeframe and budget stated prior to programme entry.  Resource capacity and size 
of the programme will need to be assessed annually as part of the budget setting 
process and a range of optimism bias tolls that are available should be utilised in 
business case assessments of delivery of major projects, as well as at a programme 
level. 
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4.3 Delivery of the programme will be overseen by the established governance boards as 
outlined in Section 6.  The Council will operate a clear and transparent corporate 
approach to the prioritisation of capital spending.  The investment principles are set 
out below: 

 
a) Invest to improve and maintain Council assets 

The Council will improve and maintain the condition of its core assets to extend 
their life where appropriate. 

b) Investing for sustainable, inclusive, economic growth 
The Council will expand its capacity to grow the economy in an inclusive 
manner, whilst delivering whole system solutions to demographic, social and 
environmental challenges sustainably 

c) Invest to save and to generate income 
The Council will invest in projects which will: 

• Reduce running costs  
• Avoid costs (capital or revenue) that would otherwise arise 
• Generate a financial return 

d) Risk awareness 
The risks of the project have been fully assessed, consulted, communicated 
and are at an acceptable level. 
 

4.4 Although capital expenditure is not charged directly to the revenue budget, interest 
payable on loans and Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) are charged to revenue.  
The net annual charge is known as financing costs; this is compared to the net revenue 
stream i.e. the amount funded from Council Tax, business rates and central 
government grants. In developing subsequent capital schemes, it will be with a view to 
ensuring the capital financing costs are less than 15% as a proportion of General Fund 
net revenue budget over the medium and long term.  Table 2 shows the proportion of 
financing costs to net revenue stream, future years are available in Appendix A. 

 
Table 2: Prudential Indicator: Proportion of financing costs to net revenue stream 

 2022/23 
actual 

2023/23 
forecast 

2024/25 
budget 

General Fund 

Financing costs (£m) 1.8 1.8 1.9 

Proportion of net revenue stream 11% 10% 11% 

Housing Revenue Account 

Financing costs (£m) 1.2 1.6 1.3 

Proportion of net revenue stream 7% 8% 6% 
  
 
5. Financing the Capital Investment Programme 
 
5.1 The Council’s capital programme is approved as part of the annual budget setting 

process.  The capital programme is scrutinised by the Corporate Scrutiny Committee, 
recommended to Council by Cabinet, and then approved by Council.  The capital 
programme is funded from a range of sources, principally: 

• Grants 
• Developer Contributions 
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• Capital Receipts 
• Revenue and Reserves 
• Prudential Borrowing 

 
5.2 The first call on available capital resources will always be the financing of spending on 

live projects, including those carried forward from previous years. 
 
5.3 For the General Fund, in the medium term, for 2023/24 onwards there will be no new 

borrowing to fund capital investments that are not yet in the live approved capital 
programme.  This is due to the budget pressures facing the Council in future years and 
the repayment of debt whether internal or external have a revenue implication. For a 
capital investment to move from the Development Pool to the ‘Active’ capital 
programme, a funding source other than borrowing will need to be identified. This is to 
ensure the Council does not create additional revenue pressures in the future arising 
from interest and capital repayment costs.  

 
5.4 The planned financing of the capital expenditure in Table 1 is summarised in the table 

below and full details are available in Appendix B: 
  
 Table 3: Capital Financing in £ millions 

 2022/23 
actual 

2023/24* 
forecast 

2024/25 
budget  

External sources 0.9 1.3 3.8 

Capital receipts 1.1 3.1 6.2 

Revenue resources 5.4 15.2 14.0 

Debt 5.1 0 3.8 

TOTAL 12.5 19.6 27.8 
* 2023/24 forecast is based on the draft outturn position and may be subject to 
change 
 

 Grants 
5.5 The Council receives grants from government, partners, and other organisations to 

finance capital investment.  Grants can be split into two categories: 
• Un-ringfenced – resources which are delivered through grant that can be 

utilised on any project (albeit that there may be an expectation of use for a 
specific purpose). 

• Ring-fenced – resources which are ringfenced to a particular service area and 
therefore have restricted uses. 

 
Developer/External Contributions 

5.6 Significant developments across the district are often liable for contributions to the 
Council in the form of S106 contributions. If contributions reduce the funding, timing of 
the planned programme will need reviewing.  Following achievement of the targeted 
contributions, the Council can consider further projects with which to utilise this funding 
stream. 

 
 Capital Receipts 
5.7 Capital receipts come from the sale of Council’s assets.  The Council will adhere to 

statutory guidance in relation to capital receipts.  In considering asset disposals, the 
Council will comply with its Asset Management Strategy and Disposals Policy.   
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5.8 If the disposal is within the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) land or property, then not 
all of the receipt is available to support the capital programme as a percentage has to 
be paid over to the Department of Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC). 

 
5.9 The current strategy is for the assumed receipts from sale/disposal of assets to be 

taken into consideration when assessing the total value of receipts targeted to fund the 
overarching capital programme and planned flexible use of receipts (Appendix B).   

 
5.10 Where the asset has been temporarily funded from prudential borrowing a review will 

be undertaken to determine whether the most cost-effective option is to utilise the 
receipt to repay the debt, considering the balance sheet position of the Council. 

 
5.11 Where the sale of an asset leads to a requirement to repay grant the capital receipt 

will be utilised for this purpose. Once the liability has been established and provided 
for, the residual capital receipt will be available to support the capital programme as a 
corporate resource. 

 
5.12 Appropriations of land between the General Fund and HRA will be considered on a 

site-by-site basis. The HRA ‘pays for the land through an increase in the HRA Capital 
Financing Requirement (CFR).  The General Fund benefits from a corresponding 
decrease in its CFR.  The CFR adjustments should be based on the market value of 
land but taking into account of the intended use for social or other sub market housing.  
The Council has the discretion whether to appropriate land on this basis or sell it on 
the open market. More information on the Council’s CFR is available in the Treasury 
Management Strategy Statement 2024/25. 

 
 Revenue and Reserves 
5.13 The Council may choose to utilise revenue contributions to capital and finance its 

capital investment.  This would be through contributions from the Council’s revenue 
budget or from reserves. 

 
5.14 Two reserves will be available to finance the capital programme: 

a) MTFP Reserve - will be used for managing risks over the medium term, 
investing in projects to make the Council more efficient, reducing its operating 
costs (e.g. making our building more energy efficient to reduce on going costs), 
generating more income and funding the capacity for the Council to deliver its 
financial plans. 

b) Business Rates Reserve –The Business Rates Reserve includes the additional 
business rates revenues from growth in the district (including contributions from 
Business Rates Pool and Freeport) in excess of that included in the revenue 
budget to fund on-going services. This additional growth will be prioritised to 
fund the capital programme and projects. The reserve will also be used to 
manage the cashflow implications between the timing of payments received 
into the collection fund and government grants for business rates relief 
announced HM Treasury in recent years to support businesses through Covid-
19 and cost of living crisis. The growth in business rates will not be used to fund 
the capital programme until the growth has materialised. 
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Prudential Borrowing 
5.15 Table 3 above sets out how the Council will finance its capital expenditure (Table1).  

These capital plans provide a guide to the borrowing need of the Council, essentially 
the longer-term cash flow planning to ensure the Council can meet its capital spending 
obligations.  The management of longer-term cash may involve long or short-term 
loans, or using cash flow surpluses, and on occasion any debt previously drawn may 
be restructured to meet Council risk or cost objectives. 

 
5.16 In planning for long term capital investment it is essential the long-term revenue 

financing cost is affordable.  Any long-term investment is paid over the life of the asset. 
It is essential the Council is able to meet the costs of borrowing and MRP over the life 
of the asset.   

 
5.17 Debt is only a temporary source of finance, since loans and leases must be repaid, 

and this is therefore replaced over time by other financing, usually from revenue 
which is known as MRP. More information is available in the Council’s Minimum 
Revenue Provision Strategy. Alternatively, proceeds from selling capital assets 
(known as capital receipts) may be used to replace debt finance. Planned MRP and 
use of capital receipts are as follows and future years are available in Appendix C. 

 
 Table 4: Replacement of prior years’ debt finance in £ millions 

 2022/23  
Actual 

2023/24 
Forecast 

2024/25 
Actual 

Minimum revenue provision 
(MRP) – General Fund 

1.4 1.4 1.6 

Minimum revenue provision 
(MRP) – HRA 

1.2 1.6 1.3 

Capital receipts 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TOTAL 2.6 3.0 2.9 
 
5.18 In taking out new external borrowing, the Council will consider a range of different 

options such as Public Works Loan Board (PWLB), Market Loans, Private Placement 
and Bonds (Public, Pooled, Community Municipal Investment and Retail). More 
information is available in the Council’s Borrowing Strategy which is included within 
the Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2024/25. 

 
5.19 Any borrowing taken out is secured against the Council as an entity rather than against 

specific assets for which it is borrowed for.  The Council is required to demonstrate to 
the PWLB in advance of borrowing that is affordable. 

 
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) 

5.20 The HRA Capital and Revenue Investment Programme is entirely funded from the ring-
fenced HRA. The investment programme is driven by the 30-year HRA Business Plan. 
Key areas of housing include planned and cyclical works, zero carbon works and new 
supply. The programme also includes development and special projects.  The HRA 
capital programme is funded from: 

• HRA Self-Financing (the Major Repairs Reserve) 
• Capital Receipts (HRA – Right to Buy and other asset sales) 
• Revenue and Reserves (HRA contributions from revenue) 
• Capital grants from government and other bodies 
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• Borrowing. 
 
5.21 Prior to 2018 the HRA had a limit to how much it was allowed to borrow, known as the 

HRA borrowing cap, which is tighter than the value of their assets, in order to control 
public borrowing levels.  The HRA borrowing cap was abolished in late 2018.  Further 
borrowing may be undertaken within the HRA subject to overall affordability and 
requisite business cases which should consider all risks including loss through right to 
buy. 

 
5.22 The Council can use one for one element of Right to Buy (RTB) receipts to fund up to 

40% of building new homes, the receipt must be used within five years. If not, the 
receipt is paid to DLUHC with interest. The removal of the cap means additional 
borrowing can be used to meet the remaining 60% of new home building. 

 
5.23 Generally capital expenditure would be funded from capital sources however in 

exception revenue resources are able to be used to fund capital.  The main exception 
is the use of housing rents to fund capital expenditure within the HRA. 

 
6. Governance of the Capital Strategy 
 
 Approval of Capital Strategy and Capital Programme 
6.1 The Capital Strategy is agreed annually alongside the TMSS.  The Capital Programme 

is agreed annually by Full Council as part of the budget setting process.  Variations to 
the Capital Programme or in-year additions, subject to delegation by Full Council, will 
be agreed by Cabinet including moving schemes from the Development Pool to the 
Approved Programme as long as the scheme is within the budget approved by Council 
and there are sufficient reserves available. Quarterly monitoring of the Capital 
Programme will be presented to Corporate Scrutiny and Cabinet. 

 
 Strategic Oversight and Delivery 
6.2 The Capital Strategy Group (CSG) leads on the development and maintenance of the 

Capital Strategy that is consistent with the relevant code of practice, Corporate 
Strategy and core regulatory functions, MTFP and TMSS. 

 
6.3 The CSG has an oversight and stewardship role for the development and delivery of 

the Council’s capital expenditure within affordable limits, which will include both the 
Capital Programme and capital investments; as well as providing strategic direction to 
the programme and projects where necessary. 

 
 Capital Programme and Project Delivery 
6.5 The delivery of individual capital projects and programmes are managed through 

project boards in each directorate and for services which do not have a specific projects 
board delivery is managed through the CSG. The Project Boards are responsible for 
developing, managing and progressing capital projects; as well as reporting into the 
CSG. 

 
 Scrutiny  
6.6 The formal scrutiny process will be used to ensure effective challenge via the quarterly 

Performance Report. The Corporate Scrutiny Committee is also engaged when setting 
the Capital programme prior to its consideration by Cabinet and approval by Full 
Council. It should be noted business cases seeking Cabinet approval will follow the 
standard decision pathway and as such can be subject to Scrutiny as part of that 
process. 

 
Managing Schemes Through Their Capital Lifecycle 
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6.7 The management of capital schemes through their lifecycle is an important aspect of 
delivering a successful capital investment programme. The approach should balance 
cost/funding certainty, risk, clarity of commitment to scheme, robust governance and 
transparent decision making.    

 
6.8 An important aspect of the Council’s capital governance framework is at which point 

schemes are in their development stage and when they are sufficiently developed to 
enter the approved capital programme. The capital programme is split into three broad 
components: 

• Mandate. The initial concept and need for a capital scheme. Schemes 
will require prioritisation to ensure strategic fit and there are sufficient 
resources/capacity/capability to deliver the scheme. 

• Development Pool. A priority capital scheme in its 
early/developmental stages, typically outline business case (OBC) 
and full business case (FBC). At this stage costs/funding/risks are 
uncertain, gaining certainty as more in-depth work is undertaken. 

• Approved Capital Programme. This refers to a capital scheme which 
has been through OBC and FBC stages and is developed to an 
acceptable level of certainty to be formally approved in the programme 
for delivery/implementation. 

 
Key Decision-Making Considerations 

6.9 All capital investment decisions will be underpinned by a robust business case that 
sets out any expected financial return alongside the broader outcomes/impacts, 
including economic, environmental and social benefits.  

 
6.10 Throughout the decision-making process the risks and rewards for each project are 

reviewed and revised and form part of the monitoring of the capital programme. 
The CSG receives monthly updates detailing financial forecasts and risks.  

 
6.11 There may be occasions when the nature of a particular proposal requires additional 

support in the production of the business case or for example in performing of a 
value for money or due diligence review. In these circumstances the Council may 
seek external advice.  

 
6.12 The capital programme is reported to Cabinet and Council as part of the annual 

budget setting process which will take into consideration any material changes to 
the programme and the investment. The in-year position is monitored monthly, with 
quarterly budget monitoring reports to Cabinet with capital reports incorporated. 
Within that monitoring report minor new investment proposals will be included and 
variations such as slippage and need for acceleration. Major new capital investment 
decisions will be subject to an individual report to Cabinet.  

 
6.13 The Chief Finance Officer (Director of Resources) should report explicitly on the 

affordability and risk associated with the capital strategy. Where appropriate the 
Chief Finance Officer will have access to specialised advice to enable them to reach 
their conclusions and ensure sufficiency of reserves should risk or liabilities be 
realised. 
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7.  Risk Management 
 
7.1 One of the Council’s key investment principles is that all investment risks should be 

understood with appropriate strategies to manage those risks. Major capital projects 
require careful management to mitigate the potential risks which can arise. The effective 
monitoring, management and mitigation of these risks is a key part of managing the 
capital strategy. All projects are required to maintain a risk register and align reporting 
to the Council’s reporting framework.  

 
7.2 In managing the overall programme of investment there are inherent risks associated 

such as changes in interest rates or credit risk of counter parties.  
 
7.3 Accordingly, the Council will ensure that robust due diligence procedures cover all 

external capital investment. Where possible contingency plans will be identified at the 
outset and enacted when appropriate.  

 
7.4 No project or investment will be approved where the level of risk - determined by the 

Cabinet or Chief Financial Officer as appropriate - is unacceptable. 
 
8. Skills and Knowledge 
 
8.1 The Council employs professionally qualified and experienced staff in senior positions 

with responsibility for making capital expenditure, borrowing and investment decisions. 
For example, the Strategic Director of Resources (Section 151 Officer) and Head of 
Finance (Deputy Section 151 Officer) are both qualified accountants and the Head of 
Property Services and Economic Regeneration is a qualified surveyor. The Council 
pays for junior staff to study towards relevant professional qualifications including 
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA), Association of 
Accounting Technicians (AAT) and Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS). 

  
8.2 Where Council staff do not have the knowledge and skills required, use is made of 

external advisers and consultants that are specialists in their field. The Council 
currently employs Arlingclose Limited as treasury management advisers, and Wilks, 
Head and Eve as valuation consultants. This approach is more cost effective than 
employing such staff directly and ensures that the Council has access to knowledge 
and skills commensurate with its risk appetite.  

 
8.3 Appropriate training will be provided to all charged with investment responsibilities. 

This includes all those involved in making investment decisions such as members of 
CSG as well as those charged for scrutiny and governance such as relevant scrutiny 
committees and the audit committee. Training will be provided either as part of 
meetings or by separate ad hoc arrangements.  

 
8.4 When considering complex and ‘commercial’ investments, the Council will ensure that 

appropriate specialist advice is taken. If this is not available internally it will be 
commissioned externally to inform decision making and appropriate use will be made 
of the Council’s Treasury Management advisers. 
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Appendix A 

Capital Strategy Prudential Indicators 

Table 1: Prudential Indicator: Estimates of Capital Expenditure in £ millions 
 2022/23 

actual 
2023/24 

forecast* 
2024/25 
budget 

2025/26 
budget 

2026/27 
budget 

2027/28 
budget 

2028/29 
budget 

General Fund 
services 

5.8 9.4 11.9 5.5 2.9 1.0 0.7 

Council housing 
(HRA) 

6.7 10.2 15.9 14.8 11.8 10.1 13.6 

TOTAL 12.5 19.6 27.8 20.3 14.7 11.1 14.3 
* 2023/24 forecast is based on the draft outturn position and may be subject to change 

 
Table 2: Prudential Indicator: Proportion of financing costs to net revenue stream 

 2022/23 
actual 

2023/24 
forecast 

2024/25 
budget 

2025/26 
budget 

2026/27 
budget 

2027/28 
budget 

2028/29 
budget 

General Fund 

Financing costs (£m) 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 

Proportion of net 
revenue stream 11% 10% 11% 11% 11% 11% 11% 

Housing Revenue Account 

Financing costs (£m) 1.2 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.6 0.6 

Proportion of net 
revenue stream 

7% 8% 6% 6% 6% 2% 2% 
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Appendix B 
Capital financing in £ millions 
 2022/23 

actual 
2023/24 
forecast 

2024/25 
budget 

2025/26 
budget 

2026/27 
budget 

2027/28 
budget 

2028/29 
budget 

General Fund 

External sources 0.6 1.3 3.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Capital receipts 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Revenue resources 0.1 8.0 8.1 4.8 2.2 0.3 0.0 

Debt 5.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TOTAL 5.8 9.4 11.9 5.5 2.9 1.0 0.7 

Housing Revenue Account 

External sources 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Capital receipts 1.1 3.0 6.2 3.0 2.4 2.0 3.4 

Revenue resources 5.3 7.2 5.9 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.5 

Debt 0.0 0.0 3.8 7.6 5.5 4.4 6.7 

TOTAL 6.7 10.2 15.9 14.8 11.8 10.1 13.6 

Total 

External sources 0.9 1.3 3.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Capital receipts 1.1 3.1 6.2 3.0 2.4 2.0 3.4 

Revenue resources 5.4 15.2 14.0 9.0 6.1 4.0 3.5 

Debt 5.1 0.0 3.8 7.6 5.5 4.4 6.7 

TOTAL 12.5 19.6 27.8 20.3 14.7 11.1 1 
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Appendix C 

Replacement of prior years’ debt finance in £ millions 
 2022/23 

actual 
2023/24 
forecast 

2024/25 
budget 

2025/26 
budget 

2026/27 
budget 

2027/28 
budget 

2028/29 
budget 

Minimum revenue 
provision (MRP) – 
General Fund 

1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 

Minimum revenue 
provision (MRP) – 
HRA 

1.2 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.6 0.6 

Capital receipts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TOTAL 2.6 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.1 2.1 
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Appendix D 
 

Flexible Use of Capital Receipts Strategy 2024/25 
 
1.  Introduction  
 
1.1 As part of the November 2015 Spending Review, the Government announced that it would 

introduce flexibility for the period of the Spending Review for local authorities to use capital 
receipts from the sale of assets to fund the revenue costs of service reform and 
transformation. Guidance on the use of this flexibility was issued in March 2016 which applied 
to the financial years 2016/17 through to 2019/20.  
 

1.2 In December 2017, the Secretary of State announced that this flexibility would be extended 
for a further three years (until 2021-2022) and in February 2021 an additional extension of 
three years was announced. The latest extension focused on the use of capital receipts to 
fund transformation or other projects that produce long term savings or reduce the costs of 
service delivery.  

 
2. The Guidance 

2.1 Local Government Act 2003 specifies that;  
• Local authorities will only be able to use capital receipts from the sale of property, 

plant and equipment received in the years in which this flexibility is offered. They may 
not use their existing stock of capital receipts to finance the revenue costs of reform. 
 

• Local authorities cannot borrow to finance the revenue costs of the service reforms. 
 

• The expenditure for which the flexibility can be applied (known as ‘Qualifying 
Expenditure’) should be the up-front (set up or implementation) costs that will 
generate future ongoing savings and/or transform service delivery to reduce costs or 
the demand for services in future years. The ongoing revenue costs of the new 
processes or arrangements cannot be classified as qualifying expenditure. 

 
• The key determining criteria to use when deciding whether expenditure can be funded 

by the new capital receipts flexibility is that it is forecast to generate ongoing savings 
to an authority’s net service expenditure. 

 
• In using the flexibility, the Council will have due regard to the requirements of the 

Prudential Code, the CIPFA Local Authority Accounting Code of Practice and the 
current edition of the Treasury Management in Public Services Code of Practice.  

 
2.2 To make use of this flexibility, the Council is required to prepare a “Flexible use of capital 

receipts strategy” before the start of the year, to be approved by Full Council. This can form 
part of the budget report to Council. This Strategy therefore applies to the financial year 
2024/25, which commences on 1 April 2024. 

 
3. Examples of qualifying expenditure  
 
3.1 There are a wide range of projects that could generate qualifying expenditure and the list 

below is not prescriptive. Examples of projects include: 
 

• Sharing back-office and administrative services with one or more other council or 
public sector bodies; 
 

• Investment in service reform feasibility work, e.g. setting up pilot schemes; 
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• Collaboration between local authorities and central government departments to free 

up land for economic use; 
 
• Funding the cost of service reconfiguration, restructuring or rationalisation (staff or 

non-staff), where this leads to ongoing efficiency savings or service transformation;  
 

• Sharing Chief-Executives, management teams or staffing structures;  
 

• Driving a digital approach to the delivery of more efficient public services and how the 
public interacts with constituent authorities where possible;  

 
• Aggregating procurement on common goods and services where possible, either as 

part of local arrangements or using Crown Commercial Services or regional 
procurement hubs or Professional Buying Organisations;  

 
• Improving systems and processes to tackle fraud and corruption in line with the Local 

Government Fraud and Corruption Strategy – this could include an element of staff 
training; 

 
• Setting up commercial or alternative delivery models to deliver services more 

efficiently and bring in revenue (for example, through selling services to others);  
 

• Integrating public facing services across two or more public sector bodies to generate 
savings or to transform service delivery. 

 
4. The Council’s 2024/25 Budget Proposal  
 
4.1 The Government has provided a definition of expenditure which qualifies to be funded from 

capital receipts. This is: “Qualifying expenditure is expenditure on any project that is designed 
to generate ongoing revenue savings in the delivery of public services and/or transform 
service delivery to reduce costs and/or transform service delivery in a way that reduces costs 
or demand for services in future years for any of the public sector delivery partners. Within 
this definition, it is for individual local authorities to decide whether or not a project qualifies 
for the flexibility.”  

 
4.2 The 2024/25 budget proposal does not include any proposal to utilise the flexible use of 

capital receipts. However, if during the year projects are identified that satisfy the definition 
above these will be considered by Cabinet and approval for the use of capital receipts will be 
requested through the relevant channels in line with the Council’s Budget and Policy 
Framework Rules.  

 
5. Impact on Prudential Indicators  
 
5.1 The guidance requires that the impact on the Council’s Prudential Indicators should be 

considered when preparing a Flexible Use of Capital Receipts Strategy. Capital receipts 
which are allocated to fund the Council’s capital programme have been allocated, will be 
monitored throughout the year and will not be subsequently used to fund qualifying 
expenditure. Therefore, there will be no change to the council’s Prudential Indicators that are 
contained in the Treasury Management Strategy Statement. 
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Appendix 2 

North West Leicestershire District Council 
 

Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2024/25 
 

1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Treasury management is the management of the Council’s cash flows, borrowing and 
investments, and the associated risks. The Council has borrowed and invested substantial 
sums of money and is therefore exposed to financial risks including the loss of invested 
funds and the revenue effect of changing interest rates. The successful identification, 
monitoring and control of financial risk are therefore central to the Council’s prudent 
financial management. 

1.2 Treasury risk management at the Council is conducted within the framework of the 
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Treasury Management in the 
Public Services: Code of Practice 2021 Edition (the CIPFA Code) which requires the 
Council to approve a treasury management strategy before the start of each financial year. 
This report fulfils the Council’s legal obligation under the Local Government Act 2003 to 
have regard to the CIPFA Code. 

1.3 Investments held locally for service purposes, local regeneration, local investment, and 
profit to be spent on local public services are considered in a different document, the 
Investment Strategy. 

 
2 External Context (Provided by Arlingclose, Treasury Management Advisors) 
 

2.1 Economic background: The impact on the UK from higher interest rates and inflation, a 
weakening economic outlook, an uncertain political climate due to an upcoming general 
election, together with war in Ukraine and the Middle East, will be major influences on the 
Council’s treasury management strategy for 2024/25. 

2.2 The Bank of England (BoE) increased Bank Rate to 5.25% in August 2023, before 
maintaining this level for the rest of 2023. In December 2023, members of the BoE’s 
Monetary Policy Committee voted 6-3 in favour of keeping Bank Rate at 5.25%. The three 
dissenters wanted to increase rates by another 0.25%. 

2.3 The November quarterly Monetary Policy Report (MPR) forecast a prolonged period of 
weak Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth with the potential for a mild contraction due to 
ongoing weak economic activity. The outlook for CPI inflation was deemed to be highly 
uncertain, with near-term risks to CPI falling to the 2% target coming from potential energy 
price increases, strong domestic wage growth and persistence in price-setting.  

2.4 Office for National Statistics (ONS) figures showed CPI inflation was 3.9% in November 
2023, down from a 4.6% rate in the previous month and, in line with the recent trend, lower 
than expected. The core CPI inflation rate declined to 5.1% from the previous month’s 5.7%, 
again lower than predictions. Looking ahead, using the interest rate path implied by financial 
markets the BoE expects CPI inflation to continue falling slowly, but taking until early 2025 
to reach the 2% target before dropping below target during the second half 2025 and into 
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2026. 

2.5 ONS figures showed the UK economy contracted by 0.1% between July and September 
2023. The BoE forecasts GDP will likely stagnate through 2024. The BoE forecasts that 
higher interest rates will constrain GDP growth, which will remain weak over the entire 
forecast horizon.  

2.6 The labour market appears to be loosening, but only very slowly. The unemployment rate 
rose slightly to 4.2% between June and August 2023, from 4.0% in the previous 3-month 
period, but the lack of consistency in the data between the two periods made comparisons 
difficult. Earnings growth has remained strong but has showed some signs of easing; 
regular pay (excluding bonuses) was up 7.3% over the period and total pay (including 
bonuses) up 7.2%. Adjusted for inflation, regular pay was 1.4% and total pay 1.3%. Looking 
forward, the MPR showed the unemployment rate is expected to be around 4.25% in the 
second half of calendar 2023, but then rising steadily over the forecast horizon to around 
5% in late 2025/early 2026. 

2.7 Having increased its key interest rate to a target range of 5.25-5.50% in August 2023, the 
US Federal Reserve appears now to have concluded the hiking cycle. It is likely this level 
represents the peak in US rates following a more dovish meeting outcome in December 
2023.  

2.8 US GDP grew at an annualised rate of 4.9% between July and September 2023, ahead of 
expectations for a 4.3% expansion and the 2.1% reading for Q2. But the impact from higher 
rates has started to feed into economic activity and growth will weaken in 2024. Annual CPI 
inflation was 3.1% in November. 

2.9 Eurozone inflation has declined steadily since the start of 2023, falling to an annual rate of 
2.9% in October 2023. Economic growth has been weak, and GDP was shown to have 
contracted by 0.1% in the three months to September 2023. In line with other central banks, 
the European Central Bank has been increasing rates, taking its deposit facility, fixed rate 
tender, and marginal lending rates to 3.75%, 4.25% and 4.50% respectively. 

2.10 Credit outlook: Credit Default Swap (CDS) prices were volatile during 2023, spiking in 
March on the back of banking sector contagion concerns following the major events of 
Silicon Valley Bank becoming insolvent and the takeover of Credit Suisse by UBS. After 
then falling back in Q2 of calendar 2023, in the second half of the year, higher interest rates 
and inflation, the ongoing war in Ukraine, and now the Middle East, have led to CDS prices 
increasing steadily. 

2.11 On an annual basis, CDS price volatility has so far been lower in 2023 compared to 2022, 
but this year has seen more of a divergence in prices between ringfenced (retail) and non-
ringfenced (investment) banking entities once again. 

2.12 Moody’s revised its outlook on the UK sovereign to stable from negative to reflect its view 
of restored political predictability following the volatility after the 2022 mini-budget. Moody’s 
also affirmed the Aa3 rating in recognition of the UK’s economic resilience and strong 
institutional framework. 

2.13 Following its rating action on the UK sovereign, Moody’s revised the outlook on five UK 
banks to stable from negative and then followed this by the same action on five rated local 
authorities. However, within the same update the long-term ratings of those five local 
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authorities were downgraded. 

2.14 There remain competing tensions in the banking sector, on one side from higher interest 
rates boosting net income and profitability against another of a weakening economic outlook 
and likely recessions that increase the possibility of a deterioration in the quality of banks’ 
assets. 

2.15 . However, the institutions on our adviser Arlingclose’s counterparty list remain well-
capitalised and their counterparty advice on both recommended institutions and maximum 
duration remain under constant review and will continue to reflect economic conditions and 
the credit outlook. 

2.16 Interest rate forecast (December 2023): Although UK inflation and wage growth remain 
elevated, the Council’s treasury management adviser Arlingclose forecasts that Bank Rate 
has peaked at 5.25%.  The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee will start reducing 
rates in 2024 to stimulate the UK economy but will be reluctant to do so until it is sure there 
will be no lingering second-round effects.  Arlingclose sees rate cuts from Q3 2024 to a low 
of around 3% by early mid-2026. 

2.17 Arlingclose expects long-term gilt yields to be broadly stable at current levels (amid 
continued volatility), following the decline in yields towards the end of 2023, which reflects 
the expected lower medium-term path for Bank Rate. Yields will remain relatively higher 
than in the past, due to quantitative tightening and significant bond supply.  As ever, there 
will undoubtedly be short-term volatility due to economic and political uncertainty and 
events. 

2.18 A more detailed economic and interest rate forecast provided by Arlingclose is in Appendix 
A. 

2.19 For the purpose of setting the budget, it has been assumed that new treasury investments 
will be made at an average rate/yield of 3.61%, and that new long-term loans will be 
borrowed at an average rate of 5.35%. 
 

3 Local Context 
 

3.1 On 31 December 2023, the Council held £60.5 million of borrowing and £54.3 million of 
treasury investments. This is set out in further detail at Appendix B. Forecast changes in 
these sums are shown in the balance sheet analysis in Table 1 below. Please note that due 
to not having the 2021/22 accounts finalised this forecast uses financial data from the draft 
2021/22 Statement of Accounts. Where available these figures have been updated with 
current positions, but the overall position is still subject to some change.  

Table 1: Balance sheet summary and forecast. 

  

31.3.23 31.3.24 31.3.25 31.3.26 31.3.27 

Actual Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast 

£m £m £m £m £m 

Capital financing requirement 97.1 97.2 98.2 103.0 105.6 

Less: External borrowing ** -62.6 -59.9 -58.6 -57.3 -56.0 

Internal borrowing 34.5 37.3 39.6 45.7 49.6 

Less: Balance sheet resources -81.2 -70.0 -67.0 -68.0 -69.3 

Treasury investments                
46.7  

               
32.7  

               
27.4  

                 
22.3  

                   
19.7  
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3.2 The underlying need to borrow for capital purposes is measured by the Capital Financing 

Requirement (CFR), while balance sheet resources are the underlying sums available for 
investment. In other words, the CFR is the total historic outstanding capital expenditure 
which has not yet been paid for. The Council’s current strategy is to maintain borrowing and 
investments below their underlying levels, sometimes known as internal borrowing. 

3.3 CIPFA’ s Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities recommends that the 
Council’s total debt should be lower than its highest forecast CFR over the next three years. 
Table 1 shows that the Council expects to comply with this recommendation during 2024/25. 

3.4 Liability benchmark: To compare the Council’s actual borrowing against an alternative 
strategy, a liability benchmark has been calculated showing the lowest risk level of 
borrowing. This assumes the same forecasts as Table 1 above, but that cash and 
investment balances are kept to a minimum level of £10m at each year-end to maintain 
sufficient liquidity but minimise credit risk. This also allows the Council to maintain its 
professional investor status (known as MIFID) which allows for higher levels of advice from 
its treasury advisors and investment in a more diverse range of sources. 

3.5 The liability benchmark is an important tool to help establish whether the Council is likely to 
be a long-term borrower or long-term investor in the future, and so shape its strategic focus 
and decision making. The liability benchmark itself represents an estimate of the cumulative 
amount of external borrowing the Council must hold to fund its current capital and revenue 
plans while keeping treasury investments at the minimum level required to manage day-to-
day cash flow. 

3.6 Please note that the balance sheet resources figures are based on the 2021/22 unaudited 
accounts which are yet to be audited. Therefore, it is subject to change. 

Table 2: Prudential Indicator: Liability benchmark 
  31.3.23 31.3.24 31.3.25 31.3.26 31.3.27 
  Actual Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast 
  £m £m £m £m £m 
Loans CFR  97.1 97.2 98.2 103.0 105.6 
Less: Balance sheet 
resources -81.2 -70.0 -67.0 -68.0 -69.3 

Net loans requirement 15.9 27.2 31.2 35.0 36.3 
Plus: Liquidity allowance 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Liability benchmark 25.9 37.2 41.2 45.0 46.3 

 
3.7 Following on from the medium-term forecasts in Table 2 above, the long-term liability 

benchmark assumes capital expenditure funded by borrowing only for the HRA, minimum 
revenue provision on new capital expenditure based on local decisions on asset life and 
income, expenditure and reserves all increasing by inflation of 2.5% a year. This measure 
is shown in the charts below initially for the Council as a whole and then split into the 
General Fund and HRA together with the maturity profile of the Council’s existing borrowing. 
Please note that as with the above graph these figures are in part using the 2020/21 
unaudited accounts and may be subject to change: 
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3.8 The above graph demonstrates the Council’s overall forecasted borrowing requirement and 
anticipated underlying need to borrow. It shows that the Council is funding its CFR through 
a mixture of both internal and external borrowing.  

3.9 The following graph shows the Liability Benchmark position for the general fund only. This 
graph demonstrates that the general fund may need to borrow in the short term. This could 
be funded through borrowing from the HRA. This situation is subject to change due to a 
variety of internal and external circumstances. 
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3.10 The following graph shows the Liability Benchmark position for the HRA. This shows that 

the HRA will likely require borrowing from 2024/25 to fund the capital programme. As 
discussed previously this is subject to change and reflects the forecasted position. 
 

 
 

 
4 Borrowing Strategy 

 
4.1 On 31 December 2023, the Council held £60.5 million of borrowing and £54.3 million of 

treasury investments a decrease of £2.0million compared to the start of the financial year, 
as part of its strategy for funding previous years’ capital programmes. The balance sheet 
forecast in Table 1 shows that the Council’s CFR is due to increase by around £3 million in 
2024/25, this increase will need to be financed through internal or external borrowing. The 
Council may borrow additional sums to pre-fund future years’ requirements, providing this 
does not exceed the forecast CFR plus any cashflow requirements. This is represented with 
the authorised limit for borrowing of £110.6 million as outlined below. 

4.2 Affordable borrowing limit: The Council is legally obliged to set an affordable borrowing 
limit (also termed the authorised limit for external debt) each year. In line with statutory 
guidance, a lower “operational boundary” is also set as a warning level should debt 
approach the limit. 

4.3 Leases limits will come into effect in the 2024/25 financial year with the implementation of 
IFRS16.  
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Table 3: Authorised limit and operational boundary for external debt in £m 

  31.3.23 
Limit 

31.3.24 
Limit 

31.3.25 
Limit 

31.3.26 
Limit 

31.3.27 
Limit 

Operational boundary – borrowing 97.1 97.2 98.2 103.0 105.6 
Operational boundary – PFI and leases 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Operational boundary – total external debt 97.1 97.2 99.2 104.0 106.6 
Authorised Limit – borrowing 107.1 107.2 108.2 113.0 115.6 
Authorised Limit – PFI and leases 0 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Authorised Limit – total external debt 107.1 107.2 110.2 115.0 117.6 

 
4.4 Objectives: The Councils chief objective when borrowing money is to strike an 

appropriately low risk balance between securing low interest costs and achieving certainty 
of those costs over the period for which funds are required. The flexibility to renegotiate 
loans should the Council’s long-term plans change is a secondary objective. 

4.5 Strategy: Given the significant cuts to public expenditure and to local government funding, 
the Council’s borrowing strategy continues to address the key issue of affordability without 
compromising the longer-term stability of the debt portfolio. Short-term interest rates are 
currently at a 15-year high but are expected to fall in the coming years and it is therefore 
likely to be more cost effective over the medium-term to either use internal resources, or to 
borrow short-term loans instead. 

4.6 The benefits of internal / short-term borrowing will be monitored regularly against the 
potential for incurring additional costs by deferring borrowing into future years when long-
term borrowing rates are forecast to rise modestly. Arlingclose will assist the Council with 
this ‘cost of carry’ and breakeven analysis. Its output may determine whether the Council 
borrows additional sums at long-term fixed rates in 2024/25 with a view to keeping future 
interest costs low, even if this causes additional cost in the short-term. 

4.7 The Council has previously raised most of its long-term borrowing from the Public Works 
Loan Board (PWLB) but will consider long-term loans from other sources including banks, 
pensions, and local authorities, and will investigate the possibility of issuing bonds and 
similar instruments, to lower interest costs and reduce over-reliance on one source of 
funding in line with the CIPFA Code. PWLB loans are no longer available to local authorities 
planning to buy investment assets primarily for yield; the Council intends to avoid this 
activity to retain its access to PWLB loans. 

4.8 Alternatively, the Council may arrange forward starting loans, where the interest rate is fixed 
in advance, but the cash is received in later years. This would enable certainty of cost to be 
achieved without suffering a cost of carry in the intervening period. 

4.9 In addition, the Council may borrow short-term loans to cover unplanned cash flow 
shortages. 

4.10 Sources of borrowing: The approved sources of long-term and short-term borrowing are: 
 

• HM Treasury’s PWLB lending facility (formerly the Public Works Loan Board) 
• UK Infrastructure Bank ltd 
• Any institution approved for investments (see below) 
• Any other bank or building society authorised to operate in the UK. 
• Any other UK public sector body 
• UK public and private sector pension funds (except Leicestershire County Council 
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Pension Fund) 
• Capital market bond investors. 
• retail investors via a regulated peer-to-peer platform 
• UK Municipal Bonds Agency plc and other special purpose companies created to 

enable local Council bond issues. 
 

4.11 Other sources of debt finance: In addition, capital finance may be raised by the following 
methods that are not borrowing, but may be classed as other debt liabilities: 

• Leasing 
• Hire purchase. 
• Private Finance Initiative 
• Sale and leaseback 
• Similar asset-based finance. 

4.12 Municipal Bonds Agency: UK Municipal Bonds Agency plc was established in 2014 by 
the Local Government Association as an alternative to the PWLB. It issues bonds on the 
capital markets and lends the proceeds to local authorities. This is a more complicated 
source of finance than the PWLB for two reasons: borrowing authorities will be required to 
provide bond investors with a guarantee to refund their investment in the event that the 
agency is unable to for any reason; and there will be a lead time of several months between 
committing to borrow and knowing the interest rate payable. Any decision to borrow from 
the Agency will therefore be the subject of a separate report to full Council. 

4.13 Lender’s Option Borrower’s Option (LOBOs): The Council holds £3.5 million of LOBO 
loans where the lender has the option to propose an increase in the interest rate at set dates, 
following which the Council has the option to either accept the new rate or to repay the loan 
at no additional cost. £3.5 million of these LOBOs have options during 2024/25, and with 
interest rates having risen recently, there is now a reasonable chance that lenders will 
exercise their options. If they do, the Council will take the option to repay LOBO loans to 
reduce refinancing risk in later years. Total borrowing via LOBO loans will be limited to £3.5 
million. 

4.14 Short-term and variable rate loans: These loans leave the Council exposed to the risk of 
short-term interest rate rises and are therefore subject to the interest rate exposure limits in 
the treasury management indicators below. Financial derivatives may be used to manage 
this interest rate risk (see section below). 

 
4.15 Debt rescheduling: The PWLB allows authorities to repay loans before maturity and either 

pay a premium or receive a discount according to a set formula based on current interest 
rates. Other lenders may also be prepared to negotiate premature redemption terms. The 
Council may take advantage of this and replace some loans with new loans, or repay loans 
without replacement, where this is expected to lead to an overall cost saving or a reduction 
in risk. The recent rise in interest rates means that more favourable debt rescheduling 
opportunities should arise than in previous years. 

 
 

5 Treasury Investment Strategy 
 

5.1 The Council holds significant invested funds, representing income received in advance of 
expenditure plus balances and reserves held. Since 31 March 2023, the Council’s treasury 
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investment balance has ranged between £68.2 million and £43.3 million. These levels are 
expected to gradually reduce over the coming year due to planned capital expenditure, use 
of reserves and repayment of debt. 

5.2 Objectives: The CIPFA Code requires the Council to invest its treasury funds prudently, 
and to have regard to the security and liquidity of its investments before seeking the highest 
rate of return, or yield. The Council’s objective when investing money is to strike an 
appropriate balance between risk and return, minimising the risk of incurring losses from 
defaults and the risk of receiving unsuitably low investment income. Where balances are 
expected to be invested for more than one year, the Council will aim to achieve a total return 
that is equal or higher than the prevailing rate of inflation, to maintain the spending power of 
the sum invested. The Council aims to be a responsible investor and will consider 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues when investing. 

5.3 Strategy: As demonstrated by the liability benchmark above, the Council expects to be a 
long-term borrower and new treasury investments will therefore be made primarily to 
manage day-to-day cash flows using short-term low risk instruments. The existing portfolio 
of strategic pooled funds will be maintained to diversify risk into different sectors and boost 
investment income. 

5.4 The CIPFA Code does not permit local authorities to both borrow and invest long-term for 
cash flow management. But the Council may make long-term investments for treasury risk 
management purposes, including to manage interest rate risk by investing sums borrowed 
in advance for the capital programme for up to three years; to manage inflation risk by 
investing usable reserves in instruments whose value rises with inflation; and to manage 
price risk by adding diversification to the strategic pooled fund portfolio. 

5.5 ESG policy: Environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations are increasingly 
a factor in global investors’ decision making, but the framework for evaluating investment 
opportunities is still developing and therefore the Council’s ESG policy does not currently 
include ESG scoring or other real-time ESG criteria at an individual investment level. When 
investing in banks and funds, the Council will prioritise banks that are signatories to the UN 
Principles for Responsible Banking and funds operated by managers that are signatories 
to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment, the Net Zero Asset Managers Alliance 
and/or the UK Stewardship  

5.6 Where practical when making investment decisions ESG will be considered and 
counterparties with integrated ESG policies and commitments to carbon net zero by 2050 
will be favoured by the council. 

5.7 Business models: Under the IFRS 9 standard, the accounting for certain investments 
depends on the Council’s “business model” for managing them. The Council aims to 
achieve value from its treasury investments by a business model of collecting the 
contractual cash flows and therefore, where other criteria are also met, these investments 
will continue to be accounted for at amortised cost.   

5.8 Approved counterparties: The Council may invest its surplus funds with any of the 
counterparty types in Table 4 below, subject to the limits shown. 
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Table 4: Treasury investment counterparties and limits 
Sector Time 

limit 
Counterparty limit Sector limit 

The UK Government 5 years £60m n/a 
Local authorities & other 
government 
entities 

 
5 years 

 
£5m 

 
£60m 

Secured investments*. 
 5 years £5m £60m 

Banks (unsecured) * 13 
months 

£2.5m £60m 

Building societies 
(unsecured) * 13 

months 
£2.5m £5m 

Registered providers 
(unsecured) * 5 years £2.5m £12.5m 

Money market funds * n/a £5m £60m 

Strategic pooled funds n/a £5m £25m 
Real estate 
investment trusts n/a £5m £12.5m 

Other investments * 
5 years £2.5m £5m 

This table must be read in conjunction with the notes below:  

5.9 * Minimum credit rating: Treasury investments in the sectors marked with an asterisk will 
only be made with entities whose lowest published long-term credit rating is no lower than 
A-. Where available, the credit rating relevant to the specific investment or class of 
investment is used, otherwise the counterparty credit rating is used. However, investment 
decisions are never made solely based on credit ratings, and all other relevant factors 
including external advice will be considered. 

5.10 For entities without published credit ratings, investments may be made either (a) where 
external advice indicates the entity to be of similar credit quality; or (b) to a maximum of £5 
million per counterparty as part of a diversified pool e.g. via a peer-to-peer platform. 

5.11 Government: Loans to, and bonds and bills issued or guaranteed by, national 
governments, regional and local authorities and multilateral development banks. These 
investments are not subject to bail-in, and there is generally a lower risk of insolvency, 
although they are not zero risk. Investments with the UK Government are deemed to be 
zero credit risk due to its ability to create additional currency and therefore may be made in 
unlimited amounts for up to 5 years. 

5.12 Secured investments: Investments secured on the borrower’s assets, which limits the 
potential losses in the event of insolvency. The amount and quality of the security will be a 
key factor in the investment decision. Covered bonds and reverse repurchase agreements 
with banks and building societies are exempt from bail-in. Where there is no investment 
specific credit rating, but the collateral upon which the investment is secured has a credit 
rating, the higher of the collateral credit rating and the counterparty credit rating will be used. 
The combined secured and unsecured investments with any one counterparty will not 
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exceed the cash limit for secured investments. 

5.13 Banks and building societies (unsecured): Accounts, deposits, certificates of deposit 
and senior unsecured bonds with banks and building societies, other than multilateral 
development banks. These investments are subject to the risk of credit loss via a bail-in 
should the regulator determine that the bank is failing or likely to fail. See below for 
arrangements relating to operational bank accounts. 

5.14 Registered providers (unsecured): Loans to, and bonds issued or guaranteed by, 
registered providers of social housing or registered social landlords, formerly known as 
housing associations. These bodies are regulated by the Regulator of Social Housing (in 
England), the Scottish Housing Regulator, the Welsh Government, and the Department for 
Communities (in Northern Ireland). As providers of public services, they retain the likelihood 
of receiving government support if needed. 

5.15 Money market funds: Pooled funds that offer same-day or short notice liquidity and very 
low or no price volatility by investing in short-term money markets. They have the advantage 
over bank accounts of providing wide diversification of investment risks, coupled with the 
services of a professional fund manager in return for a small fee. A £60 million sector limit 
applies to money market funds, the Council will take care to diversify its liquid investments 
over a variety of providers to ensure access to cash at all times. 

5.16 Strategic pooled funds: Bond, equity and property funds that offer enhanced returns over 
the longer term but are more volatile in the short term. These allow the Council to diversify 
into asset classes other than cash without the need to own and manage the underlying 
investments. Because these funds have no defined maturity date, but are available for 
withdrawal after a notice period, their performance and continued suitability in meeting the 
Council’s investment objectives will be monitored regularly. 

5.17 Real estate investment trusts (REIT): Shares in companies that invest mainly in real 
estate and pay the majority of their rental income to investors in a similar manner to pooled 
property funds. As with property funds, REITs offer enhanced returns over the longer term, 
but are more volatile especially as the share price reflects changing demand for the shares 
as well as changes in the value of the underlying properties. 

5.18 Other investments: This category covers treasury investments not listed above, for 
example unsecured corporate bonds and company loans. Non-bank companies cannot be 
bailed-in but can become insolvent placing the Council’s investment at risk. 

5.19 Operational bank accounts: The Council may incur operational exposures, for example 
though current accounts, collection accounts and merchant acquiring services, to any UK 
bank with credit ratings no lower than BBB- and with assets greater than £25 billion. These 
are not classed as investments but are still subject to the risk of a bank bail-in, and balances 
will therefore be kept below £2.5 million per bank. The Bank of England has stated that in 
the event of failure, banks with assets greater than £25 billion are more likely to be bailed- 
in than made insolvent, increasing the chance of the Council maintaining operational 
continuity. 

5.20 Risk assessment and credit ratings: Credit ratings are obtained and monitored by the 
Council’s treasury advisers, who will notify changes in ratings as they occur. The credit 
rating agencies in current use are listed in the Treasury Management Practices document. 
Where an entity has its credit rating downgraded so that it fails to meet the approved 
investment criteria then: 
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• No new investments will be made, 
• Any existing investments that can be recalled or sold at no cost will be, and 
• Full consideration will be given to the recall or sale of all other existing investments 

with the affected counterparty. 

5.21 Where a credit rating agency announces that a credit rating is on review for possible 
downgrade (also known as “negative watch”) so that it may fall below the approved rating 
criteria, then only investments that can be withdrawn on the next working day will be made 
with that organisation until the outcome of the review is announced. This policy will not 
apply to negative outlooks, which indicate a long-term direction of travel rather than an 
imminent change of rating. 

5.22 Other information on the security of investments: The Council understands that credit 
ratings are good, but not perfect, predictors of investment default. Full regard will therefore 
be given to other available information on the credit quality of the organisations in which it 
invests, including credit default swap prices, financial statements, information on potential 
government support, reports in the quality financial press and analysis and advice from the 
Council’s treasury management adviser. No investments will be made with an organisation 
if there are substantive doubts about its credit quality, even though it may otherwise meet 
the above criteria. 
 

5.23 Reputational aspects: The Council is aware that investment with certain counterparties, 
while considered secure from a purely financial perspective, may leave it open to criticism, 
valid or otherwise, that may affect its public reputation, and this risk will therefore be 
considered when making investment decisions. 

5.24 When deteriorating financial market conditions affect the creditworthiness of all 
organisations, as happened in 2008, 2020 and 2022, this is not generally reflected in credit 
ratings, but can be seen in other market measures. In these circumstances, the Council will 
restrict its investments to those organisations of higher credit quality and reduce the 
maximum duration of its investments to maintain the required level of security. The extent 
of these restrictions will be in line with prevailing financial market conditions. If these 
restrictions mean that insufficient commercial organisations of high credit quality are 
available to invest the Council’s cash balances, then the surplus will be deposited with the 
UK Government, or with other local authorities. This will cause investment returns to fall 
but will protect the principal sum invested. 

5.25 Investment limits: The Council’s revenue reserves available to cover investment losses 
are forecast to be £16.5 million on 31 March 2024 and £16.5 million on 31 March 2025. In 
order that no more than 50% of available reserves will be put at risk in the case of a single 
default, the maximum that will be lent to any one organisation (other than the UK 
Government) will be £5 million. A group of entities under the same ownership will be treated 
as a single organisation for limit purposes. 

5.26 Credit risk exposures arising from non-treasury investments, financial derivatives and 
balances greater than £2.5 million in operational bank accounts count against the relevant 
investment limits. 

5.27 Limits are also placed on fund managers, investments in brokers’ nominee accounts and 
foreign countries as detailed in the table below. Investments in pooled funds and multilateral 
development banks do not count against the limit for any single foreign country, since the 
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risk is diversified over many countries. 

Table 5: Additional investment limits 
 Cash limit 
Any group of pooled funds under the same 
management £12.5m per manager 

Negotiable instruments held in a broker’s nominee. 
account £12.5m per broker 

 
5.28 Liquidity management: The Council forecasts its cashflow using an excel spreadsheet to 

determine the maximum period for which funds may prudently be committed. The forecast 
is compiled on a prudent basis to minimise the risk of the Council being forced to borrow on 
unfavourable terms to meet its financial commitments. Limits on long-term investments are 
set by reference to the Council’s medium-term financial plan and cash flow forecast. 

5.29 The Council will spread its liquid cash over at least three providers (e.g. bank accounts and 
money market funds) to ensure that access to cash is maintained in the event of operational 
difficulties at any one provider. 

6 Treasury Management Prudential Indicators 
 

6.1 The Council measures and manages its exposures to treasury management risks using the 
following indicators. 

6.2 Security: The Council has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to credit risk by 
monitoring the value-weighted average credit rating of its investment portfolio. This is 
calculated by applying a score to each investment (AAA=1, AA+=2, etc.) and taking the 
arithmetic average, weighted by the size of each investment. Unrated investments are 
assigned a score based on their perceived risk. 

 
Credit risk indicator Target 
Portfolio average credit rating A- 

6.3 Liquidity: The Council has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to liquidity risk by 
monitoring the amount of cash available to meet unexpected payments within a rolling 
three-month period, without additional borrowing. 

 
Liquidity risk indicator Target 
Total cash available within 3 months £2.5m 

 
6.4 Interest rate exposures: This indicator is set to control the Council’s exposure to interest 

rate risk. The upper limits on the one-year revenue impact of a 1% rise or fall in interest 
rates will be: 

 

Interest rate risk indicator External Borrowing 
Limit 

Internal Borrowing 
Limit 

Upper limit on one-year 
revenue impact per a 1% rise 
in interest rates 

 
£550,000 

 
£400,000 

Upper limit on one-year 
revenue impact per a 1% fall in 
interest rates 

 
£550,000 

 
£400,000 
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6.5 The impact of a change in interest rates is calculated on the assumption that maturing loans 

and investments will be replaced at new market rates. 

6.6 Maturity structure of borrowing: This indicator is set to control the Council’s exposure to 
refinancing risk. The upper and lower limits on the maturity structure of borrowing will be: 

 

Refinancing rate risk indicator  Lower limit  Upper Limit  Position as at 
01/04/2023 

Under 12 months  0%  70% 43% 

12 months and within 24 months  0%  30%  1% 

24 months and within 5 years  0%  30%  3% 

5 years and within 10 years  0%  30%  2% 

10 years and within 20 years  0%  90%  45% 

20 years and above  0%  30%  6% 

TOTAL     100% 

*includes internal borrowing 
 

6.7 Time periods start on the first day of each financial year. The maturity date of borrowing is 
the earliest date on which the lender can demand repayment. 

6.8 The figures above include internal borrowing. The assumption is made that internal 
borrowing matures in one working day so the full amount of £34.6 million is all represented 
in the ‘under 12 months’ row. 

6.9 Long-term treasury management investments: The purpose of this indicator is to control 
the Council’s exposure to the risk of incurring losses by seeking early repayment of its 
investments. The prudential limits on the long-term treasury management investments will 
be: 

 

Price risk indicator 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 No fixed 
date 

Limit on principal invested beyond 
year end £60m £10m £10m £10m 

 
6.10 The section named ‘no fixed date’ refers to longer dated investments which have no set 

maturity point but are anticipated to be held for a period longer than a year e.g., strategic 
property funds. 

 
7 Related Matters 

 
7.1 The CIPFA Code requires the Council to include the following in its treasury management 
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strategy. 
 

7.2 Financial derivatives: Local authorities have previously made use of financial derivatives 
embedded into loans and investments both to reduce interest rate risk (e.g. interest rate 
collars and forward deals) and to reduce costs or increase income at the expense of greater 
risk (e.g. LOBO loans and callable deposits). The general power of competence in section 
1 of the Localism Act 2011 removes much of the uncertainty over local authorities’ use of 
standalone financial derivatives (i.e. those that are not embedded into a loan or investment). 

 
7.3 The Council will only use standalone financial derivatives (such as swaps, forwards, futures 

and options) where they can be clearly demonstrated to reduce the overall level of the 
financial risks that the Council is exposed to. Additional risks presented, such as credit 
exposure to derivative counterparties, will be taken into account when determining the 
overall level of risk. Embedded derivatives, including those present in pooled funds and 
forward starting transactions, will not be subject to this policy, although the risks they present 
will be managed in line with the overall treasury risk management strategy. 

 
7.4 Financial derivative transactions may be arranged with any organisation that meets the 

approved investment criteria, assessed using the appropriate credit rating for derivative 
exposures. An allowance for credit risk calculated using the methodology in the Treasury 
Management Practices document will count against the counterparty credit limit and the 
relevant foreign country limit. 

 
7.5 In line with the CIPFA Code, the Council will seek external advice and will consider that 

advice before entering into financial derivatives to ensure that it fully understands the 
implications. 

 
7.6 Housing Revenue Account: In 2012, the Council notionally split each of its existing long- 

term loans into General Fund and HRA pools. In the future, new long-term loans borrowed will 
be assigned in their entirety to one pool or the other. Interest payable and other costs/income 
arising from long-term loans (e.g. premiums and discounts on early redemption) will be 
charged/ credited to the respective revenue account. Differences between the value of the 
HRA loans pool and the HRA’s underlying need to borrow (adjusted for HRA balance sheet 
resources available for investment) will result in a notional cash balance which may be 
positive or negative. This balance will be measured each month and interest transferred 
between the General Fund and HRA at the Council’s average interest rate on investments, 
adjusted for credit risk. 

 
7.7 External Funds: The Council manages S106 funds. These funds contribute towards the 

investment balances. Therefore, interest earnt on S106 balances are repaid to the S106 
fund. The value of the S106 funds as at 31 December 2023 equals £6.9 million. Reducing 
our overall interest earnt forecast by an estimated £130,000. 

 
7.8 Additionally, the Council holds funds for the Chairman’s Charity which is gathered 

throughout the year and apportioned out to selected charities. These amounts are negligible. 
 

7.9 Markets in Financial Instruments Directive: The Council has opted up to professional 
client status with its providers of financial services, including advisers, banks, brokers and 
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fund managers, allowing it access to a greater range of services but without the greater 
regulatory protections afforded to individuals and small companies. Given the size and range 
of the Council’s treasury management activities, the Head of Finance believes this to be the 
most appropriate status. 

 
8 Financial Implications 

 

8.1 The risk adjusted budget for investment income in 2024/25 is £981,300, based on an 
average investment portfolio of £55.8 million at an interest rate of 3.61%. Deductions largely 
consisting of S106 Balances will reduce this by £189,300 leaving a total forecasted interest 
income of £792,000. 

  

8.2 The allocations of interest to the General Fund and HRA will be worked out based on the 
average notional investment balances of both funds throughout the financial year the 
percentage of which will be applied to the overall interest received after deductions. The 
forecasted notional balances of each fund throughout the year result in a split of 42% for the 
general fund totalling £335,500 and 58% for the HRA totalling £456,500. 

 
8.3 This interest forecast is subject to a great deal of change as it is impacted by cashflow timings, 

delivery of capital programmes and their subsequent forecasts, grant payments, grant 
repayments and growth in council tax, business rates and social housing rents. It is also 
dependent on our base rate forecast being accurate (shown in appendix A and paragraph 
2.14) which in turn is impacted by economic factors such as inflation which are notoriously 
difficult to predict. Therefore, this forecast is likely to evolve throughout the year and can 
change on a daily basis. As a result of the changeable nature of investment return the above 
interest income forecast is risk adjusted to be reduced by 20% of actual projections to reduce 
the risk to the Councils budget of the possible changes. 

 
8.4 The budget for debt interest paid in 2024/25 is £2.2 million. Of this £520,000 refers to the 

General Fund and £1.7 million to the HRA. This is based on a debt portfolio of £58.6 million 
at an average interest rate of 3.6%. £51.8 million of this forecast is HRA Borrowing and £6.8 
million is General Fund. 

 
8.5 If actual levels of investments and borrowing, or actual interest rates, differ from those 

forecasts, performance against budget will be correspondingly different. 
 
8.6 Where investment income exceeds budget, e.g., from higher risk investments including 

pooled funds, or debt interest paid falls below budget, e.g., from cheap short-term borrowing, 
then 50% of the revenue savings will be transferred to a treasury management reserve to 
cover the risk of capital losses or higher interest rates payable in future years. This option 
will be at the discretion of the Chief Financial Officer and will not be taken in periods of 
outstanding financial pressures or uncertainties. 

 

9 Other Options Considered 
 

9.1 The CIPFA Code does not prescribe any particular treasury management strategy for local 
authorities to adopt. The Head of Finance, having consulted the Cabinet Member for 
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Finance, believes that the above strategy represents an appropriate balance between risk 
management and cost effectiveness. Some alternative strategies, with their financial and 
risk management implications, are listed below. 

 
Narrative Impact on income and 

expenditure 
Impact on risk 
management 

Invest in a narrower range 
of counterparties and/or for 
shorter times 

Interest income will be 
lower 

Lower chance of losses 
from credit related defaults, 
but any such losses may 
be greater 

Invest in a wider range of 
counterparties and/or for 
longer times 

Interest income will be 
higher 

Increased risk of losses 
from credit related defaults, 
but any such losses may 
be smaller 

Borrow additional sums at 
long-term fixed interest 
rates 

Debt interest costs will rise; 
this is unlikely to be offset 
by higher investment 
income 

Higher investment balance 
leading to a higher impact 
in the event of a default. 
however long-term interest 
costs may be more certain 

Borrow short-term or 
variable loans instead of 
long-term fixed rates 

Debt interest costs will 
initially be lower 

Increases in debt interest 
costs will be broadly offset 
by rising investment 
income in the medium 
term, but long-term costs 
may be less certain 

Reduce level of borrowing Saving on debt interest is 
likely to exceed lost 
investment income 

Reduced investment 
balance leading to a lower 
impact in the event of a 
default; however long-term 
interest costs may be less 
certain 
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Appendix A 
 
 

Arlingclose Economic & Interest Rate Forecast – December 2023 
 
Underlying assumptions:  
• UK inflation and wage growth remain elevated but have eased over the past two 

months fuelling rate cuts expectations. Near-term rate cuts remain unlikely, although 
downside risks will increase as the UK economy likely slides into recession. 

• The MPC’s message remains unchanged as the Committee seeks to maintain tighter 
financial conditions. Monetary policy will remain tight as inflation is expected to 
moderate to target slowly, although some wage and inflation measures are below the 
Bank’s last forecasts. 

• Despite some deterioration in activity data, the UK economy remains resilient in the 
face of tighter monetary policy. Recent data has been soft but mixed; the timelier PMI 
figures suggest that the services sector is recovering from a weak Q3. Tighter policy 
will however bear down on domestic and external activity as interest rates bite. 

• Employment demand is easing. Anecdotal evidence suggests slowing recruitment and 
pay growth, and we expect unemployment to rise further. As unemployment rises and 
interest rates remain high, consumer sentiment will deteriorate. Household and 
business spending will therefore be weak. 

• Inflation will fall over the next 12 months. The path to the target will not be smooth, 
with higher energy prices and base effects interrupting the downtrend at times. The 
MPC’s attention will remain on underlying inflation measures and wage data. We 
believe policy rates will remain at the peak for another 10 months, or until the MPC is 
comfortable the risk of further ‘second-round’ effects have diminished. 

• Maintaining monetary policy in restrictive territory for so long, when the economy is 
already struggling, will require significant loosening in the future to boost activity.  

• Global bond yields will remain volatile. Markets are currently running with expectations 
of near-term US rate cuts, fuelled somewhat unexpectedly by US policymakers 
themselves. Term premia and bond yields have experienced a marked decline. It 
would not be a surprise to see a reversal if data points do not support the narrative, 
but the current 10-year yield appears broadly reflective of a lower medium- term level 
for Bank Rate. 

• There is a heightened risk of fiscal policy and/or geo-political events causing 
substantial volatility in yields. 

 
Forecast:  
• The MPC held Bank Rate at 5.25% in December. We believe this is the peak for Bank 

Rate. 
• The MPC will cut rates in the medium term to stimulate the UK economy but will be 

reluctant to do so until it is sure there will be no lingering second-round effects. We 
see rate cuts from Q3 2024 to a low of around 3% by early-mid 2026. 

• The immediate risks around Bank Rate have become more balanced, due to the 
weakening UK economy and dampening effects on inflation. This shifts to the 
downside in the short term as the economy weakens. 

• Long-term gilt yields are now substantially lower. Arlingclose expects yields to be flat 
from here over the short-term reflecting medium term Bank Rate forecasts. Periodic 
volatility is likely. 65



 

 
  
 
PWLB Standard Rate = Gilt yield + 1.00% 
PWLB Certainty Rate = Gilt yield + 0.80% 
PWLB HRA Rate = Gilt yield + 0.40% 
UK Infrastructure Bank Rate = Gilt yield + 0.40% 
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Appendix B 
 

Existing Investment & Debt Portfolio Position - 31 December 2023 
 
 
 

  

31/12/2023 31/12/2023 

Actual portfolio Average rate 

£m % 

External borrowing:      

Public Works Loan Board 52.40 3.58% 

LOBO loans from banks 3.50 4.80% 

Other loans 3.94 4.74% 

Hinckley & Bosworth 0.06 3.14% 

Total external borrowing 59.90 3.72% 

Treasury investments:     

The UK Government 9.00 5.31% 
Local authorities 25.00 5.34% 
Banks (unsecured) 2.00 4.78% 
Money market funds 18.30 5.28% 
Total treasury investments 54.30 5.30% 

Net debt  5.60   
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Appendix 3 

North West Leicestershire District Council  

Minimum Revenue Provision Statement 2024/25 

 
1. Annual Minimum Revenue Provision Statement 2024/25 

1.1 Where the Council finances capital expenditure by debt, it must put aside resources to 
repay that debt in later years.  The amount charged to the revenue budget for the 
repayment of debt is known as Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP), although there has 
been no statutory minimum since 2008. The Local Government Act 2003 requires the 
Council to have regard to the former Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government’s Guidance on Minimum Revenue Provision (the MHCLG Guidance) most 
recently issued in 2018. 

1.2 The broad aim of the MHCLG Guidance is to ensure that capital expenditure is financed 
over a period that is either reasonably commensurate with that over which the capital 
expenditure provides benefits, or, in the case of borrowing supported by Government 
Revenue Support Grant, reasonably commensurate with the period implicit in the 
determination of that grant. 

1.3 The MHCLG Guidance requires the Council to approve an Annual MRP Statement each 
year and recommends a number of options for calculating a prudent amount of MRP.  
The following statement incorporates options recommended in the Guidance. 

• Capital expenditure funded by borrowing incurred before 1 April 2008 MRP will be 
determined in accordance with the former regulations that applied on 31 March 
2008, incorporating an “Adjustment A” of £606k. 

• For capital expenditure funded by borrowing incurred between 1 April 2008 and 
31 March 2019, MRP will be determined as 4% of the capital financing requirement 
in respect of that expenditure. This will be charged on a straight-line basis over 25 
years. 

• For capital expenditure funded by borrowing incurred after 31 March 2019, MRP 
will be determined by charging the expenditure over the expected life of the 
relevant asset. This will be on a straight-line basis for financial years 2020/21 and 
2021/22, then on the remaining balance, as the principal repayment on an annuity 
equal to the average relevant PWLB rate for year of expenditure, starting in the 
financial year 2022/23.  MRP in purchases of freehold land will be charged over 
50 years.  MRP on expenditure not related to fixed assets but which has been 
capitalised by regulation or direction will be charged over 20 years. 

•  For capital expenditure funded by borrowing incurred after 31 March 2022, MRP 
will be determined by charging the expenditure over the expected life of the 
relevant asset as the principal repayment on an annuity equal to the average 
relevant PWLB rate for year of expenditure, stating in the year after the asset 
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becomes operational.  MRP in purchases of freehold land will be charged over 50 
years.  MRP on expenditure not related to fixed assets but which has been 
capitalised by regulation or direction will be charged over 20 years. 

• For transferred debt from Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council, MRP will be 
determined as being equal to the element of the rent or charge that goes to write 
down the balance sheet liability. 

• Where former operating leases have been brought onto the balance sheet on 1 
April 2024 due to the adoption of the IFRS 16 Leases accounting standard, and 
the asset values have been adjusted for accruals, prepayments, premiums and/or 
discounts, then the annual MRP charges will be adjusted so that the total charge 
to revenue remains unaffected by the new standard. 

• For capital expenditure loans to third parties, the Authority will make nil MRP 
unless (a) the loan is an investment for commercial purposes and no repayment 
was received in year or (b) an expected credit loss was recognised or increased 
in-year but will instead apply the capital receipts arising from principal repayments 
to reduce the capital financing requirement instead. In years where there is no 
principal repayment on loans that are investments for commercial purposes, MRP 
will be charged in accordance with the MRP policy for the assets funded by the 
loan, including where appropriate, delaying MRP until the year after the assets 
become operational. Sufficient MRP will be charged to ensure that the outstanding 
capital financing requirement (CFR) on the loan is no higher than the principal 
amount outstanding less the expected credit loss. This option was proposed by 
the government in its recent MRP consultation and in the Authority’s view is 
consistent with the current regulations. 

• No MRP will be charged in respect of assets held within the Housing Revenue 
Account but depreciation on those assets will be charged instead in line with 
regulations. 

• MRP in respect of the £80 million payment made in 2012 to exit the Housing 
Revenue Account subsidy system will be determined as being equal to the 
principal amount repaid on the loans borrowed to finance that payment. 

1.4 Capital expenditure incurred during 2024/25 will not be subject to a MRP charge until 
2025/26. 

1.5 MRP will only be charged once the asset is fully operational and will not be charged 
whilst the asset is under construction. The MRP charge will commence the year after 
the asset becomes operational. 
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1.6 Based on the Council’s latest estimate of its capital financing requirement (CFR) on 31 
March 2024, the budget for MRP has been set as follows: 

  
31.03.2024 

Estimated CFR 
2024/25 

Estimated MRP 

£m £m 
Capital expenditure funded by borrowing 
before 01.04.2008 7.7 0.3 

Capital expenditure funded by borrowing 
between 01.04.2008 and 31.03.2019 4.1 0.2 

Unsupported capital expenditure after 
31.03.2019 33.7 1.1 

Transferred debt 0.1 0.0 

Total General Fund 45.5 1.5 

Assets in the Housing Revenue Account 3.3 0.0 
HRA subsidy reform payment  48.4 1.3 
Total Housing Revenue Account 51.7 1.3 
Total 97.2 2.8 
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Appendix 4 

North West Leicestershire District Council  

Non-Treasury Investment Strategy Report 2024/25 

1. Introduction 

1.1  The Council invests its money for three broad purposes: 

• Because it has surplus cash as a result of its day-to-day activities, for example 
when income is received in advance of expenditure (known as treasury 
management investments), 

• To support local public services by lending to or buying shares in other 
organisations (service investments), and 

• To earn investment income (known as Commercial investments where this is 
the main purpose). It is important to stress that the primary goal of the 
commercial investments held by the Council and discussed in this report is not 
generation of profit but instead supporting local growth, local regeneration and 
the efficient use of local assets. Investment income is a secondary objective 
which is reinvested in local services. 

1.2 Although not classed as a category of investment the Council also invests its own funds 
to finance capital expenditure funded through borrowing. This is known as internal 
borrowing. 

1.3 This investment strategy meets the requirements of statutory guidance issued by the 
government in January 2018 and focuses on the second and third of these categories.  

1.4 The statutory guidance defines investments as “all of the financial assets of a local 
authority as well as other non-financial assets that the organisation holds primarily or 
partially to generate a profit; for example, investment property portfolios.” The Authority 
interprets this to exclude (a) trade receivables which meet the accounting definition of 
financial assets but are not investments in the everyday sense of the word and (b) 
property held partially to generate a profit but primarily for the provision of local public 
services. This aligns the Authority’s definition of an investment with that in the 2021 
edition of the CIPFA Prudential Code, a more recent piece of statutory guidance. 

2. Treasury Management Investments  

2.1 The Council typically receives its income in cash (e.g., from taxes and grants) before it 
pays for its expenditure in cash (e.g., through payroll and invoices). It also holds reserves 
for future expenditure and collects local taxes on behalf of other local authorities and 
central government. These activities, plus the timing of borrowing decisions, lead to a 
cash surplus which is invested in accordance with guidance from the Chartered Institute 
of Public Finance and Accountancy. The balance of treasury management investments 
is expected to fluctuate between £43.3 million and £68.2 million during the 2024/25 
financial year. 
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2.2 Contribution: The contribution that these investments make to the objectives of the 
Council is to support effective treasury management activities.  

2.3 Further details: Full details of the Council’s policies and its plan for 2024/25 for treasury 
management investments are covered in a separate document, the Treasury 
Management Strategy Statement 2024/25.  

3.   Service Investments: Loans 

3.1 Contribution: The Council does not currently, but may in the future, lend money to 
various organisations including its subsidiaries or trading companies, suppliers, local 
businesses, local charities, housing associations, local residents and its employees to 
support local public services and stimulate local economic growth. 

3.2 Security: The main risk when making service loans is that the borrower will be unable 
to repay the principal lent and/or the interest due. In order to limit this risk, and ensure 
that total exposure to service loans remains proportionate to the size of the Council, 
upper limits on the outstanding loans to each category of borrower have been set as 
follows: 

Table 1: Loans for service purposes in £ millions 
Category of 
borrower 

31.3.2023 actual 2024/25 

Balance 
owing 

Loss 
allowance 

Net figure 
in accounts 

Approved 
Limit 

Subsidiaries Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Suppliers Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Parish councils Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Local businesses Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Local charities Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Housing associations Nil Nil Nil Nil 

TOTAL Nil Nil Nil Nil 
 

3.3 Loans made for service purposes will be undertaken on a case-by-case basis and 
require approval by Full Council. Therefore, there is no approved limit for these loans 
outlined in the above table, but the option is available following a proper risk and benefit 
review. 

3.4 Accounting standards require the Council to set aside loss allowance for loans, 
reflecting the likelihood of non-payment. The figures for loans in the Council’s 
statement of accounts are shown net of this loss allowance. However, the Council 
makes every reasonable effort to collect the full sum lent and has appropriate credit 
control arrangements in place to recover overdue repayments. 

3.5 Risk assessment: The Council assesses the risk of loss before entering into and 
whilst holding service loans by: 
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• Requesting a business case to support the service loan and reviewing the 
business case for validity and robustness; 

• Completing a financial appraisal of the business case; 
• Seeking external advice where necessary to ensure compliance with for example 

state aid/subsidy law and creditworthiness of the counterparty seeking a service 
loan; 

• Monitoring and undertaking regular reviews of counterparties for credit risk. 

4. Service Investments: Shares 

4.1 Contribution: The Council does not currently, but may in the future, invest in the 
shares of its subsidiaries or trading companies, its suppliers, and local businesses to 
support local public services and stimulate local economic growth.  

4.2 Security: One of the risks of investing in shares is that they fall in value meaning that 
the initial outlay may not be recovered. In order to limit this risk, upper limits on the 
sum invested in each category of shares have been set as follows: 

Table 2: Shares held for service purposes in £ millions 
Category of 
company 

31.3.2023 actual 2024/25 

Amounts 
invested 

Gains or 
losses 

Value in 
accounts 

Approved 
Limit 

Subsidiaries Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Suppliers Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Local businesses Nil Nil Nil Nil 

TOTAL Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 Nil Nil Nil Nil 
 

4.3 As in Table 1 there are no approved limits for investments of this kind. Applications will 
be dealt with on a case-by-case basis and require approval by Full Council following a 
comprehensive review. 

4.4 Risk assessment: The Council assesses the risk of loss before entering into and 
whilst holding shares by: 

• Requesting a business case to support the investment and reviewing the 
business case for validity and robustness; 

• Completing a financial appraisal of the investment; 
• Seeking external advice where necessary to ensure the creditworthiness of the 

counterparty; and 
• Monitoring and maintain regular review of counterparties for credit risk. 

4.5 Liquidity: To maintain liquidity, the council determines the maximum period for which 
funds may be prudently committed through financial planning in the Medium-Term 
Financial Strategy and the Treasury Management Strategy Statement. The Council’s 
cash flow is monitored and reviewed to inform these strategies. 
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4.6 Non-specified Investments: Shares are the only investment type that the Council has 
identified that meets the definition of a non-specified investment in the government 
guidance. The limits above on share investments are therefore also the Council’s upper 
limits on non-specified investments. The Council has not adopted any procedures for 
determining further categories of non-specified investment since none are likely to 
meet the definition. 

5. Commercial Investments: Property 

5.1 Contribution: The Council invests in local commercial property with the primary aim 
of supporting local growth, regeneration and efficient use of local assets. The 
secondary aim is investment income that will be spent on local public services. 
Currently the Council only holds commercial investments within the district boundaries 
in line with these aims.  

Table 3: Property held for investment purposes in £ millions 

Property  

31.3.2022 actual 31.3.2023 actual 

Gains or 
(losses) 

Value in 
accounts 

Gains or 
(losses) 

Value in 
accounts 

Industrial Units -5.19 7.72 -0.32 7.4 
Market Hall 0.26 0.45 0 0.45 
Whitwick Business 
Centre -0.01 1.82 -1.15 0.67 

Land 0 0.26 0.08 0.34 
TOTAL -4.94 10.25 -1.39 8.86 

 
5.2 Security: In accordance with government guidance, the Council considers a property 

investment to be secure if its accounting valuation is at or higher than its purchase cost 
including taxes and transaction costs. An assessment of the council’s investment 
property portfolio is undertaken each year in the Final Accounts year-end process. 

• Where the value in the accounts is at or above purchase cost: the property 
investment is deemed to be secure as the property could be sold to cover the 
purchase cost. 

• Where the value in the accounts is below the purchase cost: the investment 
property portfolio is no longer sufficient to provide security against loss. 

5.3 Risk assessment: The Council assesses the risk of loss before entering into and 
whilst holding property investments by: 

• Assessment of the business case on a case by case basis, reviewing for validity 
and robustness; 

• Financial appraisal of the business case; 
• Seeking external expertise and advice where necessary; and 
• Assessing the market competition including barriers to entry or exit; market 

needs; nature and level of competition; ongoing investments required; 
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• The council will also take into consideration any impact on local businesses 
before entering into new investments.  This is to protect local business’s interest 
in the local market. 

5.4 Liquidity: Compared with other investment types, property is relatively difficult to sell 
and convert to cash at short notice and can take a considerable period to sell in certain 
market conditions. To ensure that the invested funds can be accessed when they are 
needed, for example to repay capital borrowed, the Council has minimised this risk by 
holding a minimal investment portfolio. 

6. Proportionality  

6.1 The Council generates income from investment activity to achieve a balanced revenue 
budget. Table 4 below shows the extent to which the expenditure planned to meet the 
service delivery objectives and/or place making role of the Council is dependent on 
achieving the expected net profit from investments over the lifecycle of the Medium-
Term Financial Plan.  

 
6.2 The below table outlines the investment income from commercial investments against 

the net service expenditure. A more appropriate measure would be the gross service 
expenditure as that figure would not already be adjusted for income and show a truer 
reflection of the extent to which income from these commercial investments support 
the Council’s overall revenue expenditure. The gross expenditure figures are not 
currently available for this report. The below uses net service expenditure to give the 
reader an idea of the overall scale. 

Table 4: Proportionality of Investments £’000 
 2022/23 

Actual 
2023/24 
Forecast 

2024/25 
Budget 

2025/26 
Budget 

2026/27 
Budget 

Investment 
income 

624 608 410 200 200 

Net revenue 
expenditure 

16,121 17,629 18,156 17,673 17,792 

Proportion 4% 3% 2% 1% 1% 

7. Borrowing in Advance of Need 

7.1 Government guidance is that local authorities must not borrow more than or in advance 
of their needs purely in order to profit from the investment of the extra sums borrowed. 
The Council does not have any plans to borrowing in advance of need in 2024/25. 

8. Capacity, Skills and Culture 

8.1 Elected members and statutory officers: The Council recognises the importance of 
ensuring that all Elected Members and Officers involved in investment decisions are 
fully equipped to undertake the duties and responsibilities allocated to them and have 
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the appropriate capacity, skills and information to enable them to make informed 
decisions e.g. as to whether to enter into a specific investment.  There is a requirement 
to understand: 

• The context of the Council’s corporate objectives; 
• The Council’s risk appetite and risk assessment framework; 
• The Prudential Framework; 
• The regulatory regime within local authorities operations. 

 
8.2 The Council will, therefore, seek to appoint individuals who are both capable and 

experienced and provide training for staff to enable them to acquire and maintain an 
appropriate level of expertise, knowledge and skills. The following measures are in 
place: 

  
• Identification of officer training needs on commercial investment related issues 

through the reflection process;  
• Attendance at relevant training events, seminars and workshops; and 
• Support from the Council’s treasury management advisors, Arlingclose.  

 
8.3 Elected members’ training needs are assessed through the Member Development 

Group. The Council will also specifically address this important issue by:  
 

• Periodically facilitating workshops or other training for members on commercial 
investment issues; and 

• Interim reporting and advice to members.  

 
8.4 Where necessary the Council will engage external advisers for investment advice, 

property surveys and due diligence checks. The cost of any such advice will be taken 
into account when developing business cases and when assessing the overall viability 
of projects.  

 
8.5 Commercial deals: The Council has a decision-making framework which is aligned to 

the requirements of the Statutory Guidance relating to Local Authority Investments. A 
Commercial Board would be constituted if the requirement arises. The Commercial 
Board will consider any future commercial opportunities.  The guiding principles that 
will be used will require future commercial projects to: 

 
• Meet the Council’s corporate priorities; 
• Deliver community benefit 
• Require minimum investment for maximum return; 
• Be primarily within the District boundaries, consideration will be given to 

opportunities outside these boundaries if the benefit to the Council or North West 
Leicestershire is significant; 

• Grow the business base; 
• Deliver a diversified portfolio of projects that balance risk and return. 
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8.6 The Commercial Board will assess future commercial investment against the 
Investment Strategy.  All investments will be subject to rigorous scrutiny and successful 
schemes will result in the provision of a report to Council for approval. Schemes will 
be considered for investment against the following criteria; 

 
• Economic Impact – in particular; jobs, business growth and new housing; 
• Impact on Market Towns – in terms of vibrancy, footfall and heritage; 
• Financial Implications – value for money, affordability and return of investment; 

and 
• Deliverability – the ability to deliver the proposals and the associated risks. 

 
8.7 Corporate governance: It is important that the Council has sound arrangements in 

place to ensure accountability, responsibility and authority for decision making on 
investment activities within the context of the Council’s values. In terms of governance, 
the Commercial Board will consider all new commercial investment proposals. The 
Commercial Board may determine an application under delegated powers or may 
recommend a project to Council for approval. Full Council is responsible for the 
approval of the Investment Strategy and for monitoring performance against it.  

 
8.8 The Council’s values include transparency in decision-making. To facilitate that, the 

following arrangements are in place: 
 

• This Corporate Investment Strategy will be made available on the Council’s 
website; 

• Meetings of the Full Council will be open to the public and the agendas and 
minutes from such meetings will be shown on the Council’s website. 

9. Investment Indicators 

9.1 The Council has set the following quantitative indicators to allow elected members and 
the public to assess the Council’s total risk exposure as a result of its investment 
decisions. 

9.2 Total risk exposure: The first indicator shows the Council’s total exposure to potential 
investment losses. This includes amounts the Council is contractually committed to 
lend but have yet to be drawn down and guarantees the Council has issued over third-
party loans.  

Table 5: Total investment exposure in £ millions 

Total investment exposure 01.12.2023 
Actual £m 

31.03.2024 
Forecast £m 

31.03.2025 
Forecast £m 

Treasury management 
investments 55.5 35.9 31.6 

Commercial investments: Property 10.0 8.5 8.5 
TOTAL INVESTMENTS 65.5 44.4 40.1 
Commitments to lend 0 0 0 
Guarantees issued on loans 0 0 0 
TOTAL EXPOSURE 65.5 44.4 40.1 
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9.3 How investments are funded: Government guidance is that these indicators should 
include how investments are funded. Since the Council does not normally associate 
particular assets with particular liabilities, this guidance is difficult to comply with. 
However, the following investments could be described as being funded by borrowing. 
The remainder of the Council’s investments are funded by usable reserves and income 
received in advance of expenditure. 

9.4 These figures have been worked out by using the actual and forecast percentage of 
the overall capital financing requirement (CFR) that is funded by external borrowing 
and applying that to the value of the investments in Table 5. 

Table 6: Investments funded by borrowing in £ millions 
Investments funded by 
borrowing 

31.03.2023 
Actual £m 

31.03.2024 
Forecast £m 

31.03.2025 
Forecast £m 

Treasury management 
investments 4.9 2.9 2.7 

Service investments: Loans 0 0 0 
Service investments: Shares 0 0 0 
Commercial investments: 
Property 1.8 1.1 1.0 

Total Funded by Borrowing 6.7 4.0 3.7 
 

9.5 Rate of return received: This indicator shows the investment income received less 
the associated costs, including the cost of borrowing where appropriate, as a 
proportion of the sum initially invested. Note that due to the complex local government 
accounting framework, not all recorded gains and losses affect the revenue account in 
the year they are incurred. 

Table 7: Investment rate of return (net of all costs) 

 
Investments net rate of 
return 2022/23 Actual 2023/34 

Forecast 
2024/25 
Forecast 

Treasury management 
investments 2% 4% 4% 

Commercial investments: 
Property 4% 4% 4% 
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – WEDNESDAY, 31 JANUARY 2024 
 

Title of Report 
 

GENERAL FUND BUDGET AND COUNCIL TAX 2024/25 
 

Presented by Councillor Nick Rushton 
Corporate Portfolio Holder 
 
     PH Briefed  
 

Background Papers General Fund Budget and 
Council Tax 2023/24 – 
Council 23 February 2023 
 
Draft General Fund 
Budget 2024/25 - Cabinet 
9th January 2024 
 
Corporate Scrutiny 
Minutes – 4th January 
2024 
 

Public Report: Yes 

Key Decision: Yes 
 

Financial Implications This report sets out the General Fund, Special Expenses 
Revenue and Capital Programme for 2024/25 to 2028/29, 
which are needed for the Council to continue to deliver its 
services to residents, tenants and businesses. 
 
It also seeks approval for a wide range of fees and charges 
for 2024/25 which are set out in Appendix 3(a) to (c). 
 

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 
 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

The report and its appendices set out plans to create new 
posts and remove vacant posts from the establishment.  
 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 

Purpose of Report For Cabinet to review the General Fund and Council Tax 
2024/25 report and recommend to Council for approval and 
to also approve the 2024/25 Fees and Charges. 
 

Reason for Decision To allow the Council to approve the 2024/25 budget. 
 

Recommendations THAT CABINET: 
 
1. ENDORSES THE ATTACHED COUNCIL REPORT 

(APPENDIX A) AND RECOMMENDS IT TO COUNCIL 
FOR APPROVAL AT ITS MEETING ON 22 FEBRUARY 

Yes 
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2024. 
 

2. APPROVES THE FEES AND CHARGES AS SET OUT 
IN APPENDIX 3. 

 
3. DELEGATES AUTHORITY TO THE SECTION 151 

OFFICER, IN CONSULTATION WITH THE 
CORPORATE PORTFOLIO HOLDER TO MAKE 
AMENDMENTS TO THE COUNCIL REPORT PRIOR TO 
CONSIDERATION AT COUNCIL ON 22 FEBRUAY 
2024. 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1   The General Fund and Council Tax 2024/25 report is due to be approved by Council 

on 22 February 2024. 
 
1.2 Cabinet is requested to review the General Fund and Council Tax 2024/25 Council 

Report (Appendix A) and recommend it to Council for approval. 
 
1.3 Cabinet are requested to approve the Fees and Charges for 2024/24 as set out in 

Appendix 3 of the attached Council Report. The fees and charges have been increased 
by 7% which was slightly higher than the September CPI of 6.7%. This is in line with 
the Corporate Charging Policy and supports cost recovery where the Council has not 
increased charges in previous years.  There are also some charges where the charge 
has been increased above the 7% which are included in the budget options on 
Appendix 2 of the Council Report. 

 
1.4 Delegation is also sought to enable the Section 151 Officer, in conjunction with the 

Corporate Portfolio Holder, to make amendments to the Council report prior to 
consideration at Council on 22 February 2024. 

 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

The budget provides funding for the Council to 
deliver against all its priorities. 
 

Policy Considerations: 
 

None 

Safeguarding: 
 

None 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

There have been equality impact assessments 
conducted by services on relevant proposals 
during this period. 

Customer Impact: 
 

Customers are likely to be impacted by the 
changes to fees and charges and District and 
special expenses precepts set out in this report. 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

Detail any economic or social impact as a result of 
the decision. 

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 
 

The budget sees investment of £1.5m in the 
replacement of council vehicles and reducing our 
carbon emissions. There is £0.8m investment in 
bins and recycling containers to increase recycling 
from households.  
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The Council also has a permanent Climate Change 
Programme Manager post 

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 
 

Corporate Scrutiny Committee – 4 January 2024 
Public consultation - 10 January to 23 January 
2024  
Parish and town councils, trade unions and the 
Federation of Small Businesses - 10 January to 23 
January 2024. 
The results of the above consultations are detailed 
in this report. 

Risks: 
 

The budgets will be monitored throughout the year 
to ensure the Council remains within its funding 
envelope and planned budget savings are 
delivered. Key risks to the budget are discussed in 
further detail in section 5 of the report. 

Officer Contact 
 

Anna Crouch 
Head of Finance 
anna.crouch@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
COUNCIL – THURSDAY 22 FEBRUARY 2024 
 

Title of Report 
 

GENERAL FUND BUDGET AND COUNCIL TAX 2024/25 

Presented by Councillor Nick Rushton 
Corporate Portfolio Holder 
 

Background Papers General Fund Budget and 
Council Tax 2023/24 – 
Council 23 February 2023 
 
Draft General Fund Budget 
2024/25 - Cabinet 9th 
January 2024 
 
Corporate Scrutiny 
Minutes – 4th January 2024 
 

Public Report: Yes 
 

Financial Implications This report sets out the General Fund, Special Expenses 
Revenue and Capital Programme for 2024/25 to 2028/29, 
which are needed for the Council to continue to deliver its 
services to residents, tenants and businesses. 
Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 

Legal Implications There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 
Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 

The report and its appendices set out plans to create new 
posts and remove vacant posts from the establishment.  
 
Signed off by the Head of Paid Service: Yes 

Purpose of Report To allow the Council to approve the 2024/25 budgets. 
 
 

Recommendations COUNCIL IS RECOMMENDED: 
 
1. TO APPROVE THE GENERAL FUND REVENUE 

BUDGET FOR 2024/25 AS SUMMARISED IN 
SECTION 2 OF THIS REPORT. THIS INCLUDES 
INCREASING THE DISTRICT COUNCIL’S SHARE OF 
COUNCIL TAX IN 2024/25 BY 2.75% 

 
2. TO NOTE THE GENERAL FUND REVENUE 

INDICATIVE BUDGET FOR 2025/26 TO 2028/29 
(APPENDIX 1). 
 

3. TO NOTE THE GENERAL FUND FEES AND 
CHARGES (APPENDIX 3). 
 

4. TO APPROVE THE PROPOSED GENERAL FUND 
CAPITAL PROGRAMME (APPENDIX 4) FOR 2024/25 
AND PLANNED FINANCING, AS SET OUT IN 

Appendix A

Type text here
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SECTION 3 OF THIS REPORT. 
 

5. TO NOTE THE REMAINING ELEMENTS OF THE 
GENERAL FUND CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2025/26 – 
2028/29. 
 

6. TO APPROVE THE SPECIAL EXPENSES REVENUE 
BUDGET FOR 2024/25 (APPENDIX 6) AS 
SUMMARISED IN SECTION 4, INCLUDING SETTING 
THE SPECIAL EXPENSE BAND D COUNCIL TAX AT 
THE LEVELS DETAILED IN TABLE 4 OF THIS 
REPORT.  

 
7. TO APPROVE THE CONTINUATION OF NWLDC IN 

THE LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE 
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP (LLEP) BUSINESS 
RATES POOL IN 2024/25. 

 
8. TO APPROVE THE DRAWDOWN FROM RESERVES 

TO FUND THE ONE-OFF BUDGET PROPOSALS AS 
DETAILED IN THE GENERAL FUND BUDGET 
SUMMARY 2024/25 TO 2028/29 (APPENDIX 1). 
 

9. TO APPROVE THE CONTRIBUTION FROM 
RESERVES AS DETAILED IN THE GENERAL FUND 
BUDGET SUMMARY 2024/25 TO 2028/29 
(APPENDIX 1). 
 

10. DELEGATE RESPONSIBILITY TO THE CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE IN CONSULTATION WITH THE 
DIRECTOR OF RESOURCES (SECTION 151 
OFFICER) AND THE RELEVANT PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER TO SPEND £500K FROM THE MEDIUM-
TERM FINANCIAL PLAN (MTFP) RESERVE ON THE 
TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME.    

 
1.0 BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION  

 
1.0.1 The Medium-Term Financial Plan (MTFP) sets out the financial strategic direction for 

the Council and is updated as it evolves and develops throughout the year, to form 
the framework for the Council’s financial planning. 

 
1.0.2 The purpose of the MTFP is to set out the key financial management principles, 

budget assumptions and service issues. It is then used as the framework for the 
detailed budget setting process to ensure that resources are effectively managed and 
are able to deliver the aspirations of the Council, as set out in the Council Plan, over 
the medium term. 

 
1.1 Context 
 
1.1.1 The Council is setting its budget at a time when it faces a range of issues to contend  

with. In broad terms these can be split into three categories; economic, local 
government and locally in North West Leicestershire. Each of these is explored 
below: 
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1.2  Economic 
 
1.2.1  The recent report by the Office of Budget Responsibility (OBR) in respect of the 

Economic and Fiscal Outlook describes how the economy has proved to be more 
resilient to the shocks of the Covid pandemic and energy crisis than anticipated.  
GDP stood nearly 2% above its pre-pandemic level and around 3% above the OBR 
March forecast but is now expected the economy will grow more slowly over the 
medium term.   

 
1.2.2  Inflation was expected to fall below 5% by the end of the calendar year, which was 

achieved with the Consumer Prices Index (CPI) being confirmed at 4.0% in 
December 2023. However, it is not forecast to return to its 2% target until the first half 
of 2025. 

  
   
1.3  Local Government 
 
1.3.1  High inflation, energy prices and pay awards have put substantial financial pressure 

on councils.  The Local Government Association has estimated that councils face a 
funding gap of £2.4bn in 2023/24 and £1.6bn in 2024/25.  These gaps relate to 
funding needed to maintain services at their current level.   

 
1.3.2  The Autumn Statement 2023 announced in November 2023 was silent on wider 

issues in respect of local government funding for 2024/25 and beyond, including 
council tax referendum principles, grant funding and total increase in spending 
power.  However, there were announcements welcomed by district councils 
including: 

 
• Increasing the Local Housing Allowance (LHA) rate to the 30th percentile of local 

market rents from April 2024, The LHA is designed to ensure that people receive 
enough housing benefit to cover the cost of renting a typical home in their area 
that is large enough for their needs.  

• £120m funding for local authorities in England and the devolved administrations 
to invest in homelessness prevention, including to support Ukrainian households 
who can no longer remain in sponsorship. 

• Extending ‘thank you’ payments for Homes for Ukraine sponsors into a third year. 
• Creating the flexibility for Local Planning Authorities to charge a locally-set 

premium fee for major planning applications, allowing them to recover the full 
cost. 

• £110m Local Nutrient Mitigation Fund for councils to mitigate the impact of 
nutrient pollution in waterways and deliver thousands of homes that have been on 
hold.  The Council would use monies secured from the Local Mitigation Fund to 
appoint specialist consultants to develop a detailed mitigation strategy and to 
identify short, medium and long term potential mitigation measures that could 
enable phosphate nutrient neutrality to be achieved for anticipated new housing 
and economic development in the River Mease Special Area of Conservation 
catchment. 

 
1.3.3  Ahead of the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement, the Government 

released a Policy Statement 2024 to 2025.  It sets out the Government's intentions 
for the Local Government Finance Settlement 2024/25.  It confirmed the Council Tax 
referendum principles for 2024/25, this being a principle of up to 3% or £5, whichever 
is higher, for shire district councils.   
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1.3.4 In addition, the Statement confirmed that all local authorities will see at least a 3% 
increase in their Core Spending Power before any decision they make about 
organisational efficiencies, use of reserves and Council Tax levels through a funding 
guarantee.  Core Spending Power includes revenue from Council Tax, business 
rates, grants and other sources. 

 
1.3.5 The Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement was announced on 18 

December 2023 and has been incorporated into the budget position for 2024/25.  
There are no details of funding streams for 2025/26 onwards.   

 
 
1.4  Local – North West Leicestershire 
 
1.4.1  North West Leicestershire District Council continues to face increased costs from 

high inflation and pay awards.   
 
1.4.2  In recent years the Council has seen growth in its business rate income as new 

companies have moved into the area due to its location and excellent communication 
links. This has led to the Council being the largest beneficiary in England from the 
business rates growth retention scheme. The business rates growth has enabled the 
Council to fund services without increasing council tax. 

 
1.4.3  This continues to present the Council’s highest financial risk as government has 

indicated that it is looking to reset the business rates growth baseline and redistribute 
resources to councils across the country with a fair funding review which is expected 
to be implemented in 2026. 

 
1.4.4   Recognising the wider context within which the budget is being set, the Council made 

improvements to financial management in the last 12 months and has continued to 
use processes to develop its budget plans for 2024/25 and over the medium term. 
This recognises the greater focus within the organisation on its finances. The 
process, coupled with that used in previous years, has involved: 

 
• Services completing budget proposals to justify the need for any changes to 

the budget. 
• Budget STAR Chamber sessions between Directors and Heads of Service. 
• Regular reporting to the Corporate Leadership Team on the Council’s overall 

budget position. 
• Engagement with councillors through Portfolio Holder briefings, Strategy Group 

and an all-councillor budget briefing.  
• Further engagement through scrutiny and consultation with the public. 

 
 
1.5  Principles Underpinning the Budget Strategy 

 
1.5.1 The Council has a number of agreed principles as a basis for financial management 

and budget planning as follows: 
 

Guiding Principles Key Strategies for Developing Budget 2024/25 
and MTFP 2024-29 

Financial Stability and 
Sustainability 

• Plan ahead for potential Government funding 
changes (including Business Rates Reset) 

• Do not become overly reliant on Business 
Rates funding for on-going service provision 
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• Use future surpluses in Business Rates 
funding for future one off investment to 
reduce ongoing revenue costs or generate 
income 

Resources Focussed on 
Priorities 

• Align resources to Council Delivery Plan 
objectives 

Maximising Our Sources of 
Income 

• Fees and Charges maximised in accordance 
with the Corporate Charging Policy 
(increased by inflation) 

Managing our Risks • Acceptable level of risk tolerance 
• Review of reserves strategy and position 

 
 

1.6 Budget Assumptions 
 
1.6.1  The following budget assumptions have been built into the forecast:  

 
• Pay award – additional 2.75% for 2023/24 (4% had been included within the 

2023/24 budgets), 3% in 2024/25 and 2% thereafter. 
 

• Contracts have been linked to the CPI/Retail Prices Index (RPI) as per individual 
agreements. 

 
• Inflation – fuel and utilities inflation are very volatile which was reflected in the 

large increases in the budget in 2023/24 (see table below).  After reviewing the 
current prices and future indications based on the best information available, the 
decision has been taken that there is sufficient budget in 2024/25 to meet 
demand. 
 

Cost Increase in Budget 
2023/24 

Fuel 30% 
Gas 86% 

Electricity 100% 
 

• Fees and charges – where relevant, budgets have been increased by 7% which 
was slightly higher than the September CPI of 6.7%. This is in line with the 
Corporate Charging Policy and supports cost recovery where the Council has not 
increased charges in previous years.  There are also some charges where the 
charge has been increased above the 7% which are included in the budget 
options on Appendix 2.  See section 2.4 for more detailed information on fees 
and charges. 
 

• In broad terms other expenditure has not had any inflationary factor applied with 
a few exceptions where material costs have had to be increased to keep up with 
rising prices (e.g. Grounds Maintenance). 

 
 
 
2.0 GENERAL FUND BUDGET 2024/25 
 
2.1 General Fund Budget Summary 
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2.1.1 Appendix 1 shows the general fund budget position for 2023/24 and the budget for 
approval for 2024/25, as well as an indicative budget for 2025/26 to 2028/29.  

 
2.1.2 Table 1 below highlights that in 2024/25 the net revenue expenditure has increased by 

£804k compared to 2023/24 and the anticipated funding has also increased by 
(£206k).  However, it should be noted that £771k of this sum relates to one-off 
expenditure and will be funded from reserves.    

 
Table 1: Changes to the General Fund budget from the previous year  

 

  
2023/24 2024/25 Movement 
£’000 £’000 £’000 

Total Funding (17,087) (17,293) (206) 
Net Revenue Expenditure 17,353 18,157 804 
Funding (surplus)/deficit 266 864 598 
Contributions to/(from) reserves (266) (864) (598) 

 
2.1.3 To balance the budget in 2024/25, £864k is being met from reserves.  Of this £771k is 

to fund one-off budget expenditure proposals which are discussed in further detail in 
section 2.2 below and is being met from the MTFP reserve.  A further £93k is a 
contribution from the Business Rates Reserve (BRR) to fund the current budget gap in 
2024/25.   

 
2.1.4 The forecast financial position for the medium term is set out in Appendix 1.  Although 

the Council currently has a balanced budget for 2024/25 with the shortfall of £93k 
being funded from the BRR, there is uncertainty for the future as the budget gap for 
2025/26 is £380k, increasing to £1,885k in 2028/29.  It is not part of the Council’s 
financial strategy to continue to use the BRR to fund revenue expenditure as detailed 
above in section 1.5.1. 

 
2.1.5 It should be noted that this is a much-improved position from last financial year when 

the budget gap for 2024/25 was £1,628k, increasing to £3,905k in 2027/28.  The 
budget options proposed for 2024/25 have helped to reduce the base funding position.  
However, there is still a funding gap over the medium-term coupled with an uncertain 
economic climate and ambiguity in respect of the local government finance funding 
regime. 

 
2.1.6 A robust corporate and financial plan is required to bridge the funding gap and ensure 

the Council can balance its budget for 2025/26 and over the medium term. This plan 
should initially focus on being more efficient with the aim of having the same service 
outcomes at a lower cost. However, it needs to be flexible enough to adapt to potential 
national changes to local government funding, which may require reductions in service 
levels in the future.  There is a Transformation Programme planned to support this 
which is detailed in section 2.3.1 below. 

 
 

2.2  Budget Changes to the MTFP 
 

2.2.1 Appendix 2 sets out the most significant planned changes to the general fund budgets 
for 2024/25 to 2028/29.  

 
2.2.2 Looking at 2024/25 specifically, the total budget proposals show an overall saving of 

£489k and include: 
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• Cost pressures totalling £1.2m. The most significant cost pressures relate to: 

 
- pay related costs which are due to increase by £0.5m, due to a combination of 

funding the unbudgeted balance of the pay award for 2023/24 and 
incremental increases for 2024/25.  These additional costs have been offset 
by an increase in the vacancy allowance saving of 1% (from 2% to 3%) which 
provides an additional £200k saving to offset the increased budgeted pay 
costs in 2024/25 of 3%. This is based on historical data and forecasted 
trends. 
 

- service pressures of £886k which includes £700k for one off-costs funded 
from reserves, the largest being £500k investment to provide capacity for the 
Transformation Programme.  Other significant pressures include £40k 
increase on insurance costs due to the additional premiums mainly in relation 
to property and motor due to inflation and the Council’s claim history, £60k for 
additional finance systems administration support required for the finance 
system and £32k for additional security costs required for Council premises. 

 
 
• Budget Options totalling (£277k) – these are net savings which have been 

identified across all service areas and are detailed in Appendix 2.  Heads of 
Service were tasked with trying to achieve 10% net saving across their services.  
These are discussed in further detail in section 2.3 below.  The main areas of 
savings/increased income are: 
 
- Housing £120k – £50k reduction in temporary accommodation demand along 

with £70k increase in income from a change to the temporary accommodation 
charging policy. 
 

- Property Services £68k – achieved through the closure of the Council 
Offices at Whitwick Road. 

 
 

- Planning £67k – reduction in contribution to the Strategic Growth Plan. 
 
 
• Changes to income, which see a net income increase of £373k. The largest 

increase in income relates to investment income of £275k due to higher interest 
rates and investment balances previously predicted, along with increased income 
of £90k from a 7% increase on fees and changes which is set out in paragraph 
1.6.1 above.  Other changes to income relate to changes to recharges to both the 
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and Special Expenses.  There are some 
changes to income which have been included as part of Budget Options.  

 
• Budget efficiencies totalling £46k. This is where the Council has identified 

where some budgets can be decreased by identifying efficiencies from 
centralisation and removal of nominal budgets to achieve budget savings. 

 
• Technical Adjustments totalling £1m. The main area adjusted is Financing 

Costs (cost of debt) which shows a reduction of £1m, due to the outturn of the 
2022/23 being lower than originally predicted for the general fund capital 
programme and the 2023/24 programme being funded from the business rates 
reserve. 
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2.3 The Year Ahead by Service Area 
 
2.3.1 Transformation 
 
2.3.1.1 The transformation programme aims to improve the performance, efficiency and 

effectiveness of the Council. It may involve redesigning processes, systems and 
structures, as well as changing the culture, behaviours and skills of the workforce.  

 
2.3.1.2 The benefits of the transformation programme include better outcomes for citizens, 

customers and stakeholders, as well as reduced costs and increased productivity.  It 
will align with the priorities as set out in the Council Delivery Plan (CDP). 
 
 

2.3.1.3 A transformation programme requires significant investment in terms of time, 
resources and money. This one-off investment is necessary to enable the changes to 
be implemented and sustained, as well as to overcome the challenges and risks that 
may arise during the transition. Therefore, it is important to justify the investment by 
demonstrating how it will contribute to the strategic objectives and priorities of the 
Council. One of the main priorities, as set out in the CDP, is to close the funding gap 
over the medium-term that has resulted from reduced central government grants, the 
planned business rates reset, increased demand for services and rising costs.   
 
 

2.3.1.4 If the funding gap is left unaddressed, it could lead to financial instability, service 
deterioration and statutory failure. The transformation programme can help to close 
the funding gap by delivering efficiencies and savings across the Council. By 
streamlining processes, eliminating waste and duplication, and optimising resources, 
the programme can reduce the operational costs of delivering services. By enhancing 
quality, responsiveness and innovation, the programme can increase customer 
satisfaction, loyalty and retention, as well as generate new income streams.   
 
 

2.3.1.5 By aligning services with needs, expectations and preferences, the programme can 
improve outcomes for citizens, communities and partners, as well as reduce demand 
for costly interventions. Therefore, investing in the transformation programme is not 
only desirable but essential for the future sustainability and success of the Council. It 
will enable the Council to achieve its vision of being a modern, efficient and 
customer-focused organisation that delivers value for money and excellent services 
for all.  
 

 
2.3.1.6 The programme aims to achieve the following outcomes:  

 
 
• Streamline processes and reduce duplication of work across departments and 

functions;  
• Enhance collaboration and communication among staff, partners and 

stakeholders;  
• Implement innovative solutions and best practices to deliver better outcomes for 

our customers; and 
• Increase customer satisfaction and trust in the local government services.  
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2.3.1.7 The transformation programme requires an upfront investment to cover the costs of 
planning, designing and implementing the changes. However, this investment will be 
offset by the savings and benefits that will be generated by the programme in the 
long term.   
 

2.3.1.8 One of the key aspects of the transformation programme is to ensure that the Council 
listens to and involves staff in the process. That is why several workshops and 
feedback sessions were recently held with senior leaders and staff where they had 
the opportunity to share opinions, concerns and suggestions about areas of focus for 
transformation. The feedback will help the Council to identify the main challenges 
and opportunities that it faces as an organisation, and to prioritise the actions and 
initiatives that will enable the Council to achieve our strategic goals.  
 

2.3.1.9  The workshops focused on the following themes:  
 
• Culture and Values  
• Getting the Basics Right, Doing the Basics Well  
• Delivering Our Priorities   
• Customer Experience   
• Value for Money   
• Financial Sustainability   

 
2.3.1.10 The initial feedback included the following:  

 
• Ensuring visible leadership at every staff location   
• Sharing knowledge  
• Streamlining ICT systems  
• Improving digital access for staff and customers   
• Rolling programme of service reviews to optimise the customer experience  
• Reviewing all assets   
• Ensuring customer insight and feedback drives continuous improvement in 

process and provision  
• Engaging customers consistently across the Council   
• Reviewing current service providers and suppliers to prioritise key contracts for 

essential services   
• Identifying and maximising commercial opportunities  
• Ensuring fees and charges are aligned to the market.  
  

2.3.1.11 The Council has already commenced work to review all of its contracts to establish 
where procurement savings can be made.  There are also service reviews in train 
which include waste and housing.   
 

2.3.1.12 A Steering Group made up of senior officers will be a key governance mechanism 
that provides strategic direction, oversight and decision-making for the programme.  
The Group will:  
 
• Define the vision, objectives, scope and benefits of the transformation 

programme;  
• Approve the programme plan and priorities, budget, resources and the risk 

management strategy;  
• Monitor and review the programme progress, performance and outcomes;  
• Resolve any issues, conflicts or dependencies that arise during the programme;  
• Ensure alignment and coordination with other programmes and projects within 

the Council;  
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• Communicate and engage with internal and external stakeholders to secure their 
support and feedback; and  

• Manage any changes or deviations from the original programme plan.  
 

2.3.1.13 It is proposed that an investment of £500k will be spent on the programme to provide 
the necessary resources to align with the programme’s objectives and priorities.  It is 
recommended that responsibility for spending the £500k is delegated to the Chief 
Executive, in consultation with the Director of Resources (Section 151 Officer) and 
relevant Portfolio Holder.  The investment will be met from the Medium-Term Plan 
Reserve.   There will be further reports to the Corporate Scrutiny Committee and 
Cabinet.   
 

 
2.3.2 ICT 
 
2.3.2.1 Moving to a hybrid/agile working operating model has meant that the service 

supports 350 officers, as well as councillors, which is a pressure on ICT services.  
There is a greater focus on IT audits and this will continue over the short and medium 
term to ensure that the Council is compliant with ICT standards and practices.  

 
2.3.2.2 There are a number of ICT systems which require upgrades as the software reaches 

end of life or end of contract.  
 
2.3.2.3 There are likely to be several projects emerging from the Transformation Programme 

which will require ICT support.   
 
2.3.2.4 The service will review the numerous ICT contracts in places across the Council with 

a view to reducing them, as well as ensuring that the systems deliver value for 
money. 

 
 
2.3.3 Finance 
 
2.3.3.1 During 2024/25, the finance team will continue to develop the Unit 4 finance system 

which went live in April 2023. Further development will allow more tasks to be 
completed in the system, such as budget monitoring and forecasting and continue to 
automate processes. To aid the development, two service pressures have been 
requested, £60k in relation to enable Embridge Consulting to support with Systems 
Administration and £50k for additional resources for Phase 3 of the project.  

 
2.3.3.2 Key objectives for the year will be to ensure that the team is fully resourced, and the 

Statutory Accounts and Returns are completed in a timely manner.  The team will 
also be leading on the procurement of the corporate insurance contract which will be 
live from October 2024.  A £40k budget pressure has been included in the budget for 
the insurance contract until September 2024.  The Council is looking for savings from 
the new contract commencing in October 2024. 

 
 
2.3.4 Legal and Support Services 
 
2.3.4.1 A priority for the Democratic Services Team will be to manage the Local Government 

Boundary Commission Review of Electoral Arrangements.  Additional capacity has 
been secured to support this work through the Association of Electoral 
Administrators.  This cost has been managed through existing budgets within the 
service.  The Democratic Services Team will also be managing elections (PCC and 
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Parliamentary) in 2024.  Strong project management is in place for forthcoming 
elections.  
 

2.3.4.2 In terms of Legal Services, there remains a vacant post on the establishment which 
is currently filled with locum support.  This cost is being met from existing budgets 
within the service.  Work is ongoing with the Head of Human Resources and 
Organisational Development to review the approach to recruitment of this post.  
 

2.3.4.3 The resources and structure of the Internal Audit team were reviewed in 2023 to 
ensure that appropriate audit coverage was provided to the Council, both in terms of 
General Fund and Housing Revenue Account (HRA).  The number of Audit days per 
year was increased from 130 to 315.  This was necessary to provide an appropriate 
level of audit assurance to managers and members of Audit and Governance 
Committee. It is necessary to review the level of recharges to the HRA to ensure that 
they are commensurate with the number of audit days provided to the Housing 
Service. 

 
 
2.3.5 Organisational Development 
 
2.3.5.1 A key focus for the HR team in the next few years will be recruitment and retention 

issues affecting parts of the workforce and ensuring the Council remains an attractive 
employer to both new applicants while retaining existing employees. The Council will 
also be seeking to achieve greater efficiency through the reduction of sickness 
absences. 

 
 
2.3.6 Strategic Housing 
 
2.3.6.1 There continues to be increasing demand for the Council’s statutory homelessness 

service. This has led to increasing expenditure in recent years, in particular in relation 
to emergency accommodation. 

 
2.3.6.2 This year the Council has developed a new Homelessness Strategy and revised the 

allocations policy to place a greater emphasis on reducing demand for temporary 
accommodation and ensuring on those occasions that such provision is required it is 
delivered in the most cost-effective way possible. The budget has been adjusted to 
reflect the expected impact of that work. 

 
2.3.6.3 The Housing Choices Service is the only section of the Council to be accessible 

through freephone numbers. As communication preferences have changed it is felt 
that this is no longer necessary to ensure that the service is accessible. 

 
 
2.3.7 Community Services 
 
2.3.7.1 As a front facing function within the Council incorporating waste, parks, car parks, 

toilets, burials, leisure, markets, licencing, environmental health, community safety, 
community focus, environmental protection and fleet, the service continues to be 
affected by significant inflationary pressures related to contracts, fuel, materials, 
vehicle costs and utilities. 

  
2.3.7.2 Other service changes anticipated focus on the service areas of Disabled Facilities 

Grants, public toilets, burials, trade waste, pest control and the parking service. Work 
is also underway to ensure that the new checks carried out on goods entering Great 
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Britain from the EU are carried out on a full cost recovery basis at East Midlands 
Airport. 

 
2.3.7.3 Work continues on zero carbon measures across the Council and new schemes will 

be rolled out as business cases are developed for the Council’s fleet and buildings 
particularly in order that the Council can meet its aspiration to be zero carbon by 
2030 for its own operations. 

 
 
2.3.8 Planning and Development 
 
2.3.8.1 The Planning Skills Delivery Fund refers to the £24m of government funding 

available to local authorities over two years to help with the implementation of the 
proposed reforms in the Levelling Up and Regeneration Act.  This fund has been 
allocated in recognition of the fact that support is needed to help planning services 
deal with a variety of issues currently facing the planning system.  Local Authorities in 
England were given the opportunity to apply for funding of up to £100k to help 
support the processing of planning applications. The Planning and Development 
Team has been awarded a grant of £95k to contribute to some additional Urban 
Design and heritage resource and support with validation of planning applications. 

2.3.8.2 With the recent cancellation of the eastern leg of HS2 from Birmingham to East 
Midlands Parkway, the existing budget of £25k for the consultants who have been 
supporting the Council (SLC Rail) support will no longer be required. 

2.3.8.3 The key service issue for the Planning Policy team is to continue to progress the 
Local Plan Review. There are associated risks with this work, including any 
unanticipated requirement for additional evidential work over and above that currently 
budgeted for. As a result of upcoming changes to Regulations, the Local Plan will 
need to be submitted by the end of June 2025.  If it is not possible to meet this 
deadline, then some of the existing evidence is at risk of being dated and so will need 
to be renewed at a significant cost to the Council. The new Regulation may also 
result in the need for new evidence or requirements which would add to the cost. 
Should this deadline be met there is a risk that the Local Plan Examination is longer 
and more contentious than might be anticipated and as such more expensive with 
the increased risk of the plan being found unsound. 

 
2.3.8.4 The key service issue for the Planning and Development Team is to maintain the 

high level of performance achieved in meeting government targets for the 
determination of planning applications.  Planning application fee income has dropped 
significantly so far in the first three quarters of 2023/24 because of the current 
economic situation and cost of living crisis. However, planning application fees 
increases of 35% for majors and 25% for all other applications came into force on 6 

December 2023 and the impact of this in Quarter 4 of 2023/24 and also in 2024/25 
will continue to be closely monitored.  Officers are aware of a small number of major 
planning applications expected in 2024/25 which could secure up to half of the 
projected fee income for the year. Any additional fee income received over and 
above the projected budget will be put in reserve to manage workload peaks and 
troughs and to balance the Planning and Development budget in future years. 

 
 
2.3.9 Property Services and Economic Regeneration 
 
2.3.9.1 The Council’s portfolio of properties suffers from a backlog of maintenance issues as 

a result of historic funding challenges within the public sector. The stock also 
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continues to age, presenting increased maintenance needs. It will be necessary to 
continue to prioritise repair and refurbishment works going forward which will be 
assisted by the planned introduction of a new Asset Management system, alongside 
the development of an improvement planned preventative maintenance plan. 

 
2.3.9.2 The Council’s historic prioritisation of economic growth has delivered a local 

economy with higher employment rates and job availability than many comparable 
areas.  The district is also a highly attractive area to potential inward investors. A 
priority set out in the Council Delivery Plan is to  develop a district-wide regeneration 
framework which will help ensure that future activities are focused on the most 
important challenges or greatest opportunities. 

 
 
2.4  Fees and Charges 

 
2.4.1  The Council provides a large number of services to local residents and businesses 

that incur a fee. Appendix 3(a) to 3(c) sets out key changes to fees and charges for 
2024/25. 

 
2.4.2  The fees and charges have been increased by 7% which is slightly higher than the 

September CPI of 6.7%.  Where appropriate, it has been considered, areas where 
demand has changed which impacts on the income. 

 
2.4.2  There have been some changes to the income targets for 2024/25 which are detailed 

as part of the Budget Options shown in Appendix 2. 
 
 
2.5 Funding 

 
2.5.1  The funding position for the General Fund is based on the Provisional Local 

Government Finance Settlement (LGFS) announced in December 2023. The key 
funding changes are:  

 
• Reduction in New Homes Bonus - Removal of the final legacy payment is now 

expected in 2025/26.  
 
• Minimum Funding Guarantee - This is estimated as £1.6m in 2024/25 and £2.2m 

in 2025/26. This grant is to ensure the Council is not significantly affected by the 
reduced New Homes Bonus Grant and the loss of the Lower Tier Services Grant in 
23/24. 

 
• Increase in Business Rates - Business rate income used to fund the budget is 

expected to decrease by £100k. Growth has increased and other than the £93k 
used to fund the budget gap it is recommended that the additional income is set 
aside within the business rates reserve to fund the capital programme. This is due 
to the risk North West Leicestershire faces from a potential business rates reset 
which could happen in 2026/27. North West Leicestershire has seen the biggest 
growth above its business rates baseline in all local authorities in England and 
therefore, could face a significant reduction in funding if and when such a policy is 
implemented.   

 
• Revenue Support Grant – There is estimated to be a small increase of £6k in this 

grant in 2024/25 to £96k but reducing to £80k in 25/26. 
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• Reduction in Services Grant - It is estimated that this grant will reduce from £93k 
in 2023/24 to £15k in 2024/25 and will cease after 2025/26. 

 
• Council Tax income is assumed to increase by £270k - This is caused by growth 

in the district, an increase in Council Tax 2.75% and an increase in collection rate of 
0.5%.  This has been set based on the council tax base calculated for 2024/25.   

 
 
 2.6 General Fund Reserves 

 
2.6.1 The MTFP reserve is to help manage deficits and funding volatility. The value of this 

reserve is forecast to be £7.9 million as at 31 March 2024.  
 

2.6.2  In addition to these reserves, the Council also has earmarked reserves estimated to 
be £2.6m as at 31 March 2024, falling to £2m by 31 March 2025 and general 
balances of £1.5m. A summary of these reserves can be found in table 2 below.  

 
Table 2: Summary of estimated reserves 2024/25 – 2028/29 

 

Reserve Name 

 Estimated 
Balance  

as at 
1/4/24 

  

 
Commitments 

& Budget 
Proposals 

24/25  

 Estimated 
balance as 
at 31/3/25  

 Future 
commitment 
incl budget 
proposals 

25/26 to 28/29  

 Estimated 
Balance 
31/3/29  

   £   £   £   £   £  
Earmarked reserves - General Fund 2,639,807 (679,648) 1,960,159 (632,122) 1,328,037 
MTFP Reserve 7,936,684 (700,000) 7,236,684 0 7,236,684 
Business Rates Reserve 3,081,378 (127,590) 2,953,788 5,027,762 7,981,550 

General Balance (minimum level of 
reserves) - General Fund 1,544,493 0 1,544,493 0 1,544,493 
            
TOTAL ALL RESERVES - 
GENERAL FUND  15,202,362 (1,507,238) 13,695,124 4,395,640 18,090,764 
            

 
2.6.3  Earmarked reserves are those reserves that have been earmarked for a specific 

purpose.  The estimated balances include items currently committed and also £112k 
used to fund one off budget proposals over the four years from 2024/25 to 2027/28. 
A table showing details by service can be found in Appendix 5. 

 
2.6.4  The MTFP reserve is expected to be £7.2m after taking into account the funding of 

one-off budgets for 2024/25. It will be used to mitigate unbudgeted pressures 
(including anticipated Government funding reduction), pump-priming invest to save 
opportunities and the transformation programme, and funding the capacity to deliver 
a medium-term financial plan. 

 
2.6.5  Contributions into the business rates reserve are expected to be £7.9m in 2024/25 

and £8.5m in 2025/26. As mentioned above in 2.5.1, this is due to Business Rates 
growth, Leicestershire Business Rates Pool allocations and Freeport allocations. It is 
proposed to use this reserve to fund the capital programme. The figures in Table 2 
are net of forecast funding of the capital programme. 

 
2.6.6  General balances are the minimum level of reserves that is prudent to hold. 
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3.0 CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2024/25 TO 2028/29  

 
3.1 General Fund and Special Expenses Capital Programme 
 
3.1.1 Capital Strategy 
 
3.1.2 The Capital Strategy includes a number of key changes and improvements for the         

2024/25 and future years’ programme.  
 

3.1.3 A key change introduced in 2023/24 is a move away from using external borrowing to 
fund programmes.   This eliminates the Council’s exposure to increases in interest 
rates. Schemes would be funded from internal sources such as reserves, (mainly the 
MTFP and the Business Rates Reserves), capital receipts, and revenue contributions. 
External grant applications would be made for schemes which qualify for such funding.  

 
3.1.4 The capital programme is divided into two parts – active projects and schemes in a 

development pool. The active projects are schemes which have been approved by 
Council (in-year or in previous years) and currently being delivered. Some new 
schemes have been added to the active pool as part of the budget process and these 
are proposed to be approved by Council when the budget is considered in February 
2024.  
 

3.1.5 Projects in the development pool are subject to a full business case being developed 
before moving to the active category. The business case is scrutinised by the Capital 
Strategy Group before going onto Cabinet or Council for full approval in line with the 
Constitution. 
 

3.1.6 These planned improvements to managing schemes through their project lifecycle will 
contribute towards better financial management and governance.  

 
3.1.7 The Capital Strategy is available within the Capital Strategy, Treasury Strategy and 

Prudential Indicators report on the same agenda. 
 
 
    3.2.1 2024/25-2028/29 Capital Programme 
 

3.2.2 The proposed General Fund capital programme is outlined in Appendix 4. The five-
year programme totals £22 million, a £3.8 million increase on the previous five-year 
programme.  

 
• Stenson square public realm: This is a £2m investment to create a new public 

realm. This scheme will invest in Council owned land at Stenson square and 
London Road car park to create improved facilities for the general public.  
 

• Investment in Council owned land: Investment of £3.7m.    Business cases will 
be developed to explore further developments to support regeneration and bring 
employment to the district as well as generate income to support council 
services.  

  
• UK Shared Prosperity Investment Programme: The Council has been 

awarded £1.3m capital grant from the Department of levelling-up, housing and 
communities to undertake various projects in the district. This is year three of a 
three-year programme to deliver schemes including refurbishment of Moira 
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furnace, development at memorial square to provide new office accommodation 
and the creation of an eco-park among other schemes.  
 

• Fleet replacement programme: A programme to replace old vehicles with 
environmentally friendly fleet for services such as waste, parks and housing. The 
old vehicles would be sold and the receipts from sales re-invested in the 
programme. This is year three of this programme. A business case is currently in 
progress for investment required for future years. 

 
• Marlborough Centre purchase and renovation: The Council acquired the 

Marlborough centre property in 2022/23. The building will be redeveloped to 
provide residential apartment properties and commercial units. The residential 
units will be sold after completion to generate capital receipts and the commercial 
units will be let to businesses to generate income to support service provision. 

 
 
3.3 Funding the Capital Programme 

 
3.3.1 Each capital programme is funded from a variety of sources, including revenue, 

reserves and grants.  Table 3 below summarises the current identified funding sources 
for each year of the general fund capital programme.  

 
Table 3: Sources of funding for the General Fund capital programme 

 

  

24/25 
Budget 
£'000 

25/26 
Indicative 
£'000 

26/27 
Indicative 
£'000 

27/28 
Indicative 
£'000 

28/29 
Indicative 
£'000 

Capital Receipts 48 0 0 0 0 
Government Grants 3,756 670 670 670 670 
Reserves 8,078 4,845 2,229 301 0 
Revenue  
Contributions 34 0 0 0 0 
Total 11,916 5,515 2,899 971 670 

 
3.3.2 The monies set out in the Reserves line in the table above will be drawn down from the 

Business Rates Reserve. As per paragraph 2.5.5, there is forecast to be sufficient 
monies in the reserve to finance the capital programme commitments in both 2024/25 
and 2025/26.  

 
 
4.0 SPECIAL EXPENSES 2024/25 

 
4.1 During 2023/24, the Council operated ten special expense accounts where it provides 

additional services specific to some areas of the district. The Council’s Special 
Expense Policy sets out the criteria and services that are classified as special 
expenses. 

 
4.2 The special expenses budget includes a five-year Planned and Preventative 

Maintenance (PPM) programme which should provide sufficient budget to cover future 
planned maintenance along with a programme for play equipment replacement. The 
PPM programme has been reviewed and updated as part of the budget preparation. 
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4.3 It should be noted any increases in council tax for special expense areas are 
considered as part of the District Council’s proportion of the council tax when 
calculating and considering the Referendum Principles for increases in Council Tax. 

 
4.4 As part of the budget process the net expenditure requirements for each special 

expense area have been reviewed against the level of funding available through 
precepts, grants, S106 Funding and earmarked reserves. In line with statutory 
requirements for the Council it is important that each special expense area produces a 
balanced budget and is financially sustainable. A key element of good practice 
financial sustainability is to have a minimum level of balances for each special 
expense area, which is recommended at circa 10% of reoccurring expenditure. 

 
 
4.5 2024/25 Budget Setting 
 
4.5.1 As part of the process of setting the 2024/25 budget for special expenses and the 

requirement to set a balanced budget, the Director of Resources requested a root and 
branch review of all income and expenditure in relation to special expenses.  During 
this review and after seeking legal advice it was identified that the expenditure in 
relation to ‘Closed Churchyards’ and the subsidy in relation to grounds maintenance at 
Owen Street Coalville has been incorrectly treated as a special expense rather than 
General Fund expenditure. 

 
4.5.2 The special expenses areas affected are: Appleby Magna, Coalville, Coleorton, 

Hugglescote and Donington-le-Heath, Lockington-cum-Hemington, Measham, 
Ravenstone with Snibston, Stretton-en-le-field and Whitwick. 

 
4.5.3 For 2024/25 the expenditure in relation to ‘Closed Churchyards’ has been removed 

from the special expenses and included in the General Fund. For four special expense 
areas (Appleby Magna, Lockington-cum-Hemington, Measham, Ravenstone with 
Snibstone, Stretton-en-le-field) this was the only expenditure.  Therefore, the precept 
for 2024/25 has been removed.  This will reduce the special expense areas to six. 

 
4.5.4 For Coleorton, Hugglescote and Donington-le-Heath, Ravenstone with Snibstone and 

Whitwick the expenditure for ‘Closed Churchyards’ has been removed from future 
budgets and the precept has been reviewed and reduced accordingly. 

 
4.5.5 The subsidy in relation to grounds maintenance at Owen Street Coalville has been 

removed from future Coalville special expense budgets and included in the general 
fund.  

 
4.5.6 Due to the short budget setting timetable and the need to undertake further work on 

the treatment of previous years expenditure, a report will be taken through the 
governance process (Corporate Scrutiny, Cabinet and Council (if necessary) in 
summer 2024. 

 
4.5.7 A budget requirement covering the period 2024/25 to 2028/29 has been produced for 

each special expense area and is available at Appendix 6. The special expense 
budget requirements areas include a budget for PPM which should provide sufficient 
funding to cover future planned maintenance along with a programme for play 
equipment replacement (where applicable). The PPM programme has been updated 
as part of the budget preparation. 

 
 
4.6 Special Expense Precepts 2024/25 
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4.6.1 The Council is required to set a balanced budget for each special expenses account. It 

is good practice to have a minimum level of balances, which is recommended at circa 
10% of reoccurring expenditure. With the exception of Oakthorpe, Donisthorpe and 
Acresford, all special expense accounts have sufficient balances forecast for 2024/25. 

  
4.6.2 In relation to Oakthorpe, Donisthorpe and Acresford, there is a deficit balance brought 

forward from 2022 due to the replacement of fencing at the play area.  The proposal is 
to increase the precept to enable the recovery of the deficit over the next three years. 

 
4.6.3 Table 4 below shows the proposed Band D Council Tax for the special expense areas. 

 
Table 4 – Band D Annual Precept for each Special Expense Area 
 

Special Expense Area Council 
Tax Band 
D 2023/24 

Increase/ 
(Decrease) 

Council Tax 
Band D 
2024/25 

Appleby Magna 7.08 -7.08 0.00 
Coalville 73.81 5.17 78.98 
Coleorton 10.63 -7.12 3.51 
Hugglescote/Donington-le-Heath 15.27 -6.44 8.83 
Lockington-Cum-Hemington 13.72 -13.72 0.00 
Measham 1.87 -1.87 0.00 
Oakthorpe, Donisthorpe & Acresford 6.10 6.10 12.20 
Ravenstone with Snibstone 1.29 -0.13 1.16 
Stretton-en-le-field 73.11 -73.11 0.00 
Whitwick 9.55 -2.90 6.65 
Note: The table excludes funding from localised council tax support grant, Section 
106 contributions, income (e.g. event or rents) and earmarked reserves. 

 
4.6.4 Special expense budgets, just like all Council budgets, are subject to the inflationary 

pressures of the current economic environment. To ensure a balanced budget is 
proposed and mitigate any funding gaps, action has been taken to minimise PPM 
expenditure. As well as seeking to increase income from Section 106 contributions and 
fees & charges. 

 
4.6.5 There are potential risks in these mitigating actions. For example, minimising PPM 

expenditure in 2024/25 by deferring non-essential spend to future years, may lead to 
higher routine maintenance in the short term. This may take time to implement the 
impact of reductions in service levels which could lead to short term cost pressure on 
the wider general fund. 

 
 
5.0 KEY RISKS TO THE BUDGET  
 
5.1 Table 5 below provides an assessment of the key risk areas to determine the 

robustness of the estimates and adequacy of reserves included in the General Fund 
budgets: 

 
 Table 5: Key Risks to the Budget 
 

Area Y/N Comments 
Is performance against the current 
year’s budget on track and where 

Y  The 2023/24 financial monitoring is showing 
a projected overspend of £252k on the 
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Area Y/N Comments 
variances are evident, ongoing and 
unavoidable, are they appropriately 
reflected in the plans? 

General Fund. Work is currently on-going 
within services to mitigate these pressures 
and minimise any drawdown from reserves. 
The on-going and unavailable pressures, 
alongside potential reductions in reserve 
levels, have been factored into budget plans 
for 2024/25 and the medium term.  

Are arrangements for monitoring 
and reporting performance against 
the savings plans robust? 

Y & 
N 

In recent years the Council has not been 
required to make significant savings to 
maintain its financial position.  Therefore, 
clear savings plans and delivery has not 
been required. 
With such a significant funding gap 
estimated for 2024/25, there are a range of 
budget options proposed for the General 
Fund Budget 2024/25.  Where it is 
appropriate, delivery of savings/efficiencies 
will be monitored throughout the financial 
year and reported to stakeholders alongside 
the financial monitoring reports on a 
quarterly basis.   
As part of the Council’s Transformation 
Programme, project management principles 
will be adopted with a suite of guidance and 
templates to support good practice, which, 
in turn will help the Council manage and 
monitor large scale transformation 
programmes.     

The reasonableness of the 
underlying budget assumptions 

Y All budget proposals have been justified by 
service managers, reviewed by finance and 
subject to budget challenge sessions in the 
new process. 
External review has also been undertaken 
by the treasury advisers, Arlingclose, on the 
Treasury Management Strategy.  

The alignment of resources with 
the Council’s service and 
organisational priorities 

Y Resources are aligned to the current 
priorities of the Council. 
A new Council Delivery Plan (CDP) has 
been developed and was approved by 
Council on 14 November 2023.  The CDP is 
aligned to the resources available and risks 
faced by the Council. 
The Council’s ambition to be carbon neutral 
by 2030 is likely to require additional 
investment, however, the Council will look to 
maximise grant funding made available to it 
to support this priority.  An exercise to 
identify the costs of getting to net zero will 
be completed in 2024/25.  

A review of the major risks 
associated with the budget 

Y The major risks within the budget have been 
assessed and are set out in the budget 
report, including mitigations and strategies 
about how these are being managed. 
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Area Y/N Comments 
 

The availability of un-earmarked 
reserves to meet unforeseen cost 
pressures 

Y The Council has a minimum level of 
reserves for General Fund of (£1.5m).  In 
the Audit Commission’s ‘Striking a Balance’ 
report published in 2012, the majority of 
Chief Finance Officers at the national level 
regarded an amount of between three and 
five per cent of Council’s net spending as a 
prudent level for risk-based reserves.  Over 
the medium term the Council’s forecast 
figure is between £264k and £1,556k.  
 
The General Fund position has been risk 
assessed to take account of potential 
unforeseen pressures.  

Have realistic income targets been 
set and ‘at risk’ external funding 
been identified? 

Y An assessment of income targets has been 
undertaken as part of the development of 
the draft budget. 
The income areas which have the greatest 
risk (including business rates, council tax, 
planning and leisure) have had greater 
focus for this work and focus in the budget 
challenge sessions. 
 
Fees and charges have been increased, 
where it is appropriate to do so, in 
accordance with the Council’s Corporate 
Charging Policy.  

Has a reasonable estimate of 
demand cost pressures been 
made? 

Y The enhanced budget process used in the 
development of the draft budget has 
improved the reasonableness of estimates. 
 
 

Has a reasonable estimate of 
future income been made? 

Y The budget proposals presented by 
services were reviewed by finance and 
subject to budget challenge sessions. 

Have one-off cost pressures been 
identified? 

Y All pressures have been reviewed to assess 
if they are one-off or ongoing in nature. 
One-off proposals are to be funded from 
reserves. Services will need to ensure exit 
plans exist for one off expenditure. 

Are arrangements for monitoring 
and reporting performance against 
the budget plans robust? 

Y For 2023/24, quarterly financial reporting to 
Cabinet and Scrutiny Committee has been 
introduced.   
 
The new finance system is intended to bring 
enhanced financial reporting for budget 
holders to support robust and regular 
monitoring of budgets.  
 
The Council will also need to enhance its 
development, monitoring and delivery of its 
plans to deliver balanced budgets over the 
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Area Y/N Comments 
medium term. 

Is there a reasonable contingency 
available to cover the financial 
risks faced by the Council? 

Y The Council has incorporated estimates for 
pay award, inflation and demand pressures 
into its budget. It has also made provisions 
for key income streams not materialising for 
business rates and council tax.  

Is there a reasonable level of 
reserves, which could be used to 
mitigate any issues arising and are 
they reducing as the risks 
decrease? 
 

Y The Council has a range of earmarked, 
MTFP and minimum levels of reserves to 
ensure its financial stability. 

The strength of the financial 
management function and 
reporting arrangements? 

Y & 
N 

The Council implemented a new financial 
system in April 2023 to improve its 
reporting.  Further enhancements to the 
system are required in the short-term to 
deliver this.  
 
A review of the Financial Procedures Rules 
is planned.   

Have the previous years Accounts 
been signed off by external audit to 
verify balances? 

N The Council’s Accounts for 2021/22 are 
currently being audited. The audit for the 
2022/23 accounts will commence in Spring 
2024.   
Budget estimates and reserves balances for 
2024/25 and beyond are based on the latest 
information incorporated into the 2021/22 
and 2022/23 accounts.   

Has there been a degree and 
quality of engagement with 
colleagues and councillors in the 
process to develop and construct 
the budget? 

Y There has been a continuation of the 
improvements introduced to the budget 
setting process last year.   
This has included a series of budget 
challenge sessions between the Directors 
and Heads of Service, as well as 
engagement with Corporate Leadership 
Team, Portfolio Holders, Strategy Group 
and an all councillor briefing. 

 
 
6.0 CONSULTATION 
 
6.1 Consultation with Members 
 
6.1.1 The Corporate Scrutiny Committee considered the draft general fund budget at the 

meeting on the 4 January 2024.  Members asked a number of questions around the 
proposals, and more detail can be seen in the minutes for the meeting, which are 
included as a background paper to this report. 

 
 
6.1.2 There were also further questions which were taken away by officers to answer 

following the meeting which are detailed in Appendix 8 of this report. 
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6.2 Public Consultation 
 
6.2.1 As part of the budget consultation, the Council launched an online survey on 10 until 

the 23 January 2024 to seek the views of residents and businesses on the main 
changes within the budget. The survey was promoted via social media and set out the 
key changes to the budget and asked responders to state the extent to which they 
supported the proposed changes. Residents could also provide additional comments if 
they wanted to. 

 
6.2.2 As part of the budget consultation, officers also wrote to representatives of the trade 

unions, parish and town councils and the federation of small businesses. These groups 
were asked to provide written comments or to complete the online survey in line with 
the timescales for the public consultation.  

 
6.2.3 At the time of writing the report, the consultation has not ended.  This section of this 

report will be updated prior to the Council meeting and an addendum will be provided 
to the Cabinet meeting on 31 January 2024. 

   
 
 
7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
7.1 Based on the assumptions made in the Budget 2024/25 and MTFP 2024-29 for 

income and expenditure, the Council can set a balanced proposed budget for 2024/25. 
 
7.2 Further work will need to be carried out going forward on balancing the budget gap for 

future years from 2025/26 onwards. 
 
7.3 There has been equality impact assessments conducted by services on relevant 

proposals during this period. 
 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 
Council Priorities: 
 

The budget provides funding for the Council to 
deliver against all its priorities. 
 

Policy Considerations: 
 

None 

Safeguarding: 
 

None 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

There have been equality impact assessments 
conducted by services on relevant proposals 
during this period. 

Customer Impact: 
 

Customers are likely to be impacted by the 
changes to fees and charges and District and 
special expenses precepts set out in this report.  

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

The General Fund capital programme allocates 
£7.9m to investing in Coalville Regeneration 
Projects over five years.  
£3.7m is being invested in Council owned land to 
support regeneration and bring employment to the 
district. The Council has been awarded £1.3m in 
government grants to undertake regeneration 
projects in the district. This includes refurbishment 
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Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 
of Moira Furnace and provision of office spaces. 

Environment, Climate Change 
and Zero Carbon: 
 

The budget sees investment of £1.5m in the 
replacement of council vehicles and reducing our 
carbon emissions. There is £0.8m investment in 
bins and recycling containers to increase recycling 
from households.  
The Council also has a permanent Climate Change 
Programme Manager post  

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 
 

Corporate Scrutiny Committee – 4 January 2024 
Public consultation - 10 January to 23 January 
2024  
Parish and town councils, trade unions and the 
Federation of Small Businesses - 10 January to 23 
January 2024. 
The results of the above consultations are detailed 
in this report. 

Risks: 
 

The budgets will be monitored throughout the year 
to ensure the Council remains within its funding 
envelope and planned budget savings are 
delivered. Key risks to the budget are discussed in 
further detail in section 5 of the report. 

Officer Contact 
 

Anna Crouch 
Head of Finance 
anna.crouch@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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Appendix 1

2023/24  2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

 Budget Service Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative

£ £ £ £ £ £

277,030 Chief Executive 201,490 201,490 201,490 201,490 201,490 

740,310 Human Resources 732,700 734,780 737,270 739,930 739,930 

1,654,930 Legal & Support Services 1,873,460 1,880,860 1,887,380 1,893,000 1,893,000 

2,672,270 Total Chief Executive's Directorate 2,807,650 2,817,130 2,826,140 2,834,420 2,834,420 

340,600 Strategic Director of Place 137,970 137,970 137,970 137,970 137,970 

1,141,250 Property & Economic Regeneration 1,277,660 1,129,280 1,130,930 1,132,610 1,132,610 

985,399 Planning & Infrastructure 1,070,580 1,073,730 1,073,730 1,081,585 1,081,585 

9,080 Joint Strategic Planning (2,890) (4,600) (6,340) (8,120) (9,930)

2,476,329 Total Place Directorate 2,483,320 2,336,380 2,336,290 2,344,045 2,342,235 

6,321,690 Community Services 6,623,890 6,361,330 6,183,610 5,992,800 5,793,900 

797,733 Strategic Housing 537,688 537,688 537,688 537,688 537,688 

7,119,423 Total Community Services Directorate 7,161,577 6,899,017 6,721,297 6,530,487 6,331,587 

114,980 Strategic Director of Resources 237,130 237,130 237,130 237,130 237,130 

959,610 Customer Services 1,009,760 1,011,180 1,012,630 1,014,110 1,014,110 

1,086,770 Finance 1,052,640 1,044,460 985,990 987,590 987,590 

1,131,260 Revenues & Benefits 1,170,850 1,191,620 1,213,230 1,235,710 1,235,710 

1,208,970 ICT 1,221,640 1,161,280 1,161,280 1,171,280 1,171,280 

70,810 Business Change 570,090 0 0 0 0 

4,572,400 Total Resources Directorate 5,262,110 4,645,670 4,610,260 4,645,820 4,645,820 

107,530 Non Distributed - Revenue Expenditure on Surplus Assets 115,140 116,120 117,120 118,140 118,140 

67,380 Non Distributed - Retirement Benefits 69,980 71,330 72,710 74,120 74,120 

70,410 Corporate & Democratic Core 92,500 92,500 92,500 92,500 92,500 

651,230 Estimated Pay Award 526,781 877,711 1,247,621 1,617,441 1,987,441 

17,736,972 NET COST OF SERVICES 18,519,058 17,855,858 18,023,938 18,256,973 18,426,263 

(1,827,750) Net Recharges from General Fund (1,859,136) (1,859,136) (1,859,136) (1,859,136) (1,859,136)

15,909,222 NET COST OF SERVICES AFTER RECHARGES 16,659,922 15,996,722 16,164,802 16,397,837 16,567,127 

CORPORATE ITEMS AND FINANCING

Corporate Income and Expenditure

1,763,264 Net Financing Costs 1,906,878 1,876,250 1,827,678 1,790,447 1,761,552 

(335,200) Investment Income (410,200) (200,200) (200,200) (200,200) (200,200)

15,871 Localisation of CT Support Grant - Parish & Special Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 

17,353,157 NET REVENUE EXPENDITURE 18,156,600 17,672,772 17,792,280 17,988,084 18,128,479 

(290,195) Budget Proposals Funded from Reserves - One-Off (770,805) 0 0 0 0 

24,116 Contribution to/(from) Balances/Reserves (93,047) 0 0 0 0 

17,087,078 MET FROM GOVT GRANT & COUNCIL TAX 17,292,748 17,292,753 17,193,408 16,719,795 16,243,634 

ANTICIPATED BASELINE FUNDING GAP 380,019 598,872 1,268,290 1,884,845 

2023/24  2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2027/28

 Budget Service Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative

£ £ £ £ £ £

Financed By

1,219,692 New Homes Bonus 918,476           -                  -                  -                  -                  

25,056 Transfer from/(to) Collection Fund - CT Prev Yrs Surplus/(Deficit) 11,470 0 0 0 0 

5,771,361 Council Tax 6,041,652 6,316,254 6,603,504 6,903,678 7,217,545 

8,715,943 National Non-Domestic Rates 8,619,604 8,673,565 4,899,552 4,984,281 5,076,051 

1,171,479 Minimum Funding Guarantee 1,590,099        2,207,349        -                  -                  -                  

93,369 Services Grant 15,296             15,296             -                  -                  -                  

90,178 Revenue Support Grant 96,151             80,289             297,580           253,041           204,597           

0 Transitional Relief 0 0 5,392,772 4,578,795 3,745,441 

17,087,078 TOTAL FUNDING AVAILABLE 17,292,748 17,292,753 17,193,408 16,719,795 16,243,634 

NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE  DISTRICT COUNCIL GENERAL FUND SUMMARY BUDGET 2024/25 to 2028/29
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Appendix 2

Change to MTFP Proposal Description & Service Impact Directorate 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

£ £ £ £ £

Pay Award 23/24 Budget 4%, actual £1,925 per FTE Various 367,830 0 0 0 0

Pay Award Future Years Including NI & Pension & other minor amendments Various 14,120 8,320 0 0 0

Other Pay Other salary adjustments Various (52,848) 0 0 0 0
Incremental increases Various 132,140 0 0 0 0

Vacancy Allowance Increase Applied a consistent 2% across the general fund Various (195,960) (10,860) 0 0 0

Members allowances - Pay Award Pay award Chief Executives 20,000 0 0 0 0

Total Pay Related Costs 285,282 (2,540) 0 0 0

Increase in Legal Services Budget Required for specialist legal advice Chief Executives 5,000 0 0 0 0

Members allowances - Special 
Responsibility Allowance 

Possible creation of a Scrutiny Commission SRA and levels of subsistence Chief Executives 3,200 0 0 0 0

Local Resilience Forum Increase in our contribution to the Local Resilience Forum Chief Executives 2,000 0 0 0 0
Security costs Additional costs for security required at Council Premises Place 31,500 0 0 0 0
Insurance Increased insurance costs net of recharge to HRA Resources 40,000 40,000 0 0 0

ICT Firmstep Licences
Firmstep licences - entering into a 3 year contract which will mean a £5.5k increase from 23/24-
25/26.

Resources 5,500 0 0 0 0

Finance System Admin Support System admin support required for Unit 4 Resources 60,000 0 (60,000) 0 0
External Audit Fees Increase in audit fees net of recharge to HRA Resources 22,460 0 0 0 0
Transformation (one off costs) Service Transformation Project Team - funded from the MTFP reserve Resources 500,000 (500,000) 0 0 0
System Improvements (one off costs) Finance System - Phase 3 - funded from the MTFP reserve Resources 50,000 (50,000) 0 0 0
Feasibility Funding (one off costs) Feasibility for Capital Projects - funded from the Business Rates Reserve Place 150,000 (150,000) 0 0 0
Community Services Community Safety Support Officer (focused upon significant ASB increases in the district) Communities 17,000 0 0 0 0

Total Service Pressures 886,660 (660,000) (60,000) 0 0

Audit Recharges to HRA Review the HRA recharges to reflect the allocation of Audit days to HRA Chief Executives (29,000) 0 0 0 0

Project External  Consultancy Support
This was originally set aside for corporate project support but has not been used  as project 
support has been factored into the business cases assessment process where needed. This will 
continue to be the case in future projects.

Chief Executives (20,000) 0 0 0 0

Emergency Planning

This is a highly unpredictable budget as it is difficult to predict emergency planning events, and as 
part of our Category 1 responder role we would be obliged to find any budget needed to support 
our communities in the event of a major incident. In quiet years the budget has not been spent 
historically.

Chief Executives (2,000) 0 0 0 0

Corporate Training Central training budget saving Chief Executives (15,000) 0 0 0 0
Housing Income Charging policy for temporary accommodation Communities (5,000) 0 0 0 0
Housing Income New temporary accommodation provision Communities (70,000) 0 0 0 0

North West Leicestershire District Council
General Fund Budget Amendments to the MTFP 2024/25 to 2028/29
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Change to MTFP Proposal Description & Service Impact Directorate 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

£ £ £ £ £
Community Services Increase pest control charges by 3% (7% inflation dealt with via fees and charges) Communities (500) 0 0 0

Community Services 
Set new port health charges to ensure full cost recovery (new port health regime to be introduced 
in April 2024 following EU exit)

Communities (23,000) 0 0 0 0

Community Services Back-office administration Cost Savings - various Communities (24,600) (1,400) 0 0 0
Community Services Leisure Contract – net impact of costs associated with the contract Communities 264,000 0 0 0
Community Services Leisure Contract – net impact of income associated with the contract Communities 13,170 1,940 1,370 2,370 (197,630)
Community Services LED Lighting installations on council car parks Communities (4,000) 0 0 0 0

Community Services 
Revise SLA with Castle Donington College meaning the school retain all the income with costs risk 
transfer

Communities 0 (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000)

Housing Reduction in temporary accommodation demand Communities (50,000) 0 0 0 0

Housing Choices Removal of freephone number - we now have a customer services centre to provide access Communities (2,500) 0 0 0 0

Community Services
Adjust the budget to reflect the re-introduction of charges to use Ashby and Coalville public 
conveniences in early 2024 as well as operational savings as per the capital programme report 
approved at Full Council in September 2023

Communities (27,000) 0 0 0 0

Community Services
Stop providing a toilet service in Ashby from April 25 and seek the asset and service transfer of 
Ashby public toilets

Communities 0 (21,000) (5,000) 0 0

Community Services
Delete the Council’s budget for the Free Tree Scheme. This would mean that the National Forest 
area will be the only part of the district benefiting from free trees fully funded by the National 
Forest Company

Communities (9,000) 0 0 0 0

Community Services
Increase the charge for any additional garden waste bins to align with charges across 
Leicestershire. Inflation of 7% will be applied to this charge through fees and charges. (total 
increase from £45 pa to £57pa)

Communities (13,000) 0 0 0 0

Community Services
No longer print and distribute annual waste collection calendars to every house in the district and 
instead promote Councils website. Savings amount to staff time, printing costs and travel costs 
which will all reduce carbon emissions

Communities (15,000) 0 0 0 0

Community Services
Reduce the Council's Community Grant Funding budget: Age UK £21,990 reduce by a third each 
year over three years to zero. Citizens Advice £62,000 to remain and Small Grants Scheme 
£19,500 to be reviewed in 2025/26 following implementation of community lottery scheme

Communities (7,330) (7,330) (7,330) 0 0

Community Services
Reduce the Council's contribution to the running of Ibstock Leisure Centre to Zero over three 
years. The grant in 23/24 is £15k

Communities (5,000) (5,000) (5,000) 0 0

Planning Skills Grant
Planning Skills Grant (one-off) – bid to assist with validation of planning applications for urban 
design and conservation processes.  Total grant £95k shown net of expenditure.

Place (3,155) 3,155 0 0 0

HS2 Consultancy HS2 – budget for consultants no longer required Place (25,000) 0 0 0 0
Closure of Council Offices Council Offices Budget – to reflect closure of Whitwick Road Council offices Place (67,600) 0 0 0 0
Town Centre WiFi Town Centre Wifi – service provider has decided to withdraw from the market Place (11,000) 0 0 0 0
Ashby Museum Grant Ashby Museum – removal of grant Place (1,460) 0 0 0 0
Strategic Growth Plan NWLDC contribution to work in connection with Strategic Growth Plan Place (67,000) 0 0 0 0
ICT Resources to match demand and efficiencies from contracts Resources (51,800) (60,400) 0 0 0
ICT Increase costs due to SAN Network less maintenance savings Resources (5,000)

Total Budget Options (276,775) (91,035) (16,960) 1,370 (198,630)

Corporate Income Investment Income Corporate (275,000) 200,000 0 0 0
Joint Strategic Planning Additional income from partners Place (8,530) 90 100 90 1,810
Fees & Charges Increase in fees and charges income across the authority by 7% Various (89,640) 0 0 0 0
Fees & Charges Reduction in BDA charges for 1-3 items from £30 to £25 Communities 7,500 0 0 0 0
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Change to MTFP Proposal Description & Service Impact Directorate 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

£ £ £ £ £
Recharge Income Increased recharges to HRA - Grounds Maintenance Communities (44,850) 0 0 0 0

Recharge Income Net reduction in other recharges to HRA (buildings, postage, printing, insurance, piperlife line) Various 37,970 0 0 0 0

Total Changes In Income (372,550) 200,090 100 90 1,810

Budget efficiencies Removal of nominal budgets Various (37,300) 0 0 0 0
Budget efficiencies Centralisation of budgets Various (9,080) 0 0 0 0

Total Efficiencies (46,380) 0 0 0 0
0

Special Expenses Special Expenses overtime transferred back to General Fund Communities (6,100) 0 0 0 0
Special Expenses Owen Street Maintenance transferred to General Fund reducing subsidy by 20% annually Communities 12,800 (2,560) (2,050) (1,640) (1,310)
Special Expenses Transfer of Closed Church yards to General Fund Communities 98,070 (58,330) (11,150) 940 1,040
Corporate  Various adjustments relating to recharges Various (129,506) (2,100) 0 0 0

Financing Costs
Changes to the net financing costs following the budget proposals for capital and the forecast 
carried forwards for 23/24.

Corporate (1,018,966) 40,286 (7,860) (36,230) (28,896)

Total Technical Adjustments (1,043,702) (22,704) (21,060) (36,930) (29,166)

(567,465) (576,189) (97,920) (35,470) (225,986)TOTAL BUDGET AMENDMENTS TO MTFP
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Appendix 3(a)

Service Fee/Charge Charging Policy 2023/24 Fees
2024/25 

Proposed Fees

Percentage 
Change in 

Fees Basis for Change

Property Rent of Commercial Property Rent agreement
Negotiated with tenant dependant on size of building and market 
rates No change 0%

Property
Maintenance Charge for Commercial 
Property % of rent

Currently 5% of rent, increasing to 10% on extension of lease and for 
new tenants. Various 5% Where new lease negotiated.

Property Service Charges for Commercial Property Actual cost As per actual costs incurred No change 0%

Planning Copy Planning/ Planning App Documents £2.50 to £100 No change 0%
Planning Search fees LLC1 Trfd to Land Registry £1 to £6 -£                 -100% Transferred to Land Registry
Planning Search fees CON29 £0 to £128 No change 0%
Planning Planning Application Fees Set Nationally Various Various 25-35% Set Nationally
Planning Planning Conditions Discharge Set Nationally Various Various 25-35% Set Nationally
Planning Pre-application fees Individually determined Various Various 25-35%

North West Leicestershire District Council
Proposed Fees & Charges 2024/25 - Place Directorate
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Appendix 3(b)

Service Fee/Charge Charging Policy 2023/24 Fees 2024/25 Proposed Fees
Percentage 

Change in Fees Basis for Change

Waste Services Bulky Collections Full Cost Recovery £28 For 1-3 items, £5.80 for each additional item
£25 For 1-3 items, £6.20 for 
each additional item 7%/-11%

reduction for 1-3 items and 
inflationary/corporate increase for each 
additional item

Waste Services POP's Collections Full Cost Recovery
£35 For 1-3 items, £7.25 for each additional item up to a maximum of 6 
items

£37.50 For 1-3 items, £7.80 
for each additional item up 
to a maximum of 6 items 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Waste Services Trade Refuse Full Cost Recovery between £9.35 to £19.80 for 240l, 360l, 1100l bins (per bin per collection)

between £10.00 to £21.20 
for 240l, 360l, 1100l bins 
(per bin per collection) 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Waste Services Trade Sacks Full Cost Recovery £3.20 per sack (min 50 sacks) £3.40 per sack (min 50 sacks) 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Waste Services Trade Recycling Full Cost Recovery between £4.00 to £6.80 for 240l, 360l, 1100l bins (per bin per collection)

between £4.30 to £7.30 for 
240l, 360l, 1100l bins (per 
bin per collection) 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Waste Services Additional Garden Waste bin collection
Subsidised/Full Cost 
Recovery £45.00 £57.00 27%

inflationary/corporate increase of 7% 
plus additional 20% increase to bring 
inline with other districts average charge

Waste Services Emptying of litter bins Full Cost Recovery between £3.50 to £6.30 (per bin per wk)
between £3.80 to £6.70 (per 
bin per wk) 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Waste Services MOT's - Staff vehicles Subsidised £37.00 £40.00 8%
inflationary/corporate increase & 
competitive rate

Waste Services Air Con Service - Staff vehicles Full Cost Recovery £40.00 £43.00 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Leisure Services Football pitch fees Subsidised
Per match - Junior £33.00, Adult £56.00. Per season - Junior £312.00, Adult 
£563.00 

Per match - Junior £35.00, 
Adult £60.00. Per season - 
Junior £334.00, Adult 
£602.00 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Leisure Services 3G Pitch fees (Hermitage Rec Grd)
Subsidised/Full Cost 
Recovery between £31.75 to £79.30 depending on pitch size and Adult/Junior

between £34.00 to £85.00 
depending on pitch size and 
Adult/Junior 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Environmental Prot (Leisure 
Services -Special Expenses) Burial fees Full Cost Recovery between £62 to £1,905

Fees vary from £79.00 to 
£2,244.00

between 17% - 
27%

10% increase for Hugglescote and 
Whitwick to bring in line with Coalville, 
plus inflationary/corporate increase and 
further 10% increase to bring in line with 
other authorities

Environmental Protection Public Conveniences - Ashby & Coalville Full Cost Recovery flat rate of £0.30p flat rate of £0.30p 0%

Environmental Protection EV Profit Generating 70p kwh 70p kwh 0%

Environmental Protection New Market Full Cost Recovery Fees vary from £17.50 to £60 Fees vary from £17.50 to £60 7% inflationary/corporate increase
Environmental Protection Private Sector Housing Full Cost Recovery From £106 to £475 From £113 to £508 7% inflationary/corporate increase
Environmental Protection Scrap Metal Dealers - Licenses Full Cost Recovery Fees vary from £38 to £553 Fees vary from £41 to £592 7% inflationary/corporate increase
Environmental Protection High Hedges Full Cost Recovery £553.00 £592.00 7% inflationary/corporate increase
Environmental Protection Noise surveys Full Cost Recovery £451.00 £483.00 7% inflationary/corporate increase
Environmental Protection Caravans/Mobile Homes Full Cost Recovery Fees vary from £79 to £412 Fees vary from £85 to £441 7% inflationary/corporate increase

North West Leicestershire District Council
Proposed Fees & Charges 2024/25 - Communities Directorate
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Service Fee/Charge Charging Policy 2023/24 Fees 2024/25 Proposed Fees
Percentage 

Change in Fees Basis for Change

Environmental Health Licensing
Subsidised/Full Cost 
Recovery Fees vary between £3 and £64,000

Fees vary between £3.21 
and £64,000 0% Statutory Fees

Environmental Health Health and Food Safety Full Cost Recovery Fees vary between £5 and £160
Fees vary between £5.50 
and £172 7% inflationary/corporate increase

Environmental Health Border Inspection Post Full Cost Recovery Fees vary between £26.00 and £196
Fees vary between £10 and 
£199 7%

New regulations coming in April 2024 - 
fees & charges still being reviewed 

Environmental Health Pest Control
Subsidised/Full Cost 
Recovery Fees vary between £18 and £200

Fees vary between £19.80 
and £220 10%

increase of 7% due to inflation and a 
further 3% to bring charge in line with 
private sector charges

GF Housing Caravan Site Rental Rental Agreement £39.84 from April 2023 on anniversary of individual rental agreement

£43.39 from April 2023 on 
anniversary of individual 
rental agreement 8.9% September RPI

GF Housing Lifelines for Private Customers - Basic Contract £4.78 pw £5.10 pw 6.7% September CPI
GF Housing Lifelines Private Customers - Enhanced Contract £7.20 pw £7.68 pw 6.7% September CPI
GF Housing Lifelines for Registered Providers - Basic Contract £2.18 to £3.81 pw £2.33 to £4.07 pw 6.7% September CPI
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Appendix 3(c)

Service Fee/Charge Charging Policy 2023/24 Fees 2024/25 Proposed Fees
Percentage 

Change in Fees Basis for Change

Legal Legal fees various Various hourly rates depending on grade of person doing the work Various 0 No Change

Democratic Services Electoral Registration sale of register Statutory

Data - per 1000 electors or part thereof £1.50 + handling fee £20
Printed copy per 1000 electors or part thereof £5 + handling fee 
£10
Certificate of Registration (subject to review) £10.

Data - per 1000 electors or part thereof £1.50 + 
handling fee £20
Printed copy per 1000 electors or part thereof £5 + 
handling fee £10
Certificate of Registration (subject to review) £0. 0

No Change on sale of 
register, but no longer 
allowed to charge for 

Certificate of Registration.

Democratic Services Address Management

Renaming existing property £42.25
Naming/numbering existing property £42.25
Naming/numbering a development of up to 5 plots £42.25 per Plot
Naming/numbering a development of more than 5 plots £211.25 + 
£22.25 for each plot from 6 onwards
Naming a street £158
Change to development after notification:
Admin £55.50 plus £28.25 per plot
Street re-naming at residents request £276.50 plus all 
compensation met by applicant
Confirmation of postal address details £28.25
Number a new flat complex £28.25 per flat

Renaming existing Property £46.50. 
Naming/numbering existing property £46.50. 
Naming/numbering a development of up to 5 plots 
£46.50 per plot. 
Naming/numbering a development of more than 5 
plots £232.50 + £24.50 for each plot from 6 onwards. 
Naming a street £174. 
Change to development after notification: Admin 
£61.25 plus £31.25 per plot
Street re-naming at residents request £305 plus all 
compensation met by applicant Confirmation of 
postal address details £31.25 Number a new flat 
complex £31.25 per flat. 10%

inflationary/corporate 
increase including 

additional as not increased 
for a few years.

ICT Print Room Sales Cost plus 25%

Mono 6p + paper and finishing
Colour 7.5p + paper and finishing
+25% for external customers

Mono 7p + paper and finishing
Colour 8p + paper and finishing
+25% for external customers 6.67%-16.67% Inflationary

Finance - Fin Planning External charges (Insurance) Cost Cost Various As per cost

North West Leicestershire District Council
Proposed Fees & Charges 2024/25 - Resources & Chief Executive Directorates
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GENERAL FUND CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2024/25-2028/29 Appendix 4

2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

For Approval Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative
£ £ £ £ £

ACTIVE PROJECTS

Coalville Regeneration Projects

Marlborough Square Improvements 991,713                   
Marlborough Centre Purchase and Renovation 2,238,028                1,152,923                

Total Coalville Regeneration Projects 3,229,741                1,152,923                -                            -                            

Systems / ICT Schemes

Laptop replacements 8,727                        
SharePoint 10,000                      

Total Systems / ICT Schemes 18,727                     -                            -                            -                            -                            

Other Capital Schemes

Disabled Facility Grants 2,428,745                
CCTV 49,969                      
Memorial Clock Tower 9,000                        

Total Other Capital Schemes 2,487,714                -                            -                            -                            

TOTAL ACTIVE PROJECTS - MAIN PROGRAMME 5,736,182                1,152,923                -                            -                            -                            

Funding Source

Reserves  

PROJECT

Reserves

Grants and Reserves
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2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

For Approval Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative
Funding Source

PROJECT

DEVELOPMENT POOL

Coalville Regeneration Projects

Coalville Regeneration Framework 1,041,616                500,000                   

Demolition of Council Offices 150,000                   

Total Coalville Regeneration Projects 1,191,616                500,000                   -                            -                            -                            

Systems / ICT Schemes

Laptop Replacements 49,000                      92,000                      49,000                      49,000                      

Firewall Replacement 50,000                      

Hosted SBC to Cloud 15,000                      
Replacement of NetApp Storage Solution                       70,000 
Total Systems / ICT Schemes 134,000                   92,000                     49,000                     99,000                     -                            

Fleet Replacement and Infrastructure Programme

Fleet Replacement Programme 1,496,643                
Solar Panels - Ashby Leisure Centre/Coalville Leisure Centre 195,000                   

Total Fleet Replacement and Infrastructure Programme 1,691,643                -                            -                            -                            -                            

Other Capital Schemes

Disabled Facility Grants 670,310                   670,310                   670,310                   670,310                   
UK Shared Prosperity Investment Plan Programme 292,690                   
Moira Furnace (Phase 1) 230,000                   
The Courtyard Roof repair 200,000                   
Hermitage Rec Ground Demolition 96,068                      50,000                      
Hermitage Recreational Ground 3G Pitch 130,000                   
Refuse Bins & Recycling Containers 194,000                   200,000                   200,000                   202,000                   
Electrical vehicle charging infrastructure/strategy 50,000                      
UKSPF - Moira Furnace (Phase 2) 300,000                   
UKSPF - Memorial Workspace 350,000                   
UKSPF - National Forest 171,000                   
UKSPF - Kegworth Quiet-Way 150,000                   
UKSPF - Mantle Lane Bridge 64,060                      

Reserves

Reserves

 Capital receipts 

and Reserves 

Grants and Reserves

Reserves

Grants
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2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

For Approval Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative
Funding Source

PROJECT

Stenson Square Public Realm 1,000,000                1,000,000                

Nottingham road enterprise park -  (business workspace development) 1,850,000                1,850,000                
Hermitage Play Area Fencing 18,000                      
Parks depot electric gates 13,000                      

Total Other Capital Schemes 3,128,818                3,770,310                2,850,310                872,310                   670,310                   

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT POOL - MAIN PROGRAMME 6,146,077                4,362,310                2,899,310                971,310                   670,310                   

TOTAL - MAIN PROGRAMME 11,882,259             5,515,233                2,899,310                971,310                   670,310                   

SPECIAL EXPENSES PROGRAMME

DEVELOPMENT POOL

Cemeteries

Hugglescote cemetery - new burial area works 34,000                      Revenue

Total Cemeteries 34,000                     -                            -                            -                            -                            

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT POOL 34,000                     -                            -                            -                            -                            

TOTAL GENERAL FUND CAPITAL PROGRAMME 11,916,259             5,515,233                2,899,310                971,310                   670,310                   

Reserves
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Appendix 5

TEAM

 Estimated 

Balance 

as at 1/4/24

 Commitments 

& Budget 

Proposals 24/25 

 Estimated 

balance as at 

31/3/25 

 Future 

commitment incl 

budget proposals 

25/26 to 28/29 

 Estimated 

Balance 

31/3/29 
 £  £  £  £  £ 

Earmarked Reserves:

Chief Exec 334,000 0 334,000 0 334,000 

Human Resources 30,000 0 30,000 0 30,000 

Legal & Support Services 121,413 0 121,413 (121,413) 0 

Property & Economic Regeneration 204,300 (204,300) 0 0 0 

Planning 640,522 (12,250) 628,272 (111,817) 516,455 

Joint Strategic Planning 91,017 0 91,017 0 91,017 

Community Services 791,185 (392,293) 398,892 (398,892) 0 

Strategic Housing 207,647 0 207,647 0 207,647 

Finance 0 0 0 0 0 

ICT 0 0 0 0 0 

Customer Services 6,273 0 6,273 0 6,273 

Revenues & Benefits 142,645 0 142,645 0 142,645 

Business Change 70,805 (70,805) 0 0 0 

MTFP Reserve 7,936,684 (700,000) 7,236,684 0 7,236,684 

Business Rates Reserve 3,081,378 (127,590) 2,953,788 5,027,762 7,981,550 

Total earmarked reserves - General Fund 13,657,869 (1,507,238) 12,150,631 4,395,640 16,546,271 

Other reserves General Fund:

General Balance (minimum level of reserves) 1,544,493 0 1,544,493 0 1,544,493 

Total other Reserves - General Fund 1,544,493 0 1,544,493 0 1,544,493 

TOTAL ALL RESERVES - GENERAL FUND 15,202,362 (1,507,238) 13,695,124 4,395,640 18,090,764 

Total earmarked reserves - Special Expenses 8,060 (8,060) 0 0 0 

Other reserves Special Expenses:

General Balance 64,649 29,442 94,091 0 94,091 

Total other Reserves - Special Expenses 64,649 29,442 94,091 0 94,091 

TOTAL ALL RESERVES - SPECIAL EXPENSES 72,709 21,382 94,091 0 94,091 

North West Leicestershire District Council
Estimated Reserves 2024/25 to 2028/29
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Appendix 6

COALVILLE SPECIAL EXPENSES BUDGET REQUIREMENT 2024/25-2028/29

COALVILLE 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Cemetery (14,440) (14,440) (14,440) (14,440) (14,440)

Planned Preventative Maintenance (Cemetery) 12,090 116,740 7,670 7,980 8,300 

Other Expenses 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Parks, Recreation Grounds & Open Spaces 294,190 293,850 293,490 297,710 297,540 

Planned Preventative Maintenance (Parks/Recreation Grounds) 24,400 123,860 234,390 20,740 342,760 

Events 96,860 96,860 96,860 96,860 96,860 

Net Cost of Services 418,100 621,870 622,970 413,850 736,020 

Service & Committee Management 90,030 90,030 90,030 90,030 90,030 

Net Cost of Services after Recharges 508,130 711,900 713,000 503,880 826,050 

Funded By:

Contribution To/ (From) Reserves 32,646 (166,073) (162,075) 52,190 (264,786)

Precept (Council Tax) (540,776) (545,827) (550,925) (556,070) (561,264)

Localisation of Council Tax Support Grant 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Funding (508,130) (711,900) (713,000) (503,880) (826,050)
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WHITWICK 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Cemetery (4,440) (4,440) (4,440) (4,440) (4,440)

Open Space and Car Park 4,220 4,220 4,220 4,220 4,220 

Planned Preventative Maintenance 4,730 3,280 3,610 5,270 4,370 

Net Cost of Services 4,510 3,060 3,390 5,050 4,150 

Service Management 14,130 14,130 14,130 14,130 14,130 

Net Cost of Services after Recharges 18,640 17,190 17,520 19,180 18,280 

Funded By:

Contribution To/ (From) Reserves (299) 1,188 896 (727) 211 

Precept (Council Tax) (18,341) (18,378) (18,416) (18,453) (18,491)

Localisation of Council Tax Support Grant 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Funding (18,640) (17,190) (17,520) (19,180) (18,280)
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HUGGLESCOTE & DONINGTON-LE-HEATH 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Cemetery (190) (190) (190) (190) (190)

Planned Preventative Maintenance 9,980 36,750 7,430 3,330 3,660 

Net Cost of Services 9,790 36,560 7,240 3,140 3,470 

Service Management 14,770 14,770 14,770 14,770 14,770 

Net Cost of Services after Recharges 24,560 51,330 22,010 17,910 18,240 

Funded By:

Contribution To/ (From) Reserves (1,372) (27,446) 2,592 7,431 7,862 

Precept (Council Tax) (23,188) (23,884) (24,602) (25,341) (26,102)

Localisation of Council Tax Support Grant 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Funding (24,560) (51,330) (22,010) (17,910) (18,240)
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COLEORTON 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Open Space 1,010 1,010 1,010 1,010 1,010 

Planned Preventative Maintenance 1,300 880 970 1,070 1,180 

Net Cost of Services 2,310 1,890 1,980 2,080 2,190 

Service Management 0 0 0 0 0 

Net Cost of Services after Recharges 2,310 1,890 1,980 2,080 2,190 

Funded By:

Contribution To/ (From) Reserves (239) 197 124 40 (53)

Precept (Council Tax) (2,071) (2,087) (2,104) (2,120) (2,137)

Localisation of Council Tax Support Grant 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Funding (2,310) (1,890) (1,980) (2,080) (2,190)
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OAKTHORPE, DONISTHORPE & ACRESFORD 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Play Areas 4,250 4,250 4,250 4,250 4,250 

Planned Preventative Maintenance 1,660 0 0 0 50,200 

Net Cost of Services 5,910 4,250 4,250 4,250 54,450 

Service Management 0 0 0 0 0 

Net Cost of Services after Recharges 5,910 4,250 4,250 4,250 54,450 

Funded By:

Contribution To/ (From) Reserves 5,424 7,241 7,401 7,563 (42,473)

Precept (Council Tax) (11,334) (11,491) (11,651) (11,813) (11,977)

Localisation of Council Tax Support Grant 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Funding (5,910) (4,250) (4,250) (4,250) (54,450)
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RAVENSTONE 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Open Space 480 480 480 480 480 

Planned Preventative Maintenance 640 700 770 850 940 

Net Cost of Services 1,120 1,180 1,250 1,330 1,420 

Service Management 0 0 0 0 0 

Net Cost of Services after Recharges 1,120 1,180 1,250 1,330 1,420 

Funded By:

Contribution To/ (From) Reserves 117 70 13 (53) (129)

Precept (Council Tax) (1,237) (1,250) (1,263) (1,277) (1,291)

Localisation of Council Tax Support Grant 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Funding (1,120) (1,180) (1,250) (1,330) (1,420)
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Appendix 7

 

Service Draft Proposed Variance Reason for Change

£ £ £

Chief Executive 207,370 201,490 (5,880) Pay award held corporately

Human Resources 748,990 732,700 (16,290) Pay award held corporately

Legal & Support Services 1,921,310 1,873,460 (47,850) Pay award held corporately

Total Chief Executive's Directorate 2,877,670 2,807,650 (70,020)

Strategic Director of Place 147,730 137,970 (9,760) Virement £6k/Pay award held corporately £4k

Property & Economic Regeneration 1,313,220 1,277,660 (35,560) Pay award held corporately

Planning & Infrastructure 1,028,040 1,070,580 42,540 Skills grant £95k/Pay award held corporately -£52k

Joint Strategic Planning 8,440 (2,890) (11,330) Increased income from partners/Pay award held corporately

Total Place Directorate 2,497,430 2,483,320 (14,110)

Director of Communities 1,036,771 0 (1,036,771) Customer Services transferred to Resources

Community Services 6,764,095 6,623,890 (140,205) Pay award held corporately -£249k

Closed Churchyards/Memorial Square transfer to GF +£98k

Reduced Bulky income £7.5k

Car allowances virement - Head of Comm Services £3k

Strategic Housing 697,669 537,688 (159,981) Virement -£134k/Pay award held corporately -£17k/Piper lifelines 

-£9k

Total Community Services Directorate 8,498,535 7,161,578 (1,336,957)

Strategic Director of Resources 242,730 237,130 (5,600) Pay award held corporately

Customer Services 0 1,009,760 1,009,760 Customer Services transferred from Communities/Pay award 

held corporately

Finance 1,075,180 1,052,640 (22,540) Pay award held corporately

Revenues & Benefits 1,196,330 1,170,850 (25,480) Pay award held corporately

ICT 1,237,390 1,221,640 (15,750) Pay award held corporately

Business Change 567,990 570,090 2,100 -

Total Resources Directorate 4,319,620 5,262,110 942,490 

Non Distributed - Revenue Expenditure on Surplus Assets 115,140 115,140 0 -

Non Distributed - Retirement Benefits 69,980 69,980 0 -

Corporate & Democratic Core 92,570 92,500 (70) -

Estimated Pay Award 0 526,781 526,781 Pay award moved from services

NET COST OF SERVICES 18,470,945 18,519,059 48,114 

Net Recharges from General Fund (1,834,456) (1,859,136) (24,680)

Strategic Housing Virement £134k/Changes to recharges -

£167k/Piper lifelines £9k

NET COST OF SERVICES AFTER RECHARGES 16,636,489 16,659,923 23,434 

CORPORATE ITEMS AND FINANCING 0

Corporate Income and Expenditure 0

Net Financing Costs 2,158,138 1,906,878 (251,260) Change of funding from internal borrowing to funded by the 

Business Rates Reserve.

Investment Income (410,200) (410,200) 0 

Localisation of CT Support Grant - Parish & Special Expenses 0 0 0 

NET REVENUE EXPENDITURE 18,384,427 18,156,601 (227,826)

0 

Budget Proposals Funded from Reserves - One-Off (849,655) (770,805) 78,850 Removed double counted Climate Change reserve

Contribution to/(from) Balances/Reserves (176,294) (93,047) 83,247 

MET FROM GOVT GRANT & COUNCIL TAX 17,358,479 17,292,749 (65,730)

ANTICIPATED BASELINE FUNDING GAP 0 0 0 

 

Service Revised Draft Proposed Variance Reason for Change

£ £ £

Financed By

New Homes Bonus 1,219,692          918,476             (301,216) As per Local Government Settlement announcement

Transfer from/(to) Collection Fund - CT Prev Yrs Surplus/(Deficit) 0 11,470 11,470 Surplus now calculated

Council Tax 6,121,420 6,041,652 (79,768)

National Non-Domestic Rates 8,619,604 8,619,604 0 

Minimum Funding Guarantee 1,220,492          1,590,099          369,607 As per Local Government Settlement announcement

Services Grant 81,120               15,296               (65,824) As per Local Government Settlement announcement

Revenue Support Grant 96,151               96,151               0 

Transitional Relief 0 0 

TOTAL FUNDING AVAILABLE 17,358,479 17,292,748 (65,731)

2023/24

NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE  DISTRICT COUNCIL 

GENERAL FUND SUMMARY BUDGET RECONCILIATION 

DRAFT BUDGET 2024/25 TO PROPOSED BUDGET 2024/25

2024/25
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Appendix 8 

Corporate Scrutiny Committee 4 January 2024 – Response to Questions Raised  

 Question Response 
1 In respect of Local Nutrient Mitigation Fund – was this 

addressing existing problems or future problems? 
Both as it will address existing problems preventing new development 
coming forward and with nutrient pollution, and address future problems 
to allow development to come forward in the future and with future 
nutrient pollution issues. 

2 What is the Liability Benchmark? The Liability Benchmark is effectively the Net Borrowing Requirement of 
a local authority plus a liquidity allowance. In its simplest form, it is 
calculated by deducting the amount of investable resources available on 
the balance sheet (reserves, cash flow balances) from the amount of 
outstanding external debt and then adding the minimum level of 
investments required to manage day-to-day cash flow. 
 
CIPFA recommends that the optimum position for external borrowing 
should be at the level of the Liability Benchmark (i.e., all balance sheet 
resources should be used to maximise internal borrowing). If the outputs 
show future periods where external loans are less than the Liability 
Benchmark, then this indicates a borrowing requirement thus identifying 
where the authority is exposed to interest rate, liquidity and refinancing 
risks. Conversely where external loans exceed the Liability Benchmark 
then this will highlight an overborrowed position which will result in 
excess cash in the organisation requiring investment thus exposing the 
authority to credit and reinvestment risks and a potential cost of carry. 
The treasury strategy should explain how the treasury risks identified by 
the Liability Benchmark are to be managed over the coming years. 
 

3 Further details of assumptions used in the MTFP to 
provided? 

• Place Directorate decreased due to one-off £150k capital 
feasibility.  

• Joint Strategic Planning decreased due to increased income 
from partners to cover pay inflation that is shown within 
Corporate.  
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• Finance decreased due to one-off £110k new finance system 
consultancy in 2024/25 (now amended to £50k removed in 25/26 
and £60k in 26/27).  

• ICT decreased due to development options.  
• Business change decreased due to funding for these posts to be 

found from savings. Most of these are funded from reserves.   
• Community Services decreased due to increased fees from 

leisure contract  
 

4 What was the forecast outturn for 2022/23? GENERAL FUND 
REVENUE  

2022/23 
Revised 
Budget 
£'000 

Provisional 
Outturn 

 
£’000 

Variance 
 
 

£’000 
Net Revenue 
Expenditure    

15,811 16,121 312 

Total Funding 17,006 17,030 24 
General Fund 
Surplus/(Deficit) 

1,195 909 (288) 

 
Link to report: NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

4 Sensitivity analysis on the pay awards of 4%, 5% and 6% The additional cost per 1% above the current estimate of 3% in 2024/25 
would be an additional £175k in the budget for 2024/25.  Therefore, an 
estimated pay award of 5% would require an additional £350k and 6% 
an additional £525k in the budget. 

5 Request for details of headroom on the HRA. Until 2018 the HRA for NWLDC was subject to a debt cap of £90.262m. 
Following the removal of the debt cap in 2018, Councils are able to set 
their own limit and borrow prudentially. In NWLDC, the maximum debt is 
now set taking into account the total value of loans outstanding and the 
level of borrowing required to fund the proposed capital programme. 
This is subject to the HRA being able to pay the financing costs over the 
term of the borrowing. This can be explored or future years in the work 
being undertaken for the Asset Management and Business Plan for the 
HRA. 
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6 Further detail requested on Stenson Square A meeting was held on 17 January 2024 with Cllrs Blunt, Rushton, 
Sheahan, Lambeth, Moult and Wyatt with officers in attendance.  

7 The £3.7m investment in Council owned land – how much of 
the £3.7m has been allocated 

As above.  

8  Discrepancies in the HRA report – e.g. questioned the 
brought forward balances. 

These will be corrected for the Final Budget Report to be presented to 
Cabinet on 31 January 2024.  

9 What are the assumptions for Council Tax increases over 
the medium term? 

There is an assumed Council taxbase increase in each of the years of 
MTFP based on historical data and forecasts provided by external 
advisers.  The taxbase increases assumed are set out in the table 
below: 

  2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 
% 2.7% 2.1% 2.4% 2.2% 2.3% 

Band D 
       

1,174  
          

789  
          

921  
          

864  
          

923  
 
In addition, a Council Tax increase of 2.75% is assumed for each of the 
above years.   

10 Why has the increase for Ashby public conveniences gone in 
2024/25 when the increase was agreed this year? 

Income budget for 2023/24 was only £5k, therefore the budget 
increased by £11k to reflect increased charges at both sites and 
operational savings from vacant posts of £16k. 

11 Why is the contribution to the strategic growth plan being cut 
by £67k? 

This is the North West Leicestershire share of Joint Strategic Planning 
projects. The budget was increased in 2023/24, but there is nothing in 
the pipeline for 2024/25 and so is no longer required.  

12 Further detail required of the £264k net cost of the leisure 
contract 

These are the estimated costs of utilities benchmarking under the 
leisure contract and increased cost of business rates at Whitwick and 
Coalville Leisure centres. Members of the Committee have had previous 
briefings on this issue. 

14  What are the efficiencies on the £1.8m in the HRA? £1.2m Responsive Repairs  
£0.5m Domestic Renewable Heat Initiative 
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – WEDNESDAY 31 JANUARY 2024 
 
 
 

Title of Report 
 

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA) BUDGET AND 
RENTS 2024/25 
 

Presented by Councillor Andrew Woodman 
Housing, Property and Customer Services Portfolio Holder 
 
     PH Briefed  

Background Papers Housing Revenue Account 
Budget and Rents 2023/24 
– Council 23 February 
2024 
 
Draft Housing Revenue 
Account (HRA) and Rents 
2024/25 – Cabinet 9 
January 2024 
 
Draft Minutes of the 
Corporate Scrutiny 
Committee – 4 January 
2024 
 

Public Report: Yes 
 

Key Decision: Yes 
 

Financial Implications The attached Council report sets out the Housing Revenue 
Account (HRA) budget including both capital and revenue 
for 2024/25 to 2028/29. 
 
It also sets out the proposed increase in rents for 2024/25 
along with other planned changes to the fees and charges 
levied by the Council for some services delivered within the 
scope of the HRA. 

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications No direct legal implications arising from this report. 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

No direct Staffing and Corporate implications arising from this 
report. 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 

Purpose of Report For Cabinet to review the Housing Revenue Account Budget 
and Rents for 2024/25 and recommend to Council for 
approval at its meeting on 22 February 2024 

Reason for Decision To allow the Council to approve the 2024/25 budget. 

Recommendations THAT CABINET: 
1. ENDORSES THE ATTACHED COUNCIL REPORT 

(APPENDIX A) AND RECOMMENDS IT TO COUNCIL 
FOR APPROVAL AT ITS MEETING ON THE 22 
FEBRUARY 2024. 

Yes 
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2. APPROVES THE FEES AND CHARGES AS SET OUT 

IN APPENDIX 3 OF THE COUNCIL REPORT. 
 
3. DELEGATES AUTHORITY TO THE SECTION 151 

OFFICER, IN CONSULTATION WITH THE 
CORPORATE PORTFOLIO HOLDER TO MAKE 
AMENDMENTS TO THE COUNCIL REPORT PRIOR TO 
CONSIDERATION AT COUNCIL ON 22 FEBRARY 
2024. 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1  The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Budget and Rents for 2024/25 are due to be 

approved by Council on the 22 February 2024. 
 
1.2 Cabinet is requested to review the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Budget and Rent 

Setting 2024/25 Council Report (Appendix A) and recommend it to Council for 
approval. 

 
1.3 Cabinet are requested to approve the Fees and Charges for 2024/25 as set out in 

Appendix 3 of the Council report. 
 
1.4 Delegation is also sought to enable the Section 151 Officer, in conjunction with the 

Corporate Portfolio Holder, to make amendments to the Council report prior to 
consideration at Council on 22 February 2024.  

 
  

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

The budget provides funding for the Council to 
deliver against the priorities for the HRA. 

Policy Considerations: 
 

None 

Safeguarding: 
 

None 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

There have been equality impact assessments 
conducted by services on relevant proposals 
during this period. 

Customer Impact: 
 

Customers are likely to be impacted by the 
changes to rents, Fees and charges. 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

The HRA capital programme allocates £41.6m 
over five years to improve homes and in the same 
period, £17.7m on new homes to give home to 
more people. 

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 

The budget includes a capital programme of 
Zero Carbon works to dwellings worth £12.5m. 

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 
 

Draft Budget: 
Corporate Scrutiny Committee – 04/01/24 
Cabinet – 09/01/24 
Public consultation between 10 January and 23 
January 2024 
Parish and town councils, trade unions and the 
Federation of small business between 10 January 
and 23 January 2024 
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Risks: 
 

The budgets will be monitored throughout the 
year to ensure the Council remains within its 
funding envelope and planned budget savings are 
delivered. Key risks to the budget are discussed 
In further detail in section 6 of the Appendix A 
report. 

Officer Contact 
 

Anna Crouch 
Head of Finance 
anna.crouch@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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Appendix A 

NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 

COUNCIL – THURSDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2024 

Title of Report HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA) BUDGET AND RENT 
SETTING 2024/25 

Presented by Councillor Andrew Woodman 
Housing, Property and Customer Services Portfolio Holder 

Background Papers Housing Revenue Account 
Budget and Rents 2023/24 – 
Council 23 February 2024 

Draft Housing Revenue 
Account (HRA) and Rents 
2024/25 – Cabinet 9 
January 2024 

Draft Minutes of the 
Corporate Scrutiny 
Committee – 4 January 
2024 

Public Report: Yes 

Financial Implications This report sets out the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) 
budget including both capital and revenue for 2024/25 to 
2028/29. 

It also sets out the proposed increase in rents for 2024/25 along 
with other planned changes to the fees and charges levied by the 
Council for some services delivered within the scope of the HRA. 
Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 

Legal Implications No direct legal implications arising from this report. 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 

No direct Staffing and Corporate implications arising from this 
report. 
Signed off by the Head of Paid Service: Yes 

Purpose of Report To allow the Council to approve the 2024/25 Housing Revenue 
Account budget and rents. 

Recommendations COUNCIL IS RECOMMENDED: 

1. TO APPROVE THE HOUSING REVENUE ACOUNT (HRA
BUDGET FOR 2024/25 (APPENDIX 1) AS SUMMARISED
IN SECTION 2 OF THIS REPORT, INCLUDING THE
INCREASING OF RENTS BY 7.7%.

2. TO NOTE THE FEES AND CHARGES APPROVED BY
CABINET ON 31 JANUARY 2024 (APPENDIX 3).
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3. TO NOTE THE HRA BUDGET FOR 2025/26 TO 2028/29 

(APPENDIX 1). 
 

4. TO APPROVE THE PROPOSED HRA CAPITAL 
PROGRAMME FOR 2024/25 (APPENDIX 4) AND 
PLANNED FINANCING, AS SET OUT IN SECTION 3 OF 
THIS REPORT. 

 
5. TO NOTE THE HRA CAPITAL PROGRAMME FOR 

2025/26 TO 2028/29 (APPENDIX 4). 
 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1.1 The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) sets out the 

financial strategic direction for the HRA and is updated as it evolves and develops 
throughout the year, to form the framework for financial planning. 

 
1.1.2 The purpose of the HRA MTFP is to set out the key financial management principles, 

budget assumptions and service issues. It is then used as the framework for the detailed 
budget setting process to ensure that resources are effectively managed and are able to 
deliver the aspirations of the Council, as set out in the Council Plan, over the medium term. 

 
1.2 Context 
 
1.2.1 The Council is setting the HRA budget at a time when it and residents face a range of 

issues to contend with. In broad terms these can be split into two categories: economic and 
housing. Each of these is explored below: 

  
  Economic 
 
1.2.2 The recent report by the Office of Budget Responsibility (OBR) in respect of the Economic 

and Fiscal Outlook describes how the economy has proved to be more resilient to the 
shocks of the Covid pandemic and energy crisis than anticipated. GDP stood nearly 2% 
above its pre-pandemic level and around 3% above the OBR March forecast but it is now 
expected the economy will grow more slowly over the medium term. 

 
1.2.3 Inflation is expected to fall below 5% by the end of the calendar year but not returning to its 

2% target until the first half of 2025. 
 
 Housing 
 
1.2.4 In response to health and safety issues which came in to focus following the 2017 Grenfell 

tragedy as well as several disrepair cases and fatalities highlighted in the media, the Social 
Housing Act (2023) has received royal assent. The Act gives greater enforcement powers to 
the Regulator for Social Housing on breaches of consumer standards. 

 
1.2.5 Recognising the wider context within which the budget is being set, the Council made 

improvements to financial management in the last 12 months and has continued to use 
processes to develop its draft budget plans for 2024/25 and over the medium term. This 
recognises the greater focus within the organisation on its finances. The process, coupled 
with that used in previous years, has involved: 
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• Services completing budget proposals to justify the need for any changes to the 
budget. 
 

• A zero-based approach to budgeting in the HRA. Each line has been reviewed and 
amended based on expected levels of activity etc. 

 
• Budget STAR Chamber sessions between Directors and Heads of Services. 

 
• Regular reporting to the Corporate Leadership Team on the Council’s overall 

budget position. 
 

• Engagement with councillors through Portfolio Holder briefings, Strategy Group and 
an all councillor briefing, 

 
• Further engagement has taken place through Scrutiny and consultation with the 

public. 
 
1.3 Budget Assumptions 
 
1.3.1  The following budget assumptions have been built into the forecast: 

 
• Pay award – additional 2.75% for 2023/24 (4% had been included within the 

2023/24 budgets), 3% in 2024/25 and 2% thereafter. 
 

• Each budget line for the HRA has been reviewed to reflect the forecast actual value 
for future years, taking into account contract values, expected activity levels and 
previous years’ expenditure. With inflation added as per contracts. 

 
• Staffing requirements have been considered to ensure the delivery of an effective 

housing service with best outcomes for tenants. 
 

• Contracts have been linked to the Consumer Price Index (CPI)/ Retail Price Index 
(RPI) as per individual agreements. 

 
• Inflation – fuel and utilities inflation are very volatile which was reflected in the large 

increases in the budget in 2023/24 of between 30% and 100%. After reviewing the 
current prices and future indications based on the best information available, the 
decision has been taken that there is sufficient provision in the 2024/25 budget in to 
meet demand. 

 
• Fees and charges – there have been some fees and charges increased by inflation 

and where appropriate these have  been taken into account where demand has 
changed (please see section 2.4 for more detailed information on fees and charges). 

 
• Rents are assumed to increase as per the rent standard at the 12-month CPI from 

September 2023 which was 6.7% plus 1%, a total increase of 7.7%. 
 

• Number of properties sold through Right to Buy is assumed to reduce from previous 
years’ estimate of 44 down to 20 per year. Lower numbers of homes have been sold 
through Right to Buy so far in the current financial year. This can be viewed in the 
context of cost-of-living increases and high interest rates. 

 
• Future borrowing is assumed to cost 4.65% in interest. 
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2.0 HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA) BUDGET AND MTFP 2024/25 TO 2028/29 
 

2.1 HRA Budget Summary 
 

2.1.1  Appendix 1 shows the HRA budget position for 2023/24 and the budget for 2024/25 to 
2028/29. 

 
2.1.2 Table 1 below highlights that in 2024/25 the budgeted operating expenditure has increased 

by £3.2m compared to 2023/24 with the anticipated income increasing by £1.5m. 
  

 
Table 1: Changes to the Housing Revenue Account budget from previous year 

  
2023/24 2024/25 Movement 

£’000 £’000 £’000 

Income -20,139 -21,613 -1,474 
Operating Expenditure 17,077 20,226 3,149 
Operating (surplus)/deficit -3,062 -1,387 1,675 

Appropriations 7,541 4,005 -3,536 

Net (surplus)/deficit 4,479 2,618 -1,861 
 

2.1.3 The appropriations in the table are the use of the HRA working balance to fund the capital 
programme as well as contributing to the loan repayment reserve. These appropriations are 
significantly lower in 2024/25 as the HRA balance has a lower capacity to fund capital. 

 
2.2 Rents 

 
2.2.1 As a self-financing account, the HRA’s main source of income is the rents tenants pay for 

their homes. From 2016/17 to 2020/21 the Welfare Reform Act (2016) required all social 
rents to be reduced by 1% each year. This negatively impacted on the budget and the 
Council’s ability to fund improvements. In 2023/24 a rent cap was imposed which capped 
rent increases at 7% which was 3.1% below inflation. This real terms rent cut further 
impacted on available funding. 

 
2.2.2 For 2024/25 the Council proposes to increase the rents by 7.7% which is in line with the 

Rent Standard of CPI +1% for 2024/25. (The rent standard is a policy that registered 
providers of social housing in England must comply with and is overseen by the Regulator 
of Social Housing.) The increase is expected to result in a total rental income of £20.2 
million in 2024/25. 

 
2.2.3 The average weekly rent for the 3,965 Social Rent properties, will increase from £92.98 to 

£99.28, an average increase of £6.30 per week. Those tenants who are more vulnerable 
are protected via benefits increases above this level, meaning that the worst off in the 
district will be no worse off. 

 
2.3 Budget Amendments 

 
2.3.1 Appendix 2 summarises the most significant proposed changes to the HRA budgets.  

Looking at 2024/25 specifically, the total amendments of £1.68m include:  
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• Net increase in income totalling £1.47m. This is largely due to the increased 
rental income of £1.1m described in paragraph 2.2.2 and also includes income of 
£0.3m from grant for use of lower carbon heating.   
 

• Cost pressures totalling £3.68m. The most significant cost pressures relate to: 
- repairs backlog costs totalling £2m. 
- Inflation of £0.37m which is mainly £0.34m inflation on recharges from the 

general fund. 
- pay related costs are due to increase by £0.3m, to ensure staffing matches 

the demand for the service. 
- corporate pressures totalling £0.77m which is mainly the increase in 

depreciation costs which increase due to inflation and the changing number 
of properties and works. 

 
• Other Amendments overall reducing expenditure by £0.39m. This is a result of the 

comprehensive review of all budget lines ensuring all income and all expenditure is 
budgeted for at the correct level. The main item is Responsive Repairs £0.40m. 

 
2.4 Fees and Charges 

 
2.4.1 In addition to the rental charged for dwellings, there are a number of other fees and 

charges in relation to services provided within the HRA. Some properties have service 
charges, on top of the rent, to pay for specific services relevant to their properties. The 
proposed fees and charges for 2024/25 are listed in Appendix 3. The main changes are 
listed below: 

 
• Most service charges increased by 6.7%, September CPI in line with the corporate 

charging policy. 
 

• A new charge for storage of and charging for mobility scooters. The amount of 
charge depends on the scheme. 
 

3.0 HRA CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2024/25 TO 2028/29 
 
3.1 Summary HRA Capital Programme 
 
3.1.1 The proposed HRA capital programme is outlined in Appendix 4. In 2023/24 governance 

improvements were made via the Capital Strategy for managing capital programmes 
through their life cycle. In 2024/25, the programme has again been split into Approved and 
Development Pool to allow development schemes in early stages to go through further 
governance before being allocated a budget appropriate to complete each stage of 
development. A summary of the capital programme is shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Summary Capital Programme 

  
2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 Total 
Budget Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative   
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 

Stock Investment 10,425 7,800 7,800 7,800 7,800 41,625 
Estate Improvements 670 500 500 500 500 2,670 
Fleet Replacement 0 100 300 0 0 400 
Other Capital 1,430 600 600 600 600 3,830 
Total Approved 
Programme 12,525 9,000 9,200 8,900 8,900 48,525 
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2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 Total 
Budget Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative   
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 

              
Total Development 
Pool 3,400 5,810 2,640 1,190 4,660 17,700 

              
Housing Revenue 
Account Total 15,925 14,810 11,840 10,090 13,560 66,225 

 
3.1.2  Over the five-year period, the total programme comes to £66.23m, an increase of 

£3.7m over the previous five-year programme. The difference is mainly due to a £3.8m 
increase in New Supply, a new budget of £2m over 5 years to tackle asbestos, £2m 
increase in Home Improvement Programme. These are offset by a £1.6m reduction on 
Major Aids and Adaptations, a £1.3m reduction in the Zero Carbon budget and a £1.2m 
reduction across the Estate Improvement budgets. 

 
• New Supply: The programme has been extended to include sites being initially 

developed by registered providers. 
 

• Home Improvement Programme: The increase of £2m is to cover the cost of 
a backlog of works. 

 
3.1.3 Work has commenced on a revised Asset Management and Business Plan for the HRA. 

This will be completed during 2024/25 and will inform the future programming of the HRA 
in future years. 

 
3.2 Funding the Capital Programme 
 
3.2.1 The capital programme is funded from a variety of sources, including revenue, grants, 

capital receipts and borrowing. Table 3 below summarises the funding sources identified for 
each year of the proposed HRA capital programme. 

 
Table 3: Sources of funding for the capital programme 

  
2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 
Budget Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 

Reserves 4,349 3,996 3,601 3,360 3,072 
Capital Receipts 6,230 2,968 2,452 2,001 3,389 
Revenue contributions 1,513 245 315 351 414 
External Borrowing 3,833 7,601 5,472 4,378 6,685 
Housing Revenue 
Account Total 15,925 14,810 11,840 10,090 13,560 

 
3.2.2 Table 3, above, shows a borrowing requirement of £28m over five years to fund the 

programme. This has increased by £3.6m compared to the five-year plan from 2023/24. 
The increase is due to a combination of reserves being used to fund 2023/24 as well as 
the impact of inflation and other service pressures on the availability of revenue 
contributions to capital. 
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4.0 DEBT 
 
4.1 The loan balance for the HRA is forecast to be £51.1m at the end of 2023/24. There are 

annuity loan repayments of approximately £1.2m to make each year, these repayments are 
usually funded from working balances but once working balances reach the £1m minimum, 
they will be funded from other capital resources. 

 
4.2 There are also loans to be repaid at maturity. The next of these to repay is a £10m 

repayment in 2036/37. In accordance with the strategy agreed in 2012 when self- financing 
for the HRA was introduced, the Council sets aside funding each year in a Debt Repayment 
Reserve to ensure there is sufficient funding to repay debt when it matures. The budget 
assumes £2.5m is set aside in 2024/25 from capital resources in order to make the 
scheduled repayments at maturity, this increases each year as there is further borrowing to 
finance the capital programme. 

 
4.3 The HRA business plan is to be reviewed over the next few months and it will be 

investigated whether the approach of using a debt repayment reserve presents the best 
approach for a well-funded HRA and best use of resources. The findings will be presented 
to Scrutiny and Cabinet. 

 
5.0 RESERVES 
 
5.1 The Council has a number of reserves for the use of the HRA. Most of the reserves are 

used for capital financing as shown in 3.2.1. Table 4 shows the projected reserve balances 
over the MTFP period. 

 
Table 4: Reserve balances 

Reserve  31.3.25  31.3.26 31.3.27 31.3.28 31.3.29 
 £000   £000   £000   £000   £000  

Major Repairs Reserve 0  0  0  0  0  
Capital Receipts 3,544  2,276  2,550  3,274  2,610  
Debt Repayment Reserve 4,591  7,275  10,339  13,677  17,233  
Total Capital Reserves 8,135  9,551  12,889  16,951  19,843  
            
HRA Reserve 1,000  1,000  1,000  1,000  1,000  
Earmarked Reserves 510  510  510  510  510  
Total Revenue Reserves 1,510  1,510  1,510  1,510  1,510  

 
6.0 KEY RISKS TO THE BUDGET 
 
6.1 Table 5 provides an assessment of the key risk areas to determine the robustness of the 

estimates and adequacy of reserves included in the HRA budgets: 
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Table 5: Key Risks to the Budget 
Area Y/N Comments 

Is performance against the 
current year’s budget on track 
and where variances are 
evident, ongoing and 
unavoidable, are they 
appropriately reflected in the 
plans? 

Y The 2023/24 financial monitoring is showing a 
projected overspend of £0.436m on the HRA. 
Work is currently on-going within services to 
mitigate these pressures and minimise any 
drawdown from reserves. 
The on-going and unavailable pressures, 
alongside potential reductions in reserve levels, 
have been factored into budget plans for 
2024/25 and the medium term. 

The reasonableness of the 
underlying budget 
assumptions 

Y External review has also been undertaken by 
the treasury advisers, Arlingclose, on the 
Treasury Management Strategy. 

The alignment of resources 
with the Council’s service and 
organisational priorities 

Y Resources are aligned to the current priorities 
of the Council. 
A new Council Delivery Plan (CDP) has been 
developed and was approved by Council on 14 
November 2023.  The CDP is aligned to the 
resources available and risks faced by the 
Council. 

A review of the major risks 
associated with the budget 

Y The major risks within the budget have been 
assessed and are set out in the budget report, 
including mitigations and strategies about how 
these are being managed. 

The availability of un-earmarked 
reserves to meet unforeseen 
cost 
pressures 

Y The Council has a minimum level of reserves for 
HRA (£1m). This level is to be reviewed as part 
of the HRA business planning process. 

Have realistic income 
targets been set and ‘at 
risk’ external funding been 
identified? 

Y An assessment of income targets has been 
undertaken as part of the development of the 
draft budget. 

 
The most significant area of income is from 
dwelling rents. The budget for this is produced 
with reference to current stock levels and 
expected stock loss, reconciling data and 
changes from previous year to current year. 

 
Fees and charges have been increased, where 
it is appropriate to do so, in accordance with the 
Council’s Corporate Charging Policy. 

Has a reasonable 
estimate of demand cost 
pressures been made? 

Y The enhanced budget process used in the 
development of the draft budget has improved 
the reasonableness of estimates. 
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7.0 CONSULTATION 
 
7.1 Consultation with Members 
 
7.1.1 The Corporate Scrutiny Committee considered the draft HRA budget at the meeting on the 

4 January 2024.  Members asked a number of questions around the proposals, and more 
detail can be seen in the minutes for the meeting, which are included as a background 
paper to this report. 

 
7.1.2 There were also further questions which were taken away by officers to answer following 

the meeting which are detailed in Appendix 8 of the General Fund Budget and Council Tax 
2023/24 report also presented at this meeting. 

 
7.2 Public Consultation 
 
7.2.1 As part of the budget consultation, the Council launched an online survey on 10 until the 23 

January 2024 to seek the views of residents and businesses on the main changes within 
the budget. The survey was promoted via social media and set out the key changes to the 
budget and asked responders to state the extent to which they supported the proposed 
changes. Residents could also provide additional comments if they wanted to. 

 
7.2.2 At the time of writing the report, the public consultation has not ended.  This section of this 

report will be updated prior to the Council meeting and an addendum will be provided to the 
Cabinet meeting on 31 January 2024. 

   
 
Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 
Council Priorities: 
 

The budget provides funding for the Council to deliver 
against the priorities for the HRA. 

Policy Considerations: 
 

None 

Safeguarding: 
 

None 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

There have been equality impact assessments 
conducted by services on relevant proposals during 
this period. 

Customer Impact: 
 

Customers are likely to be impacted by the 
changes to rents, fees and charges. 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

The HRA capital programme allocates £41.6m over 
five years to improve homes and in the same period, 
£17.7m on new homes to give home to 
more people. 

Environment, Climate Change and zero 
carbon: 
 

The budget includes a capital programme of Zero 
Carbon works to dwellings worth £12.5m. 

Consultation/Community Engagement: 
 

Draft Budget: 
Corporate Scrutiny Committee – 04/01/24 
Cabinet – 09/01/24 
Public consultation between 10 January and 23 
January 2024 
Parish and town councils, trade unions and the 
Federation of small business between 10 January 
and 23 January 2024 
Final Budget: 
Cabinet – 31/01/24 
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Risks: 
 

The budgets will be monitored throughout the year 
to ensure the Council remains within its funding 
envelope and planned budget savings are delivered. 
Key risks to the budget are discussed 
in further detail in section 6 of the report. 

Officer Contact 
 

Anna Crouch 
Head of Finance 
anna.crouch@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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Appendix 1

NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE  DISTRICT COUNCIL HRA SUMMARY BUDGET 2024/25 to 2028/29
4% 2% 2% 2%

2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29
Revised 
Budget

Requested 
Budget Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative

£ £ £ £ £ £
Expenditure

7,693,445 Repairs & Maintenance 9,749,113 8,779,584 8,963,955 9,107,379 9,289,526

3,995,193 Supervision & Management 4,314,095 4,403,756 4,495,153 4,565,988 4,656,206

100,000 Provision for Doubtful Debts 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
3,466,317 Depreciation 4,161,536 4,327,682 4,417,848 4,530,456 4,619,880
1,822,113 Capital Financing & Debt Management 1,901,309 2,136,569 2,411,197 2,614,176 2,856,580

17,077,068 Total Expenditure 20,226,053 19,747,591 20,388,153 20,917,999 21,522,192

Income

-19,791,781 Rent & Service Charges -21,004,680 -21,825,330 -22,466,877 -22,960,971 -23,418,331
-41,000 Non-Dwelling Rents -38,900 -38,900 -38,900 -38,900 -38,900
-20,147 Other Income -283,252 -253,252 -180,252 -84,252 -29,252

-286,000 Investment Income -286,000 -228,000 -265,000 -352,000 -459,000

-20,138,928 Total Income -21,612,832 -22,345,482 -22,951,029 -23,436,123 -23,945,483

-3,061,860 Net Operating Expenditure/-Surplus -1,386,779 -2,597,891 -2,562,876 -2,518,124 -2,423,291

Appropriations

3,726,138 Transfer to/from reserves 2,492,444 2,352,728 2,248,235 2,167,064 2,008,925
3,814,898 Revenue Contribution to Capital 1,512,544 245,163 314,641 351,060 414,366

7,541,036 Total Appropriations 4,004,988 2,597,891 2,562,876 2,518,124 2,423,291

4,479,176 NET (SURPLUS)/DEFICIT 2,618,209 0 0 0 0

-6,576,920 Balance brought Forward -3,618,209 -1,000,000 -1,000,000 -1,000,000 -1,000,000

4,479,176 -Surplus/Deficit In Year 2,618,209 0 0 0 0

-2,097,744 Balance Carried Forward -1,000,000 -1,000,000 -1,000,000 -1,000,000 -1,000,000

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT SUMMARY
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Appendix 2

Proposal Title Proposal Description & Service Impact 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29
£ £ £ £ £

Restructure Change in staffing cost due to restructure (including pay award) 302,506 0 0 0 0

Pay awards Change in staffing costs due to pay awards 0 307,895 110,842 113,059 115,319

Total Pay Related Costs 302,506 307,895 110,842 113,059 115,319

Heating contract 9.7% inflation on heating maintenance contract 46,090 0 0 0 0

Recharges from the General Fund Inflation on services provided by the General Fund  to the HRA 330,962 0 0 0 0

General inflation 115,761 167,631 103,552 159,751

Total Inflation Increases 377,052 115,761 167,631 103,552 159,751

"Right sizing" of budgets Every budget line set for level of expected activity. (400,848) 0 0 0 0

1 proposal below 15k 13,860 (1,020) (1,060) (1,070) (1,080)

Other Budget Adjustments (386,988) (1,020) (1,060) (1,070) (1,080)

Repairs Backlog Additional expenditure to tackle repairs backlog 2,000,000 (1,250,000) 0 0 0

Subscription to Regulator Regulator of Social Housing subscription to cover costs of greater regulation 32,000 0 0 0 0

Change Consultant Change Consultant to advise and assist with service transformation in 24/25
50,000 (50,000) 0 0 0

Cost Pressures 2,082,000 (1,300,000) 0 0 0

Investment Income Investment income on HRA balances 0 58,000 (37,000) (87,000) (107,000)

North West Leicestershire District Council
Housing Revenue Account- Proposed Amendments to Budgets 2024/25 to 2028/29
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Proposal Title Proposal Description & Service Impact 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29
£ £ £ £ £

North West Leicestershire District Council
Housing Revenue Account- Proposed Amendments to Budgets 2024/25 to 2028/29

Loan interest Changes in loan interest due to capital financing requirements 79,197 235,173 274,570 202,935 242,347

Depreciation Depreciation changes due to inflation and changing number of properties. 695,219 166,145 90,167 112,607 89,424

  

Total Other Corporate Amendments 774,416 459,318 327,737 228,542 224,771

Dwellings Rents Dwellings Rent Increase (1,137,219) (797,000) (626,000) (482,000) (442,000)

Service Charges Service Charge Increase (26,320) (23,650) (15,547) (12,094) (15,359)

Central heating charges Central heating charges (49,360) 0 0 0 0

Grant Income Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (254,000) 30,000 73,000 96,000 55,000

Income Two proposals below £15k (7,005) 0 0 0 0

Total Changes In Income (1,473,904) (790,651) (568,547) (398,094) (402,359)

Total Budget Amendments 1,675,081 (1,208,696) 36,603 45,989 96,402
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Appendix 3

Fee/Charge 2023/24 Fees 2024/25 Proposed Fees

Percentage 
Change in 

Fees Basis for Change

Central Heating
0 Bed: £8.58pw 1 Bed: £10.36pw 2 Bed: £11.88pw 3 
Bed: £13.68pw

0 Bed: £9.01pw 1 Bed: £10.88pw 2 Bed: £12.47pw 3 
Bed: £14.36pw 5% Energy cost inflation

Garage and Site Rent Garage: £8.09pw Garage Site: £5.18pw Garage: £8.63pw Garage Site: £5.53pw 6.7% Sept CPI 

Service  charges:
Cleaning & Window Cleaning £0.65 to £10.09 £0.69 to £10.77 6.70% Sept CPI 
Grounds Maintenance  £0.35 & £7.38 pw £0.37 to £7.87 6.75% Sept CPI 
Repairs to common parts £0.02 & £0.39 pw £0.02 to £0.42 6.70% Sept CPI 
Repairs/replacement of items in Laundry £0.09 to £8.01 pw £0.10 to £8.55 6.70% Sept CPI 
Admin Fee 15% of chargeable services 15% of chargeable services 0.00%
Cleaning Blocks £0.87 to £11.55 pw £0.87 to £11.55 pw £0.93 to £12.32 6.70% Sept CPI 
Fire Extinguishers £0 £0 0.00% No charge, majority removed.
Control Centre Link Equipment £3.18 pw 3.39 pw 6.70% Sept CPI 
Door Entry Systems £0.03 to £0.12 pw £0.03 to £0.13 6.70% Sept CPI 
Heating (Electricity) £8.58 to £13.11 pw £9.15 to £13.99 6.70% Sept CPI 
Utility Cost of Shared/Common Parts As per bill As per cost
Older Persons Service Management Fee (incl. 
15% management Fee~) £3.71pw 3.58 pw 8.9% Sept RPI 

Scooter Store New charge £0.45 to £1.11pw

North West Leicestershire District Council
Proposed Fees & Charges 2024/25 - Housing Revenue Account
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NORTHWEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2024/25-2028/29 Appendix 4

2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 Total
For Approval Indicative Indicative Indicative Indicative

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Stock Investment

Home Improvement Programme 6,500,000           4,500,000           4,500,000           4,500,000           4,500,000           24,500,000        18,378,770          -                            2,837,773     3,283,457            24,500,000    
Asbestos 400,000               400,000               400,000               400,000               400,000               2,000,000           -                            -                            -                    2,000,000            2,000,000       
Roofs 550,000               250,000               250,000               250,000               250,000               1,550,000           -                            -                            -                    1,550,000            1,550,000       
Commercial Boilers 150,000               150,000               150,000               150,000               150,000               750,000               -                            -                            -                    750,000                750,000           
Stock Condition Surveys 325,000               -                          -                          -                          -                          325,000               -                            -                            -                    325,000                325,000           
Zero Carbon 2,500,000           2,500,000           2,500,000           2,500,000           2,500,000           12,500,000        -                            8,753,000             -                    3,747,000            12,500,000    
Total Stock Investments 10,425,000        7,800,000           7,800,000           7,800,000           7,800,000           41,625,000        18,378,770          8,753,000             2,837,773     11,655,457         41,625,000    

Estate Improvements

Off-Street Parking 300,000               300,000               300,000               300,000               300,000               1,500,000           -                            300,000                 -                    1,200,000            1,500,000       
Estate Projects 200,000               100,000               100,000               100,000               100,000               600,000               -                            200,000                 -                    400,000                600,000           
Garage Demolition 70,000                  50,000                  50,000                  50,000                  50,000                  270,000               -                            70,000                    -                    200,000                270,000           
Footpaths and Unadopted Roads 100,000               50,000                  50,000                  50,000                  50,000                  300,000               -                            100,000                 -                    200,000                300,000           
Total Estate Improvement 670,000               500,000               500,000               500,000               500,000               2,670,000           -                            670,000                 -                    2,000,000            2,670,000       

Fleet Replacement

Vehicles -                          100,000               300,000               -                          -                          400,000               -                            -                            -                    400,000                400,000           
Total Fleet Replacement -                          100,000               300,000               -                          -                          400,000               -                            -                            -                    400,000                400,000           

Other Capital

Sheltered Scheme Improvements 350,000               100,000               100,000               100,000               100,000               750,000               -                            350,000                 -                    400,000                750,000           
Passive Fire Safety 300,000               300,000               300,000               300,000               300,000               1,500,000           -                            300,000                 -                    1,200,000            1,500,000       
Scheme Lighting 250,000               200,000               200,000               200,000               200,000               1,050,000           -                            250,000                 -                    800,000                1,050,000       
Tunstall System 30,000                  -                          -                          -                          -                          30,000                  -                            30,000                    -                    -                           30,000              
Major Aids and Adaptations 400,000               -                          -                          -                          -                          400,000               -                            400,000                 -                    -                           400,000           
Housing Management IT System 100,000               -                          -                          -                          -                          100,000               -                            -                            -                    100,000                100,000           
Total Other Capital 1,430,000           600,000               600,000               600,000               600,000               3,830,000           -                            1,330,000             -                    2,500,000            3,830,000       

Total Active Projects 12,525,000        9,000,000           9,200,000           8,900,000           8,900,000           48,525,000        18,378,770          10,753,000          2,837,773     16,555,457         48,525,000    

DEVELOPMENT POOL

New Supply 3,400,000           5,810,000           2,640,000           1,190,000           4,660,000           17,700,000        -                            6,287,316             -                    11,412,684         17,700,000    
Total Development Pool 3,400,000           5,810,000           2,640,000           1,190,000           4,660,000           17,700,000        -                            6,287,316             -                    11,412,684         17,700,000    

TOTAL HRA CAPITAL PROGRAMME 15,925,000        14,810,000        11,840,000        10,090,000        13,560,000        66,225,000        18,378,770          17,040,316          2,837,773     27,968,141         66,225,000    

 Total PROJECT  Major Repairs 
Reserve 

 Capital Receipts  RCCO  Prudential 
Borrowing 
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Appendix 5

4% 2% 2%

Draft Final Variance Reason for Change

£ £ £

Expenditure

Repairs & Maintenance 8,803,262 9,749,113 945,851 Increased to ensure required budget for stock size

Supervision & Management 3,802,933 4,314,095 511,162 Income was allocated to this heading in error.

Provision for Doubtful Debts 100,000 100,000 0
Depreciation 4,161,536 4,161,536 0

Capital Financing & Debt Management 1,970,558 1,901,309 -69,249
Capital financing revised to cater for amended capital 
programme and preserve minimum balance

Total Expenditure 18,838,289 20,226,053 1,387,764

Income

Rent & Service Charges -20,955,320 -21,004,680 -49,360 Central Heating income increase now included
Non-Dwelling Rents -38,900 -38,900 0
Other Income -20,147 -283,252 -263,105 DRHI grant now included
Investment Income -286,000 -286,000 0

Total Income -21,300,367 -21,612,832 -312,465

Net Operating Expenditure/-Surplus -2,462,078 -1,386,779 1,075,299

Appropriations

Transfer to/from reserves 3,927,595 2,492,444 -1,435,151
Capital financing revised to cater for amended capital 
programme and preserve minimum balance

Revenue Contribution to Capital 1,018,132 1,512,544 494,412
Capital financing revised to cater for amended capital 
programme and preserve minimum balance

Total Appropriations 4,945,727 4,004,988 -940,739

NET (SURPLUS)/DEFICIT 2,483,649 2,618,209 134,560

Balance brought Forward -3,618,209 -3,618,209 0

-Surplus/Deficit In Year 2,483,649 2,618,209 134,560

Balance Carried Forward -1,134,560 -1,000,000 134,560

NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE  DISTRICT COUNCIL 
HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT SUMMARY BUDGET RECONCILIATION 

DRAFT BUDGET 2024/25 TO FINAL BUDGET 2024/25

2024/25
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – WEDNESDAY, 31 JANUARY 2024 
 
 
 

Title of Report 
 

FORMER TENANT RENT ARREARS, CURRENT TENANT 
RENT ARREARS, COUNCIL TAX, NON-DOMESTIC 
RATES AND SUNDRY DEBTS 
 

Presented by Councillor Nick Rushton 
Corporate Portfolio Holder 
 
     PH Briefed  
 

Background Papers All information used in 
compiling the report 
contain exempt information 
under paragraph 3 of Part 
1 to Schedule 12A Local 
Government Act 1972. 

Public Report: Yes 
 

Key Decision: No 
 

Financial Implications There are no additional financial impacts as all the debts are 
met from the Council’s bad debt provision for previous years’ 
arrears or from in-year income if the debts relate to the 
current financial year. 

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications There are no direct legal implications from this report. 
 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

None identified. 
 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 
 
 

Purpose of Report To approve write offs over £10,000. 
 

Reason for Decision To comply with proper accounting practices. 
 

Recommendations THAT CABINET APPROVES THE NON-NATIONAL 
DOMESTIC RATES WRITE OFFS THAT ARE OVER 
£10,000.  
 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1  The purpose of this report is to seek approval to write off debts over £10,000. This 

report details write-offs in relation to business rates.  There are no write offs for 
consideration for any other fund that have a value of over £10,000. 

 
1.2 Details of overall write offs will be reported annually. 
 

Yes 
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1.3 Writing off debts is only considered where appropriate recovery and enforcement 
options have been taken, or, where the Council is legally prohibited from pursuing the 
debt.  These include: 

 bankruptcy or a Debt Relief Order is in place; 

 deceased – no assets within the assets; 

 debtor absconded or no trace; 

 company in liquidation/dissolved or ceased trading with no assets; 

 severe hardship and/or serious health issues; 

 statute barred i.e. the Council cannot legally pursue the debt as there has been 
six years since the debt fell due and no action has been taken to collect the 
debt; 

 uneconomical to collect i.e. it is not financially viable to take further action for 
example due to the low level of the debt or they have gone abroad. 

 
2.0 NATIONAL NON-DOMESTIC RATES (NNDR) 
 
2.1 There are four NNDR debts over £10,000 for which Cabinet approval is sought 

amounting to £65,954.68.  Summary information is provided in Appendix A.  
 
2.2 Writing off debt is only ever considered as a last resort.  In the above instances when 

companies, sole traders or partnerships become insolvent, the Council is prohibited 
from taking any further action as all of their outstanding debts are included within the 
Administration, Liquidation or personal bankruptcy. 

 
3.0 OTHER FUNDS 
 
3.1 There are no write offs for consideration for any other fund that have a value of over 

£10,000. 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

Not applicable 
 

Policy Considerations: 
 

Not applicable 
 

Safeguarding: 
 

Not applicable 
 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

Not applicable 
 

Customer Impact: 
 

Not applicable 
 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

Not applicable 
 

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 

Not applicable 
 

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 

Not applicable 
 

Risks: 
 

Regular reviews of debts for write off mitigates the 
risk that the Council’s accounts do not reflect the 
true level of recoverable income.  It is also part of 
an effective arrears management strategy.  

Officer Contact 
 

Anna Crouch 
Head of Finance 
anna.crouch@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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  Appendix A 
 

NATIONAL NON DOMESTIC RATES (NNDR) OVER £10,000 FOR WRITE-OFF 
 

Sole-trader 
or Company 

Status Older 
arrears    

£ 

2018/19  
 

£ 

2019/20 
   

£ 

2020/21  
  

£ 

2021/22 
 

£ 

2022/23    
 

£ 

2023/24  
   

£ 

Total   
  £ 

Limited 
Company 

In Administration 2,918.68 2,668.90 2,946.00 0 1,624.40 1,497.26 0 11,655.24 

Limited 
Company 

In Companies 
Voluntary 

Arrangement 

0 0 0 0 0 7,333.00 19,172.55 26,505.55 

Limited 
Company 

In Administration 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,814.08 10,814.08 

Sole Trader 
 

No Trace 0 0 2,394.57 3,617.90 3,542.90 3,620.40 3,804.04 16,979.81 

Total 
 

2,918.68 2,668.90 5,340.57 3,617.90 5,167.30 12,450.66 33,790.67 65,954.68 
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – WEDNESDAY, 31 JANUARY 2024 
 
 
 

Title of Report 
 

MINUTES OF THE COALVILLE SPECIAL EXPENSES 
WORKING PARTY 
 

Presented by Councillor Tony Gillard  
Business and Regeneration Portfolio Holder 
 
     PH Briefed  
 

Background Papers Agenda Document for 
Coalville Special Expenses 
Working Party, 20/12/2023 
18:30 (nwleics.gov.uk) 

Public Report: Yes 
 

Key Decision: Yes 
 

Financial Implications As set out in the reports to the CSEWP on 20 December 
2023. 
 

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications Legal advice was provided during the drafting of all reports to 
the CSEWP on 20 December 2023.  
 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

There are no staffing or corporate implications arising from 
the report.   
 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 
 
 

Purpose of Report To share the minutes of the Coalville Special Expenses 
Working Party from 20 December 2023. 
 

Reason for Decision So that the decisions of the Coalville Special Expenses 
Working Party can be considered.  
 

Recommendations THAT CABINET: 
 
1) NOTES THE MINUTES OF THE COALVILLE SPECIAL 
EXPENSES WORKING PARTY AT APPENDIX 1. 
2) CONSIDERS ANY RECOMMENDATIONS MADE BY THE 
WORKING PARTY AT ITS MEETING ON 20 DECEMBER 
2023. 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 The Coalville Special Expenses Working Party consists of all ward members from the 

Coalville Special Expenses Area and meets as often as is required to meet business 
demands, which is usually quarterly. 
 

yes 
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1.2 As the Working Party reports directly to Cabinet, all recommendations made are to be 
sent to the first available Cabinet meeting for final approval.  

 
 

 
2.0 TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 
2.1 To consider budget and financial issues which either solely or predominantly affect the 

Coalville Special Expenses Area and to make recommendations to Cabinet. 
 
2.2 To receive reports and examine possible project options on which recommendations will 

be made to Cabinet. 
 
3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS TO CABINET FROM THE MEETING ON 20 DECEMBER    

2023 
 

3.1 Draft 2024/25 Coalville Special Expenses Budget 
 
3.1.1   No recommendations were made. 
 
3.2  Events Update 
 
3.2.2   The following recommendation was made: ‘That a sub-group to examine the Christmas   

lights situation be formed.’ 
 

 
 
 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

 
- A Well Run Council  
- Clean, Green and Zero Carbon  
- Communities and Housing 
- Planning and Regeneration 

Policy Considerations: 
 

Taken into consideration in drafting of reports to 
CSEWP. 
 

Safeguarding: 
 

Taken into consideration in drafting of reports to 
CSEWP. 
 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

Taken into consideration in drafting of reports to 
CSEWP. 
 

Customer Impact: 
 

Taken into consideration in drafting of reports to 
CSEWP. 
 

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

The reports and proposals presented to CSEWP 
will have positive economic and social impacts. 
 

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 
 

Taken into consideration in drafting of reports to 
CSEWP. 

Consultation/Community/Tenant Taken into consideration in drafting of reports to 
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Engagement: 
 

CSEWP. 
 

Risks: 
 

None identified. 

Officer Contact 
 

Paul Wheatley 
Head of Business and Regeneration 
Paul.Wheatley@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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11 
 

Chairman’s initials 

MINUTES of a meeting of the COALVILLE SPECIAL EXPENSES WORKING PARTY held in the 
Abbey Room, Stenson House, London Road, Coalville, LE67 3FN on WEDNESDAY, 20 
DECEMBER 2023  
 
Present:  Councillor M B Wyatt (Chairman) 
 
Councillors M Burke, D Everitt, J Geary, J Legrys, J Windram and L Windram  
 
In Attendance: Councillors S Sheahan (Observer), A Barker (Observer) and P Moult (Observer)  
 
Officers:  Mr P Wheatley, Mr T Devonshire and Mr P Stone 
 

19. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
Apologies were received from Councillor M French and J Page. 
 
 

20. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
Councillor M Wyatt declared a registerable interest in all items as the owner of two 
businesses in Coalville. 
Councillor J Geary declared a registerable interest as the Council’s representative for 
Coalville Town Football Club. 

 
 

21. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
It was moved by Councillor J Geary, seconded by Councillor L Windram and 
 
RESOLVED THAT: 
 
Subject to amendment, the minutes of the meeting held on 10 October 2023 be confirmed 
as an accurate record of proceedings. 
 

22. DRAFT 2024/25 COALVILLE SPECIAL EXPENSES BUDGET 
 
The Strategic Director of Resources presented the report. 
 
A Member asked what the proposed Council Tax rise amounted to as a percentage and 
the Head of Finance advised that it was 7%. Officers then advised the Committee on the 
flexibility available to adjust rates, the impacts potential changes could have, and the 
place of Special Expenses within the budget setting process. Officers were also happy to 
clarify the nature of on-costs with a Member after the meeting. 
 
A Member felt the public should be told about the oncost of providing services for Coalville 
Specials, in the February budget.  
 
The Chairman sought clarification whether the contribution of local businesses to Coalville 
in Bloom was detailed in the budget. Officers agreed to follow this up outside of the 
meeting.  
 
The Chair thanked Members for their comments. 
 

23. 2023/24 EVENTS UPDATE 
 
The Head of Property and Economic Regeneration presented the report. 
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Chairman’s initials 

A Member expressed concern with the increased expenditure on Christmas lights, to 
£34,000, and the fact that despite the investment there were still problems with them. In 
response, the Head of Property and Economic Regeneration advised that this figure 
included the storage and maintenance of the stock during the year. A sum of £4,000 was 
the figure spent on lights, which was not enough to solve all the problems in the stock 
which the Working Party was already aware of.  
 
The Member felt that this indicated that the maintenance process was inadequate. The 
Chairman interjected and said that he had witnessed some of the contractors at work and 
was happy with them. Nevertheless, he felt a sub-group to examine the lights should be 
created, as the problem had been an ongoing one and needed resolving.  
 
Members welcomed the Chairman’s suggestion.  
 
The Chairman suggested that the fayre complemented the rest of the event. He also 
suggested next year there could be more child focused stalls. Overall, it was a busy event 
with broadly positive feedback. 
 
Several Members expressed concern with the laser show, which they suggested had 
been underwhelming, as the Head of Property and Economic Regeneration had noted.  
 
A Member said the event was pleasingly patronised although he was concerned with the 
parking provisions.  
 
A Member asked who the contractor was for the lights. The Head of Property and 
Economic Regeneration advised that it was Field & Lawn, but local contractors were used 
in any repairs which were needed. Officers would investigate how issues with the lights 
could be resolved. 
 
A Member asked what was the plan with the light columns which were predicted to fail in 
2024. The Chairman said this was one of the issues he was proposing that a sub-group 
should tackle. 
 
The Chairman said that there should be greater communication with regards to car 
parking at town centre events; furthermore, people should also be encouraged to walk 
where possible. The Head of Property and Economic Regeneration advised Members that 
it was a trade-off between using car parks for events and for parking; this would be 
examined in the future as to what the appropriate balance was. He added that an effort 
was made to communicate with the public.  
 
A Member suggested that an approach should be made to Leicestershire County Council 
to utilise their site at Snibston in the future. The Head of Property and Economic 
Regeneration advised Members that this site had been identified as one to potentially use 
and would be considered again in the future. 
 
A Member inquired whether the cost of the celebration of the fifty-year anniversary of 
North West Leicestershire District Council was coming solely out of Special Expenses 
budget. In response, Officers clarified that the whole budget for the celebration of the fifty- 
year anniversary of North West Leicestershire District Council would come from the 
General Fund. This would furthermore provide an opportunity, as the celebration would 
almost certainly take place in Coalville.  
 
A Member sought clarification on precisely what the celebrations would be, and the Head 
of Property and Economic Regeneration advised that the details were still being worked 
through and would be discussed by the envisaged events working party. District-wide 
contributions would be solicited from Members. 
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A Member asked for the full balance sheets of every event to be presented to the Working 
Party and Officers were happy to provide that.  
 
It was agreed that the Events sub-group meeting would be on 25 January 2024. 
 
It was moved by Councillor J Geary seconded by Councillor L Windram, and  
 
RESOLVED THAT: 
 

1) The progress on the 2023/2024 events programme be noted. 
2) The proposed Member Engagement for 2024/2025 events be noted. 
3) That a sub-group to examine the Christmas lights situation be formed. 

 
The meeting commenced at 6.30 pm 
 
The Chairman closed the meeting at 7.15 pm 
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NORTH WEST LEICESTERSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – WEDNESDAY, 31 JANUARY 2024 
 
 
 

Title of Report 
 

HOUSING IMPROVEMENT BOARD AND SCRUTINY TASK 
AND FINISH MOULD AND DAMP RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Presented by Councillor Andrew Woodman 
Housing, Property and Customer Services Portfolio Holder 
 
     PH Briefed  
 

Background Papers Corporate Scrutiny 
Report (Feb 24) - Task & 
Finish  
 
Corporate Scrutiny 
Report (Nov 23) – 
Housing Performance 

Public Report: Yes 
 

Key Decision: No 
 

Financial Implications Financial implications are summarised with further details in 
respect of policies, communications and benchmarking 
recommendations, considered in the Housing Revenue 
Account Budget 2024/25 and the Appointment of Housing 
Contractors report both of which are presented at this 
meeting.  
 

Signed off by the Section 151 Officer: Yes 
 

Legal Implications There are no legal implications directly from this report.  
 

Signed off by the Monitoring Officer: Yes 
 

Staffing and Corporate 
Implications 
 

Ensuring the Council’s Housing Service is fit for purpose is a 
key driver of the actions set out in this report. Plans are in 
development via third parties and the in-housing resourcing to 
deliver these.  
 

Signed off by the Head of Paid Service:  Yes 
 

Purpose of Report To respond to the Corporate Scrutiny Task and Finish Report 
on Mould and Damp, and also to update Cabinet on wider 
actions to improve the Housing Service. 

Reason for Decision To comply with the constitution regarding a Task and Finish 
Report, and to update Cabinet on wider work to improve the 
Housing Service.  
 

Recommendations THAT CABINET:  
 
1. THANKS THE SCRUTINY TASK AND FINISH GROUP 

FOR ITS WORK INTO THE EXAMINATION OF MOULD 
AND DAMP DURING THE LAST QUARTER. 
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2. AGREES THE RESPONSES TO THAT REPORT AS 
SET OUT IN PARAGRAPH 2.2 OF THIS REPORT  
 

3. NOTES AND ENDORSES THE ACTIONS BY THE 
PORTFOLIO HOLDER WITH THE STRATEGIC 
DIRECTOR AND HEAD OF HOUSING IN ADDRESSING 
THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE HOUSING SERVICE, AS 
SET OUT IN PARAGRAPH 3.3 ONWARDS IN THIS 
REPORT. 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 This report provides an update on improvements within the Housing Service and 

addresses the conclusion of the work of the Scrutiny Task and Finish group in relation to 
mould and damp.  

 
 

2.0 MOULD & DAMP TASK & FINISH INVESTIGATION  
 
2.1 At the meeting of Cabinet on 25 April 2023, several questions were asked in relation to 

cases of mould and damp within the Council’s housing stock. During discussion the 
Leader of the Council requested that Corporate Scrutiny Committee form a Task and 
Finish Group to review the matter following the local elections in May 2023. This work 
took place in quarter 3 of this financial year and was reported and endorsed by 
Corporate Scrutiny Committee on the 4 January 2024. A copy of the report including its 
recommendations are set out in Annex A to this report and can be accessed via the link 
in the header of this report.  
 

2.2 The Task and Finish Group developed five recommendations for Cabinet to consider. 
These are set out below with a suggested officer response. 

 
Task and Finish Group Recommendation 1  
 
“A stand-alone policy on damp and mould is produced and agreed as soon as possible” 

 
Cabinet Response : Agreed - It is accepted that a separate policy for damp and mould 
would provide greater clarity for tenants. The service will develop a draft policy as 
suggested and consult with tenants and members of the Task and Finish Group. This 
policy will be delivered within  Q1 of 2024/25. 
 
Task and Finish Group Recommendation 2 
 
“Steps are taken to improve the materials provided to tenants about damp and mould 
drawing on best practice as outlined in this report”. 
. 
Cabinet Response : Agreed - The service has already redrafted some elements of the 
communication material to tenants but will take on board the comments from the Task 
and Finish Group and its comments on the form and style of these. This will launch 
alongside the new policy once developed as set out above.  
 
Task and Finish Group Recommendation 3 
 
“The Council participates in benchmarking of damp and mould cases as soon as such 
benchmarking is available through Housemark and build the results into its standard 
reporting arrangements.” 
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Cabinet Response : Agreed – this was always the intention to ensure that the Council 
are aware of where its service sits within the wider work of all housing providers. This 
action is, however, dependant on third party data publication but will be included as an 
indicator within the Housing Service Plan which forms part of the wider performance 
management framework of the Council.  

 
Task and Finish Group Recommendation 4 
 
“The Housing Service is instructed to scope a specification to use external contractors to 
supplement the inhouse workforce capacity to specifically address the damp and mould 
cases and associated repairs and works and to proceed to procure a preferred 
contractor.” 
 
Cabinet Response : Agreed – supplementing in-house resources via third party has been 
under consideration for some time. Elsewhere on this Cabinet meeting’s agenda the 
appointment of a contractor for such services (and to address overall levels of high work 
in progress jobs) is to be considered. Subject to that item being agreed by Cabinet, work 
to mobilise the contractor should commence in February 2024.  

 
Task and Finish Group Recommendation 5 

 
Cabinet notes the outcome of the review and identifies if it wants the Task and Finish 
Group to continue its work on damp and mould in any capacity 

 
Cabinet Response : The work of the Group is noted and gratefully received. Regarding 
further specific action, the proposed policy in Recommendation 1 above will come back 
to the Task and Finish group in due course to provide comment on. Cabinet is also 
aware that a further update on Housing Repairs progress is due to come to the 
Committee later this year. In that report officers will also provide an update on progress 
with these actions. As such Cabinet is content that the work has been completed and 
nothing in addition to those set out in this response is required at the current time.  

 
2.3 Assuming Cabinet as a whole agrees the proposed recommendations, these will be 

reported to the Committee via an Information Paper to ensure members are aware of 
the decision taken.  

 
3.0 HOUSING SERVICE IMRPOVEMENT 

 
3.1 Whilst reporting on the Task and Finish work, it is also worthy of updating Cabinet on 

the work to improve the Council’s housing service overall. A series of update reports 
have been received by Corporate Scrutiny regarding the challenges and services 
provided by the service. The most recent in November last year and a link to this is 
provided in the header to this report.  

 
3.2 In essence, that report sets out the challenges facing the service and the actions that 

are being taken to address these. At a high level these are:  
 

 Demand – the service’s biggest current challenge is that demand is outstripping 
supply of resources. This largely stems from the cessation of works during the Covid 
pandemic of circa £12-18m which is leading to a work-in-progress backlog of circa 
5,500 work orders (the backlog would normally be in the region of approximately 
500).  

 Resources - recruitment for the in-house team has always been challenging. The 
Council is trying to recruit to particular trades in a highly contested marketplace which 
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post Covid has seen a step change. With a number of people reducing their hours or 
leaving the maintenance sector, in turn making them harder to recruit. This is a 
recognised national and cross sector issue affecting most providers from house 
building companies through to private and social landlords alike and is not unique to 
the Council.  

 

 Inflationary cost pressures - whilst earlier this year there were some supply issues for 
key components, this has improved. However, the significant increase in inflation has 
impacted on both the cost of goods (from building supplies through to issues such as 
glass, doors and windows). But it is also having an impact on any services via third 
parties, for example, support contractors and outsourced services (such as the 
majority of Gas works). There still remains some volatility in supply. 

 

 Availability of robust data – some key data (for example asbestos surveys) are 
required to ensure the smooth planning of non-urgent works. An Asset Management 
team restructure has been undertaken but there remain the resourcing issues 
identified above. In view of this, a complete stock condition survey has been 
commissioned to enable the data on Council properties to be refreshed, and in doing 
so this will improve knowledge of these.   Improved work specification and scheduling 
should follow. 

 
3.3 The main actions being taken to address these include:  

 

 Appointment of various new contracts to ensure the Council is able to continue to 
provide key services. Importantly (and a feature of a separate report on this 
meeting’s agenda), is the appointment of a consultant to provide services to 
supplement the in-house resource to tackle the “work in progress” backlog.  

 

 Changes to the IT systems to ensure that these are fit for service providing a better 
outcome for tenants by improving processes.  

 

 Engaging more with tenants and with Council staff to ensure a culture of customer 
service is embedded. 

 

 Updating a number of policies (and plans for more) to ensure policies and 
procedures are up to date and fit with current practise, expectations and regulations.  
 

 HRA Budget for 2024/5 has been aligned to ensure the delivery of these actions. 
 

3.4 To oversee these changes an initial action plan has been developed (Annex B).  This 
has been endorsed by Corporate Scrutiny. This will be further refined as the programme 
of change develops. To oversee these changes the Cabinet Member working with the 
Strategic Director and Head of Service will be implementing a ‘Housing Improvement 
Board’. The purpose of the board will be to:  

 

 To create and then deliver the full housing improvement plan  

 To provide oversight, guidance, and rigour to the improvement of the housing service 

and hold the service to account for delivery against the Housing Improvement Plan  

 To ensure there is a sufficient focus and resources within and supporting the housing 

service to drive forward the changes needed to deliver the improvement plan 

 To monitor Risks within the Board’s remit and to help in providing assurance on 

delivery of the planned improvements. 
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It is envisaged the board will first meet before Easter 2024, once the mobilisation of key 
contracts set out above has commenced. Reporting through the normal CDP reporting 
mechanisms will continue and a further update report to Corporate Scrutiny is planned 
for later this year.  

 
4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
4.1 The costs of producing the policies, communications and benchmarking for 

recommendations 1 to 3 will be contained within the budgets for 2024/25 which will be 
presented under a separate item at this meeting. 

 
4.2  The external contractor procurement is part of the Housing Contracts report also being 

presented to this meeting. The damp and mould work is incorporated into this contract 
which also covers other backlog works referenced in 3.2 above. There is specific 
2024/25 revenue budget growth of £2m requested for the backlog works in the HRA 
Budget and Rents Report 2024/25 to 20028/29, which is also being presented at this 
meeting. In the same report there is a £2m increase in capital budgets in 2024/25 for the 
Homes Improvement Programme to cover the backlog of works. 

 
 
 

Policies and other considerations, as appropriate 

Council Priorities: 
 

- Communities and Housing  
- A Well Run Council  
 

Policy Considerations: 
 

None specific – however, a planned Damp and 
Mould policy is recommended within the report. 

Safeguarding: 
 

None specific but this is a key part of delivery of 
the service overall. 

Equalities/Diversity: 
 

None Specific but will be considered in detailed 
action – such as the development of policy 

Customer Impact: 
 

The changes envisaged in the report will impact on 
improving the service to customers  

Economic and Social Impact:  
 

None direct – however the service does seek to 
use local contractors and suppliers where possible  

Environment, Climate Change and 
Zero Carbon: 
 

The Housing Asset Management Plan is key to the 
delivery of the Council’s Climate Change and Zero 
Carbon commitments. Actions set out in this report 
all are assisting to deliver the Housing 
Management Plan and improvements to our 
overall housing stock and tenants’ day to day lives.  
 

Consultation/Community/Tenant 
Engagement: 
 

None specific – however, in development of the 
proposed policy tenant engagement will be 
undertaken 

Risks: 
 

The actions outlined in this report will assist in 
mitigating the risk of noncompliance with current 
legalisation/regulation and will ensure that a good 
service is being delivered to tenants.  

Officer Contact 
 

Andy Barton  
Strategic Director  
Andy.Barton@nwleicestershire.gov.uk  
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Corporate Scrutiny Committee 
January 2024 

Title:  Report From Damp and Mould Task and Finish Group 

Author: Cllr Alison Morley, Chair of the Task and Finish Group 
Supported By: Jane Rochelle, Head of Housing, Officers Louise Austin and Michela Walker 

Background 
A Task and Finish Group was formed to assess the Council’s position in relation to this sector-wide 
problem in Autumn 2023. 

Damp and Mould issues were highlighted in the Housing Ombudsman’s Report “Spotlight on Damp and 
Mould: It’s not lifestyle” (Oct 2021) . Then sadly, the tragic death of two-year-old Awaab Ishak in December 
2020, served to reinforce the risk of non-compliance in the area of damp and mould. The inquest into 
Awaab’s death concluded on 15 November 2022, with the Coroner finding Awaab died as a result of a 
severe respiratory condition due to prolonged exposure to mould in his home environment. Awaab and 
his family lived in a social housing flat in Rochdale. 

The Group was tasked to “review the work which the Council is doing in relation to damp and mould in 
Council-owned housing”.  Officers were also asked to respond to the four questions posed in the above 
Ombudsman’s report, which directed senior management of any regulated landlord services organisation 
to consider the Governance and audit of policies, processes and outstanding complaints relating to damp 
and mould.  

The Ombudsman’s 2021 report also provided 26 recommendations which landlords might adopt to ensure 
they are doing all possible to ensure damp and mould repairs are manged robustly. As part of the Task 
and Finish group’s work, the Officers carried out a self-assessment against all 26 points. This highlighted 
some good practice, alongside areas of weakness which need to be addressed. 

Key issues for consideration 

Once terms of reference were agreed and a Chair appointed (Cllr Morley, a unanimous decision) the 
group agreed the following principal areas for review: 

a) Benchmarking data for national picture
b) The Council’s current policies in relation to Damp and Mould
c) The information being given to tenants.
d) Complaints in relation to DMC over the last five years including stage reached, resolutions, actions

and lessons learnt
e) Disrepair claims in relation to damp and mould - process (not details of actual complaints)

Findings 

a) Benchmarking data for national picture

Completing a benchmarking exercise proved to be unfruitful as this is not a specific area that landlords 
have been asked to provide data on as a key performance indicator to date.  The Council subscribes to 

Annex A
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Housemark, the leading data and insight company for the housing sector and submit data regularly to 
enable comparison. In future, Housemark will be collecting data on damp and mould and providing 
benchmarking data.   
 
From the Ombudsman report the following information can be gleaned: 

 The vast majority of people living in social housing have homes that are largely free from damp 
and mould. This is consistent with other data sources, such as the English Housing Survey. 
However, living with damp and mould can have a serious impact on tenants’ health and 
wellbeing, and it is essential that providers identify and address these issues promptly and 
effectively. 

 From information the Ombudsman received they were able to extrapolate estimates that deepen 
the understanding of damp and mould issues in social housing. Their best estimates are that 3-
4% of the four million social housing homes have at least some notable damp and mould, 1-2% 
have serious, Housing Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) category 2 damp and mould 
problems, and less than 0.2% have the most serious, HHSRS category 1 level, problems which 
would fail the Decent Homes Standard.  

 These are not acceptable conditions for tenants to be living in, even if the proportions are 
relatively small. 

 Local authorities reported proportionately more cases than private registered providers. 

 
Below are some selected extracts from the English housing survey: 
 

 Damp is less prevalent, (than Cat 1 Hazards) with 4% of households (935,000) living in a home 
with a damp problem. 

 Households in the private rented sector are more likely to live in poor quality housing than social 
renting and owner-occupied households. 

 Damp is most prevalent in the homes of private renters, with 11% of households living in a home 
with a damp problem, compared with 2% of owner occupiers, 5% of local authority renters, and 
4% of housing association renters. 

 Overcrowded households are more likely to fail the Decent Homes Standard, have a HHSRS 
Category 1 hazard and have damp problems than households that are not overcrowded. 

By comparison, the following number of cases reported have been reported to the Council: 
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There were 2,596 orders relating to damp, mould and/or condensation and these related to 1260 
properties, equating to 30% of Council-housing stock over the five year period. 
 
Out of this 1260 total, 694 properties were identified as having no existing open works orders linked to 
damp, mould, and/or condensation. This suggests that in approximately 55% of cases reported since 
2018, effective treatment and resolution of the underlying causes were achieved. 
 
Out of the remaining 566 properties with still outstanding works orders concerning damp, mould, and/or 
condensation, it was observed that 244 of these properties had no historical instances of recurring 
issues.  
 
Among the 566 properties (around 6% of properties which is line with the national average) with 
outstanding works orders related to damp, mould, and/or condensation, it was noted that 13% had a 
history of five or more related orders i.e. related items of property disrepair (or if using three+ 42%). This 
higher frequency of orders indicates a greater likelihood of an underlying property defect contributing to 
the recurrence. Processing time from survey to completion is currently around four to eight months. The 
commissioning of an updated Stock Condition Surveys is due to commence in early 2024, this will also 
significantly improve the data known about the Council’s Housing Stock.  
 
 
New control measures have been put in place to ensure all cases of DMC are picked up, this includes 
tenancy audits and an addition of DMC reporting function now being available on the operative mobile 
form. This means that a case can be escalated if necessary.  
 
 
 
b) The Council’s current policies in relation to Damp and Mould 
 
The Council does not have a stand-alone policy on damp and mould. The current Housing Repairs and 
Maintenance Policy makes no mention of damp and mould.  The policy was produced in March 2020 
and is under review.  Consideration needs to be given as to whether to encompass DMC within the new 
Repairs and Maintenance policy or produce a stand-alone policy to avoid further delay.   
It is a clear recommendation of the Task and Finish Group that a stand alone policy is needed for issues 
of Damp, Mould and Condensation. 
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c) The information being given to tenants 
 
The Council has information and advice available for tenants on how to reduce and treat damp and 
mould within the home.  This appears in hard copy, on the website and is a regular featured article for 
“In Touch” tenants’ quarterly magazine.  On review it was felt that the language and emphasis on who 
has responsibility for DMC should be improved upon.  A selection of “best in class” examples from other 
Councils and upper quartile social housing providers has been collated to feed into the review of 
literature the Council produces. A leaflet to inform of the processes and disturbance that may be caused 
when treating DMC is being produced.  This aims to prepare tenants by outlining the stages and 
timescales of treating different types of DMC and will ensure that tenants are aware of the disruption 
likely to occur in their home.  In serious cases tenants will, of course, be offered the option to decant to 
another property whilst the work is undertaken. Although this does happen, in most cases people are 
reluctant to move out of their own home.     
 
Once the literature has been reviewed and improved, it will be published on the Council’s website and 
provided to each new resident when they start their tenancy. Embedding an approach of prevention, not 
problem.  
 
d) Complaints in the last five years including stage reached, resolutions, actions and lessons 

learned.  
 
 

 
 
Due to the complaints process being reviewed and changed in between 2018 and 2022 it has not been 
possible to clearly identify at what stage historically complaints were resolved.  The updated complaints 
process does allow us to do this going forward. One complaint of damp and mould has reached the 
Housing Ombudsman Service over this period of time. The complaint was upheld, an apology for delay 
in tackling the outstanding works was made and compensation paid.   
 
The graph shows a notable increase in number of complaints – this is relative to the general trend for 
complaints received.  Several factors may be deemed responsible for the uptick in complaints since 
2018. Overall, it was felt by the members of the Task Group that this increase is a good indicator.  It 
may be interpreted that the awareness of the problems damp and mould bring has grown amongst 
tenants and officers, and that the new complaints process to better promote how to complain, then track 
and monitor complaints, has assisted this increase.  The simple fact that the Council can identify and 
track complaints related to DMC and demonstrate good knowledge and information management were 
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all positives and aligns with the government’s ‘Make it right’ campaign on these issues and is in line with 
the culture of welcoming complaints as opportunities to improve.  
 
 
e) Disrepair claims in relation to damp and mould - process (not details of actual complaints) 
 
Dis-repair claims have increased in number generally. There is no particular increase in cases related 
directly to damp and mould, though it can be said these are sometimes cited as symptoms of the 
overdue works that caused the disrepair, for example, not fixing a leaking roof or chimney.  A case 
tracker is now in operation and the Asset Team operates in conjunction with Housing Management, 
Legal, Repairs and Head of Housing to ensure the Council abides by the pre-action protocol.  The 
Council always tries to maintain the relationship and communication directly with tenants.  The tracker is 
visible across the fficers who need it, including Legal who also operate their own case management 
software. Crucially, the detail about the property, the household and the status of the case is managed 
within the Housing Services team. Of the total twenty-three current cases, this is the status shown for 
each:  
 
  
It is hoped that any further changes to resources take account of the need to 
balance internal and external expertise.  
 
The Council’s surveyor has this week conducted an  
Inspection for a disrepair where the claim had been 
withdrawn by the tenant’s representative - since the 
tenant was not keeping in communication with them.  
 
A change in the disrepair strategy means that even if  
withdrawn, the case will not be closed until resolved.   
The Council now takes the stance that any indication of an outstanding repair 
is treated as “putting landlord on  
notice” and an inspection must take place, 
even if this means having to issue notices of 
tenancy breach or threaten  
an injunction to gain access to the property. 
 
On this occasion the property was in such poor  
condition the tenant has been decanted immediately. 
This may sound surprising that tenants “give up”    
However, quite often, living in a state of disrepair can  
affect mental health and well-being to such an extent   
that tenants feel overwhelmed and despairing that  
anything can be done to fix it.  It is imperative that  
such cases are identified and resolved to restore not only the  
property but the people living there too.     
 
 
 
 

STATUS (LINKED) 
SETTLED 
SETTLED 

TO BE SETTLED 
SETTLED 

NWLDC INSPECTION 
NWLDC INSPECTION 

EXT SURVEYOR 
EXT SURVEYOR 
EXT SURVEYOR 
EXT SURVEYOR 
EXT SURVEYOR 
EXT SURVEYOR 
EXT SURVEYOR 

AWAITING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

AWAITING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

NWLDC INSPECTION 
WORKS OVERDUE 
WORKS OVERDUE 

SETTLED 
SETTLED 

EXT SURVEYOR 
EXT SURVEYOR 

SETTLED 
Financial implications 
 
The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) budget is agreed by Council each year. The issues covered in 
this review should be included in that process. The Group also notes that the Asset Management Plan 
is being updated and again these issues should be factored into that review going forward. A re-
alignment of budget to support a specialist in-house team that can prioritise damp and mould cases is 
supported by the Task and Finish Group in any changes to resource.   
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The required follow-up works to remediate major work undertaken when fixing root causes of damp and 
mould is also generating the need for additional resource in the shape of a major contractor who can 
support the internal repairs team to clear the backlog and meet increased demand. Taking the pressure 
off internal delivery team, whilst mobilising updates to the Housing Repairs ICT management system 
QL.  Once the asset management plan is refreshed a longer-term financial plan will be required to 
support the planned renewal of components and cyclical maintenance programmes which will in turn 
reduce the occurrence of damp, mould and disrepair. Other works may also aid in supporting some of 
these outcome for example investment in works to help deliver Carbon improvements. 
 
 
Risks  
 
Not making any change to the current responsive repairs team will inevitably lead to an increase in aged 
work in progress (WIP) jobs and impede  the Council’s ability to react quickly to damp and mould jobs.   
For the stock numbers held by the Council, a healthy WIP would be around 400 jobs outstanding. 
Currently the WIP is well above this figure at approximately 5,500 and weekly demand is around 40% 
above what the current team can comfortably clear. In the short-term, external resource, in the shape of 
a major contractor, could be brought in, but a long-term solution would be to overhaul the current 
working regime.  Tenant’s safety is a priority and the main risk of inaction, along with negative publicity 
and long-term reputational damage. 
 
 
Policy and communication considerations 
 
The renewed stock condition survey data once available will feed into the Asset Management Strategy 
and in turn drive forward investment decisions to increase thermal comfort, make homes more 
affordable to keep warm and reduce condensation – one of the main causes of damp and mould.  
A standalone policy on damp and mould is recommended for Officers to develop and Members to 
approve. A review of the housing repairs and maintenance policy is also due.   
 
Communication by all means with, and literature supplied to tenants needs updating in line with the 
content of the report. 
 
Required Outcome/ Direction 
 
This paper concludes the review work delegated to the Task and Finish Group.    
 
The Group recommends to Cabinet that: 

1. A stand alone policy on damp and mould is produced and agreed as soon as possible 
2. Steps are taken to improve the materials provided to tenants about damp and mould drawing on 

best practice as outlined in this report  
3. The Council participates in benchmarking of damp and mould cases as soon as such 

benchmarking is available through Housemark and build the results into our standard reporting 
arrangements 

4. The Housing Service is instructed to scope a specification to use external contractors to 
supplement the inhouse workforce capacity to specifically address the damp and mould cases 
and associated repairs and works and to proceed to procure a preferred contractor. 

5. Cabinet note the outcome of the review and identifies if they want the Task and Finish Group to 
continue its work on damp and mould in any capacity   
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Annex B – Housing Repairs Action Plan Jan 24 

 

Theme Area Complete To complete 
R

e
so

u
rc

e
s 

St
affi

n
g 

 New Head of Housing in post  

 Appointment of Quantity Surveyors x2 

 New uniforms  

 Consider steps to ensure the Council can attract and retain talent  

 Consider whether structure is fit for the future in consultation with 
staff and trade unions. 

 CDP Business Plan and Service Plan showing golden thread  

 Apprentice programme 

 Appointment of Change Manager for fixed term 

C
o

n
tr

ac
to

r 

 Reprocuring of key contracts  

 Increased contract management  

 Increased on site presence to pre-inspect, mid-term check and 
post inspect high value or health & safety related works 

 Devise a plan to clear backlog of responsive repairs @ 5500 

 Full suite of contract management approaches  

 Fully compliant contracted services with regular contract meetings 
and detailed action plans for continuous improvement   

 Appointment of key contractor for catch up work  

 Appointment of qualified Building Surveyor 
 

R
ep

ai
rs

 M
ai

n
te

n
an

ce
 &

 
Sy

st
e

m
 

In
te

rn
al

 P
ro

ce
ss

 

 External review of service  

 Review of repairs process stage 1  

 Introduce new Disrepair process to systematically track all 
cases 

 Work to improve software and data management by bringing 
back data architects from software provider for QL 

 Continued improvement to repairs handling and job allocation  

 Continued improvement as software updates become available and 
new solutions are brought to market e.g. via Mri  

 

D
at

a 
&

 
Sy

st
em

  Appointment of consultants for full stock condition survey 

 New tablets for operatives  

 Staff training on systems 

 Analysis to feed into asset management plan work  

 System overhaul and re planning to ensure improved management of 
repairs process Forward planning of asset work medium term  

 ‘live’ data system with ‘live’ feedback from site work 

En
ga

ge
m

e
n

t 
&

 C
u

lt
u

re
 

St
aff

 

 Comprehensive programme of training (commenced) 

 Change programme overall commenced 

 More stringent absence management 

 Comprehensive programme of training (ongoing) and training 
matrixes developed 

 Increased staff churn will require greater support from central teams, 
especially HR, Finance and ICT 

Te
n

an
ts

 

 Deliver “Meet the Housing Ombudsman” event jointly with 
EMH  

 Tenant pop up events 

 Tenancy audit commenced  

 Tenancy management refresh 

 Rent accounting checks  

 Increased programme of tenant engagement focusing, in particular, 
on hard to reach groups and under-represented cohorts 

 Continued fall in complaints  

 Identifying vulnerable residents via repairs process 

 Inject energy and innovation into tenant engagement, new Officer 
appointed to develop engagement strategy 
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St
ra

te
gy

 &
 P

o
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y 

A
ss

et
 M

tg
 

&
 B

u
s 

P
la

n
 

 Appointment of consultants 

 First member engagement event delivered by Savills  

 Complete refresh of asset management plan and business plan by Q3 
2024 
 

Po
lic

y 
re

fr
es

h
  Void and repairs standard under way 

 
 Compensation policy 

 Damp & Mould Policy 
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